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An Introduction

The human body is a complicated system. It is made up of a number of
-subsystems and many components that are interrelated in complex wak. The

I
Well-Being unit is not meant to be aimed at a study of this involved physiology

I
of the body. Rather it represents an attempt to examine some of the effects
of various subStances on the system. . .

--------------- Oneof the_advantages of the systems approach for complicated problems
is the fact that it allows a careful examination of input and output. Further.
it focuses on ,the relmionship of these two factors and affords an opportunity
to study the Control mechanism that normally keeps them in. balance. Such
4.--oontrol mechanism is called a feedback syVem. tFeedback systems have been used on machines for many years. Ja i es Watt,

in the eighteenth century, utilized metal balls whirling on a shaft t control

the speed of bis steam engine. When the engine speeded up, rotational forces
caused the balls to swing wider and higher. This motion partially closed the
throttle through a mechanical connection, and the steam engine slowed down.

. A slowing of the machine below the desired speed produced the oppositereffect
and opened the throttle. Thus, the machine had a method of control incorpo-
rated into its operation. -.

Such a feedback system is called a "closed loop control." And due to the
fact that the response of the machine is opposite to the stimulus change, it
is said to be a negatiVe-feedback system. FOr example, when the engine speeds

up, the control sends a message to slow it down. Wheri the engine slows down,

the opposite message is sent All these messages and respon urses occ in a
continuous, circular pathway1 a closed loop.

The human body is well supplied with feedback systems that serve to regu-
late its operation. Among these are the systems of optic nerve and eye, auditory

nerve and inner ear, and 'especially the various interconnected endocrine

glands. As an example of the latter, the hypothalamus sends a message to

, the pituitary; the pituitary in turn sends a speed-up message to some target
gland, such as the thyroid. The thyroid sends itS message, in the form of
hormones, to the body cells. Rising levels of these hormones feed back signals

to the hypothalamus, cutting production of the chemical messenger from
pituitary to thyroid and slowing it down.

t
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Cheniical inputs to the body system can upset these feedback mechanisms.
I he inputs may be in the forni of food, tobacco. alcohol, drugs, and narcotics.
As with the fly ball governor On the steam engine. so too the body has set
points for noimal human functioning. Physiologically and psychologically
these set points can be altered. Sometimes the alterations are reversible; at
other times they are not. In any case, the body outputs ate affected, in terms
of behavior, productivity:and general well-being.

Everyone is a user of chemicals. At the simplest level this use involves food
and water. But even these can pose problems for humans. While a large part
of the world is mainly concerned with getting enough food to survive, affluent
societies worry about the problem of obesity, with its resulting health implica-,

tions. And even pure water, consumed in excess, can remove necessary salts
from the body and cause a serious physical condition similar to heat exhaus-
tion.

At another level are various over-the-counter chemicalsmouthwashes,
aspirin, cough drops and syrups, cosmetiL., acne medications, eye, car, and
nose drops, laxatives, reducing pills, vitamins and tonics. And then at the
prescription level are antibiotics, hormones, antihistamines, and many other

chemical-preparations in ever increasing..numbers. In.the twenty years.from_
1946 to 1966, the sales of pharmaceuticals increased by a factor of 10. The,
various preparations exist in a wide variety of fc4krliquids, plilsi ointments,
capsules, sprays, and tablets. They are applied to the skin, swallowed, sniffed,
or injected.

The use and abuse of potentially Larmful chemical inputs are a major and
apparently growing problem throughout the United States and probably the
world. The reasons for this are complex, and unfortunately there arc no easy
solutions. But one thing is very clear from an education-al stand-
pointtraditional methods of deterrence, involving reliance on scare- tech-
niques or moral persuasion, have not proved effective. And thc problem has
been further complicated by the fact that individual differences play such air
important piirt.

No one has to be convinced that humans vary externally: Tall or short,-
fat or skinny, light- or -dark-skinned, hairy or baldhumans exist in tn ex-

. trcmely wide variety of forms. However, two other forms-of human variation
are often overlooked. First, humans differ internally just as much as, if not
more than, they do externally. The theniistry of each person's body is different.
Reactions to the same chemical may vary greatly from one individual to
another. A particular dosage may not affect one person, it may incapacitate
a second, 4hile a third person shows an allergic reaction to it. Thus, inter-
individual variation applies to internal as well as to external characteristics.

The second farm of human variation that must bc appreciated in order
to understand the action of chemicals in the body is intra-individual variation.
This means that a person is literally not the same at all times. Reactions to
the same dosc of the same chemical may vary immensely in the same person
at different times. Some of the important variables include the person's physi-

-T 4 ()logical and psychological condition, thc setting that surrounds the use of the
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chemical, the person's past experience with the chemical substances, and, most

important of all, the person's expectations. I..

The combination of the extreme interindividual and inua-individual varia-
tion of humans makes it extremely difficult to predict a particular outcome
in a particular person from a particular chemical input. While it is tiue that
there arc certain physiological and psych4logical commonalities to human
flmctioning, the range of variation is so great that average or mean values

arc often rather meaningless in understanding a single person. There is little

question that science has mainly perfected techniques for ...understanding

groups; the individualany individual---is poorly understood.
Chemical inputs to the body might be divided into the two broad categories

of foods and drugs. If food is defined as something that is used for bodily
energy, then admittedly one that is normally considered a drugalcoholhas

kto be included also as a tbod. Oxidation of alcohol does deed occur in the
body. However, the following background information wi be aimed at the
inputs to thc system treating alcohol as a drug. ..

FOOD

Someone has said that even with the mass starvation that occurs in under-
developed countries, more people in the world are killed by overeating than

by underca g. Probably the effects of food intake on the overweight and
the obes e due to bcith amount and kinds of food. Not only are people
in a i nt countries eating too muchthey eat more fatty meat and dairy

ucts. The increase in circulatory ailments such as.atherosclerosis, which

one form of hardening of the arteries, is alarminglAnd this disease can
lead to heart attacks and strokes.

A person becomes fat simply because he takes in morc calories (input
energy) then, he uses up by his daily activities. And every excess pound of
body weight requires additional blood vessels and body fluids, and harder
work by the heart. Insurance companies have known for a long time that
fat policyholders are bad risks.

The control center for eating is housed in an area in the middle of the
brain called the hypothalamus. Normally this "appestat" inittlites the urge
to eat through one group ofcells, and signals a halt to eating through another
group. Apparently social customs, physiological factors, and psychological

pressures can under ccrtain circumstances change the regulating mechanism
perhaps theoet pointof this feedback system. Then thOlierson doesn't stop
eating when he should.

-a

-SMOKING

Cigarette smoking as we know it tQday is a habit that originated 'during
the past seventy years. In the United States, cigarette coniumption (for those ' T $
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eighteen and over) has increased from 600 per person pei year in 1920 to
4,2(X) per per-len per year in 1%5. 1 his increase in smoking is remarkably
similar to the increases in n ny death and disabdity rates.

At the turn of the centur for example, lting ciancer was a rare disease.
löday it is the leading cause of death from cancer armnig American men.
And it is growing in epidemic proportions. Studies hove now revealed and
measured a broad spectrum of patholoyy induced by cigarette smoking. The
public first tici6nie aware of many of these fact% when the Surgeon CiTneral's
report enthleil Smoking and Heald, was published in 1964. Since that time
a great ,dcal of additional research hike served to reinforce and extend the
findings.

The niost chilling aspect of lung cancer is that cures arc rare. Ninety-five
out of every hundred people who get lung cancer are dead within five years.

-

Even the -first-year survival rate is only 25 percent.
Both emphysema and chronic bronchitis have similar symptomsshortness

of breath, chronic Cough, and the tendency to tire easily. In emphysema, the
ativeoli lose their elasticity and rupture. Chronic bronchitis is a persistently
recurrent inflammation of the lining of thc bronchi. The bronchial cells, when
irritated by chemicals in smoke, produce excessive mucus. Increased coughing
to bring..up.the "Thlegm" is a common symptom. Because of thesc --coinIica-
tions. the heart works harder to pump the Oxygen-low blood to the body tissues.
Thus, death may result from respiratory failure or from an overtaxed heart.
Emphysema and chronic bronchitis are more tban twice as prevalent among
male smokers as among male nonsmokers and three tiivs more prevalent
among women smokers than among women who have neOcr smoked.

Just as the death rates for lung cancer are rising, so are the death rates
for chronic bronchitis and emphysema. They have increased sharply in tbe
last few years: 2,300 in 1945 to 20,200 in 1964. At this tate, some 180,000
people will die of these diseases in 1983. Emphysema has become second only
to heart diseasc as a cause of disability.

Heart diseases of all_kinds, as well as circulatory diseases, secm to be ckwely
correlated with smoking. And so it goes with other causes of death. Overall,
the rate of ea& death from tall causes ranges from 40 to 120 percent higher
for smokers thin' for nimismokers, depending upon the amount smoked daily.
There is also abundant evidence talink smoking with nonfatal illnesses. Amer-
ican workers who smoke cigarettes spend over a third more time away from
their jobs bccause of illness than thosc who have neve. smoked.

We hear a great deal about environmental hazards today. Yet one fact is
often eliminated from the discussions. This is that smoking-connected disease
is now the fore ost preventable cause of death in thc Unitcd States. For the
American male, e 35-65, who smokes a pack or more of cigarettes per day,
smoking is an envmnnnienta1 hazard equal to all other hazards to life ann-
bined. When we consider the vast sums of money spent for improved treatment
of heart disease, cancer, and strokes, we should realize that .a much greater
improvement of health and longevity woilld occur if Americans would simply
cease smoking.

'!II ' 41:1:41i V''',!
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Mi Ihons of adult smokers have gun smoking, and they are contuluing to
quit at a rate of more than one million a year. Smoking among teen-agcis
seems to have declined, also. but there are still about one million young people
who takc4up the habit each year. It is extremely hard tor the average' child
to grow up in our society and not become a smoker.

There have been a number of studies about smoking among diildren and
teen-agers. Almost all of these agree that there-are few smokers below the
age of ten or twelve. Exploratory smoking increases rapidly in junior high
school, and fairly regular smoking begins by the eighth or ninth grade. During
high school the proportion of smokers increases. At the present time, it is

estimated that by the age of eighteen, 37.6 percent of the boys and 21.9 percent
of the girls smoke on a fairly regular basis. It is good news that this percentage
is less than a few years ago; it is distressing. however, that the number is
as large as it is.

The trend,in recent years has been toward a slight decrease in smoking among
boys and a fairly.steady increase in smoking among girls. The reason is perhaps
a social one. At one time, smoking was a masculine privilege and was considered
unladylike, or -worse, for women. This distinction no -longer appliest and the

"gttipkihrIttt bits -0 r- wom en have grown rioser-and-eloser -io-those-of4Fien - - 1r , --- " ."

Studies have.shown that a child is much more likely to smoke if his parents
or his older brothers and sisters smoke and if his friends smoke. Smoking begins
at earlier ages among chilpren who have lower goals and less ability, and who
achieve less. But these are exceptions to these general findingsmany children
of stnoking parents do not become smokers.

It may be that some students who sittoke will ask for your assistance in re-
ducing their smoking behavior. If so, the U.S. Public Health Service makes the
following recommendations.

1. Choose a cigarette with lo4i tar and nicotine. The tar and nicotine ratings
for all leading brands of cigarettes are published regularly by the Federal
Trade Commission. Some brands vary from others by as much as two to
one, and even more.

2. Don't smoke the cigarette all the way down. No matter which cigarette is
smoked, the most tar and nicotine is found in the la,st fev puffs. The tobacco
itself acts as a filter, retaining a portion of the tar) and Mcotine that pass
through it. Smoke from the first third of an averige cigarette yields about
2 percent of the total tar and nicotine, but the last third yields 50 percent.
The longer the cigarette, the greater the risk.

3. Takefewer draws on each cigarette. With practice, many people have found
that they can reduce the niimber of puffs on each cigarette without really.
missing them.

4. Reduce inhaling. Death rates of cigarette smokers increased with degree of
inhalition. Since the more -smoke that enters the lungs the greater the
chance for complications, any reduction in the depth and frequency of
inhalation is for the better. Cigar and pipe smokers are net so apt to inhale

11i

as are cigarette smokers. This is probably the reason they are less-likely to
have many of the .diseases associated with cigarette smoking.
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5. Smoke .fewer cigarettes per day. This is a very difficult step for many
smokers. Some ex-smokers have passed along their experience for what it
might be worth. They suggest making a habit of asking. -Do I really want

Aius cigarette?" They also suggest making it moie difficult to smoke auto-
matically by placing cigarettes in a different pocket or drawer. Many of the
adverse physiological effects of smoking are reversible to some extent if
smoking stops.

ALCOHOL

The most important effect of alcohol is on the brain. After a certain amount of
alcohol reaches man's brain, his judgment becomes impaired. As more al-
cohol gets there, he becomes unable to organize the movements of different
muscles in teamwork. This muscular disharmony becomes greater as additional
alcohol reaches the brain. Finally, with still more alcohol, the man loses
consciousness. And if, under certain conditions, enough added alcohol should
reach his brain after he is unconscious, he may die.

Inconsidering the problem of alcohol input, the following points are impor-
tant.

Dyer the centuries man has found both advantage and disadvantage in
drinking alcohol and has tried many ways to prevent its abuse.
Regardless of the kind of wine, beer, or liquor, drinks get their "kick" from
the ethyl alcohol they contain.
Ethyl alcohol is an anesthetic (a depressant, not a stimulant) that numbs
behavioral controls and judgment, and affects vision, coordination, and
speech.
It takes a lot longer for the body to get rid of the effects of alcohol than
it takes to drink ittime during which it is not safe to do things like drive
a car.
The custom of drinking _for some people becomes a habit, and this habit
can become a true addiction, just like the addiction to narcotics, barbiturates,
or other drugs.
There is help available in most communities for those who have become
addicted and can't, by their own unaided efforts get along without alcohol.

OTHER DRUGS

'A drug is a substance used as a medicine or in making medicine. Properly
prescribed for legitimate medical purposes, all drugs have se ed some need
of mankind. Their evil lies not in their use but in their a set and misuse.

.Sometimes they become poisons, producing unwanted.re tIons, stupor, id-
diction, and even death. In many cases they can cause4thysical and psycho-
logical dependence and physical tolerance.

" ".0 411-,41'
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Defining terms like addiction is difficult. it is made nque so by the various
ways in which it is used, like "physical addiction" or "psychological addiction."

Onc definition of addiction might he the coinpulsive use of a drug, so that

thc user finds it difficult to lead a normal life. The addict is "hooked- he

takes the drug because he has to. In this respect,. any chemical input can to

some degree become addictive if it interferes with the usual, constructive

pursuits in life. '
Physical tolerance is caused by the adaptation of the body to some chemical

input. The body tolerates larger and larger tires and, in fact, it requires these

larger doses for the drug to have a desired efrifct. The degree of establishment

of tolerance depends on the drug and the dose. For opiates, tolerance develops

very readily. With alcohol, tolerance can be induced only if the dose is greater

than a certain minimum. But in any case, tolerance results iTt physical de-

pendence.
When the body .has become so accustomed to the presence of a drug that

unpleasant physical symptoms result when the dosage is stopped, the individ-

ual has become physically dependent on the drug. The key to its identification-

the operational definition of physical dependencyis always the presence of

withdrawal symptoms. Sometimes these can be extfemely' harmful to the

individual.
The addict may or may not be physically dependent on a drug, but he

is always psychologically dependent on it. He has a cravingsome.deep need

in his personality. He experiences a controlling desire, with or without the

physical need, tt continue taking the drug and to obtain it by any means.
The abused drugs generally fall into two main groupsdepressants and

stimulants. Properly used, the first classification can relieve pain, lessen nerv-

ousness, and produce sleep: The second group are often used to reduce fatigue.

overcome sleepiness, and treat overweight patients. But improperly used, both

can cause addiction, serious physical reactions, and in some tragic instances

tleath.
One of tht difficulties with the depressant-stimulant classification system

for drugs is hat tl1ce are several that can have either effect, dependnig on

the mood o the use Among these art marijuana, which is legally classified

as a narcotic, so-called hallucinogens such as LSD, mescaline, and

ilsilocybin. Not only do their effects vary with mood, but they differ from
/person to person. And to complicate matters further, when these drugs aro-
used in conjunction with other drugs, such as alcohol, the results are even

more unpredictablesometimes violent.
Narcotics can also act either as stimulants or as depressants. The principal

stimulant narcotic is cocaine, which is an extremely dangerous drug extracted

from coca loaves. It often causes unprovoked, violent behavior and terrifying
hallucinations. The opium derivatives (heroin, morphine, codeine, paragoric,
etc.) are sedatives. The synthetic opiate equivalents produce essentially the

same reactions of a dreamlike trance and withdrawal from reality. Incidentally,

heroin is the most addictive of any known -drug.
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AN OVERVIEW ,00

The unit opens with an examination oi'lle relationship between body weight
and food intake. In an attempt to explain this relationship, ihe model of a
negative le .dback system is ploposed. In turn, a mechanical analogy, in thc
form of thermostat, is constructed to exemplify this type of system. Com-
parisons are then drawn between components in various body feedback sys-
tems and the corresponding components in the mechanical analogy.

The study of body feedback systeins is then expanded to include other
chemical inputs. The first of these is cigarette smoke.lts effect ors living things
is examined with seeds and seedlings in the laboratoiy and with data and
photomicrographs in the text. The student is called upon to make decisions
on the basis of statistical evidence of the effect of cigarette smoking on- the

. body.
The effects of other cheMicat inputsdrugs.--are studied, espec4a11y in the

manner in which they interact with various negative feedback systems of the
body. The meanings of physical and psychological dependence, withdrawal
illness, and addiction are examined. e,

Chemical inputs are classified in two broad (..tegoriesdepressants and
.stimulants. The xffects of depressant drugs, including alcohol, are investigated.
Emphasis is given to the adverse effects of the intake of two drugs simulta-
neously, and to the factors of age, weight, phrical condition,.and mental state
on the way a .drug can influence the behavior of an individual user.

The use of stimulant drugs and their ptcysital and psychological effects is
examined. The building up of body tolerance to certain chemical inputs is
studied. Attention is focused'on the hallucinogens, and on the possibility of

11/\ long-range changes in ibody functions that can be caused by their use. Data
showing the effect of marijuana on test scores under crontrolled conditions once
again emphasize the great Variability among individual subjects.

The unit concludes with a look at the narrelationship of drugs and the
law. Students ale asked to make decisions dr the basis of available facts and
to discuss their decisions with otheit. The concept of a placnbo is presented,
which helps point up the psythological nature of thc effect of drugs.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

The material in the unit has been aimed at ntific presentation as far as
. possible. For obvious reasons it is difficult to make use of laboratory activi-

ties for much of the subject matter. Instead, graphs, tables, factual text, and
art illustrations arc used to present the concepls. The teacher is urged to avoid
preaching or moralizing as far as iossible, and to ailO-W the students to make
decisions based on the existing evidence...

Each chapter of the Teacher's Edition contains an equipment list for that
chapter. The same is true for Cach excursion. In addition, the last page of
ach chapter alerts you to preparations necessary for the following chapter.

(1.1.
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Among the materials listed will be some items that must be supplied locally.
These include the following- baby-food Jars (S()) for all chapters; cigarettes
(1 per student:team), cans or flats with potting sod for seedlings. matches,
transparent tape, and paper towels for Chapter 2, wIted soll-drink cans,
mini-marshmallows (I hag), nuts (72), matches, paper towels, and potholdet
or tongs for Excursion I-3: in addition, sevetal chapters aml excursions need
a timing device (watch or clodc) with a sweep-second hand.

Excursion 2-1 calls tOr optional equipment tOr the first part. This inclUdes
microscopes, microscope slides, cover slips, medicine droppers, tweezers, iotIlC
(or methylene blue), an onion, and pond water. these materials arenoti
available, students may do the second part of the excursion only.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 1

Depending on the method you decide to use for the thermostat activity,
you may want to have one setup assembled ahead of time. Choose a place
_in the room adjacent to a wall outlet where students can go to operate the.
apparatus.

If you decide to use corn and pea seedlings for Pr lem Break 2-1 in Chapter
2, you will have to plant them well in advance. se the cans or fiats with
potting soil listed previously.

;
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,Foreword

A pupil's experienceS-VaiNieeiillie-agertftrand-1-6--prob hape his

ultimate view of science and of the natural world. During th se years

most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Since

concepts are lit the heart of science, this is the age at which most stu-

dents first gain the ability to study science in a really organized way.

Here, too,, the commitment for or against science as an interest or a
vocation is often made.

Paradoxicalbt, the students at this critical age have been the ones
'least affected by the recent effort to.produce new'science instructional

materials. Despite a number of commendable efforts to improve the
sittiation, the middle years stand today as a.comparatively weak liuk in

scienceeducation between the rapidly u4tanging elementary curriculum

and the recently revitalized high school science courses. This volume

and its accompanying materials represent one attempt to provide a

sound approach to instruction for this relatively unchar/ed level.

At the outset the .anizers of the ISCS Project decided that it
"

would tte shortsight ' and unwise' to try to fill the gap in middle

school science education by simplywriting another textbook.-We chose

instead t9lchallenge some of .the most firmlk established concepts
about hp4. to teach and. -list w-hat science matenal can and should be

taugh to adolescepts. The ISCS staff have_tended to mistrust what

authorities believe lbout schools, teachers, chVdren, and teaching until

we.have lukd the chance to test these assumptionsin actual classrooms

with real-Aldren. As conflicts have arisen, our policy has been to rely

more upon what we saw happening in the sfhoOls than upon what

authorities said could Or would happen. lt iI largely because of this

policithat the ISCS materials iepresent a substantial departure from
the norm.

The primary differeitce..between gie C$ program and more con-

ventional approaches is thklact that allows each student to travel .
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at Ins Own pace. and it petnith the scope and sequence of instructioy
to vary with his interests, abilities. and backviound I he IST'S writers
have systematically tried to rive the student more ot a iole in deciding
what he should study next and how soon he should study it. When the
materials ate used as intended. the 1SCS teachet serves more as a
-task easer- than a ltask master.- It is his .jol) to help the student
answer the questions that arise from his own study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to know.

There is nothing radically new in the 1SCS approach to instruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkuts have stressed the
need to personalize education. 1SCS has !tied to do somahing more
than pay lip ,ervice to this goal. 1SCS' major contribution has been to
design a system`whereby an average teacher, operating under normal
constraints, in n ordinary classroom with ordinary children, can in-
deed give maximum attention to each student's iiiogress.

The development of the 1SCS material has been a group effort from
the outset. lt began m 1962, when outstanding educators met to decide
what might be done to improve middle-grade science teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative
plan for a set of instrUctional materials by a small group of Florida
State University faculty members. -Small-scale writing sessions con-
ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during the 1965-66 school year. All this preliminary work was sup-
ported by funds generously provided by The Florida State University.

In June of p9.66, financial support was provided by the United S,tates'
Office of Education, and the preliminary effort was formalized into
the ISCS Projeci. Later, the National Science Foundation made sev-
eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort.

The-first .draft of these materials Was produced in 1968, during a,'
summer writing conference. The conferees were scienlits, science.'
educators, and junior high school teachers drawn .from all over the
United States. The original materials have been revised three times
'prior to theil publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than l80,000 children, in 46
states, have been involved in their field testing.

We sincerely hope that the teachers and students who will use this
material will find that the great amount of time,.money, and effort
that has gone into its development has been worthWhile.

Tallahassee, Florida The Directors
February 1972 INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE. CURRICULUM STUDY
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Notes to the Student

The word science means a lot of things. All
but none are cwnplete. Science is m
scribe in a few -wordi.

\

the meanings are
things and is hard to de-

.

We wrote this book to help you understand what science.is and what
scientists do. We have chosen to show yov these things instead of
describing them with words. The book describes a series of things for
you to do and ithink about. We hope that what you do will help you
learn a good deal about nature and that you will get a fcel for how
scientists tackle problems.

How Is this book difterentitrom other textbooks?

this book is probably not like your other tbovks. To make any
sense out of it, you mus work with Obje nd subs ces. You should
do the things described,. hink about t m, and then an wer any ques-
tions asked. Be sure you answer each uestion as you come to it.

The questions in the book ari very important. They are asked for
three reasons:,

, 1. To help you to ihink through what you see and do.
2. To let you know whether or not you understand what you'vedone.
3. To give you a record of what you have done so that you can

use it for review.

HOw will your class be organized?

Your science class will probably be quite different from your other
classes. This book will let you start work with less help than usual
from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where you left
off the day before. Any equipment and supplies needed will be wait-,

vNi ing for you.

22
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Your teacher will not read to you or tell you the things that you ale
to learn. Instead, he will help you and your classmates individually.

'fry to woik ahead on vim! own If you have nimble. hist Ii v (0
solve the,problem ikr yourself Don't ask your teacher for help until
you really need it. Do not expect him to &lye you the answers to the
questions in the book. Your teacher will iry to help you,filnd where
atid how you went wrong,' but he will not do rtr work 4)r you.

After a few days, of your classmates will he ahead'of you and
&hers will not be as r along. This is the way the course is supposed
to work. Remember:though. dim there will be no prizes for finishing
first. Work at whatever speed is best for you. But be sure you under-
stand what you have done before moving on.

Excursions are mentioned at several places. Ttiese special activities
arc found at the back of the book. You may stop and do aby excursion

A
that looks interesting or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-
cursions will heiR you do some of)lhe activities in this book.) Sme-
times, your teaçker may ask you to do an excursion..v...........JL.- le ... .. I. p.. ,,: p, p_ ,, . a . U.. le.s M. U.1. I,. I.t,

What am I ,aaPicted to learn?

During the year, you will work very much as a scientist does. You
should learn a lot of worthwhile information. More important, we
hope that you will learn how to ask and answer questions about
nature. Keep in mind that-learning how to find answers to iiiiistions is
Just as valaable as learning the answers themselves.

Keep the big picture in mind, too. /Each chapter builds on ideas
already dealt with. These ideas add up to some of the simple but
powerful concepts that are so important in scien . If you are given a
Student Record Book, do all your writing in i Do not write in this
book. Use your Record Book, for making graph , tables, and diagrams,
too.,

From time to time you may notice that your classmates have not
.always given the same answers that you did. This is no cause for
worry. There are many right answers to Wine of the questions. And
in some cases you may not be able to answer the questions. As a
mattcr of fact, no one knows the answers to some of them. This may
seem disappointing to you at first, but you will soon realize that there
is much that science does not know. In this course, you will learn
some of the things we don't know as well as what is known. Good luck!

23
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 pegbo"ard stand
1 'bimetal strip
4 bolts and wing nuts
60 cm of nIchrome wire

4 test leads
1 6-volt bulb and socket
1 6-volt power source
1 clinical (oral) thermometer

rTake It Off

Ekcurslons 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 are keyed
to this chapter.

Per class

1 baby-food ler
Isopropyl alcohol

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

A model of a negative feedback system is
applied to the problems of energy input and
output In the human body.

Chapter 1
A

MAJOR POINTS

1. Energy Input. In the form of food, can be0
measured in Calories." - 2. A record can be kept of the daily time

"How'd. you like to lose ten pounds of fat? Get 'rid of your spent In various activities.
. -

head!" ''' system Ise eystem In whieh-the--
components influence each other in a definiteEveryone has heard this jokd. But to many overweight

Opple, being fat is not..funny. One of the biggest persons
wao ever lived, Robert Hughes of Illinois, weighed 1,069
pounds just before his death in 1958. That's about 900 pounds
too much: Few people have that much of a weight problem.
Still, millions pf people aI seriously overweight.

Why do some people gei fat when they tat certain kinds
of food and not get fat when they eat other foods? How much
food can you eat and stay healthy? Why do people on diets
count :Calories? These are some of the questions that you
will tackle either in this chaptef or in its exCursions.

4.

way.
4. When the stimulus change and the re-
sponse change are oresite, It is called #
negative feedback system.
5. A number of systems In your body are of
the negative feedback type,
6. The amount of food eaten is part of a neg-
htive feedback system for eehtroillng body
weight..
7. The number of calories of heat energy
needed to change the temperature of water
is equal to the mass of the water times the
change in temperature.
8. Quite a blt of the energy from food is used
to keep the body temperature constant.
9. Body weight le controlled by the relation of
energy Input to energy output.
10. Body weight has important Implications
for health.

The "guinea pig" for your experiments on food and body
weight will'be yourself. You will study your own eating habits

relation to some of the things that.scientists have learned/
.. about the body and its needs,

1 1
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Problem Break 1 his is an Important opening
activity I he data gathered on food Intake
(energy input) and body activity (energy out-
put) will be used extensively in the chapter
Students may have to be reminded to keep
a careful record for the five-day period It wilt
help to have Calorie tables available to sup
plement those in Excursion 1-2. One source
can be found on pages 194 and 195 of Foods
and Nutrition in the L ife Science Library If
most of your students are beginning this urut
at the same time, you can justify spending a
few minutes of class time helping them set up
their individual food charts, illustrated in
Table 1-1. Probably somo teen-agers will need
30 or more daily spaces for their entries
Stress the point that the charts should be
carried with them tor five days.

i*:(0i1J :CO

*:(0111J :4.1;610

Excursion 1-1 is remedial for those who need
help on Calories. It is keydd later in the chap-
ter by a checkup. However, it can be done at
this point if desired.

Students will need to use Excursion 1-2 for
Calorie information, unless another source is
available.

2 CHAPTER 1

. From time to time m this unit. you will be asked to do
Pt oblem B I Cato. These .n c pioblents toi ytm to solvc, without
much help fitim your hook tH you! teacher. The problems
will usually help you to understand what you are studying
in the chapter. But that's not then major purpose. Thoy, are
designed to you practice in problem solving, ana in
setting up you! oxVii'rxperrinOns. You should try every f)rob-
II Break- even the tough ones. And in most casas, you
should have your teachei apploye youi plan before trying
it, The first Problem Break in this unit is coining up next.

PROBLEM BREAK 1-1

To study your eating habits, you need to know what they
are. To get this information, you will keep a daily record
of everything you cat during the next five days. While your
'list grows, you will study the w5}/ your body works. Then
at the end of five days, you will use your list and your new
knowledge to decide how healthy your eating habits are.

First, make a chart like the one shown in Table I-1. To
let you carry the chart with you, put it in a small notebook
or on separate sheets of paper. Be sure to leave lots of space!
You will probably be surprised at how many things you eat
in a day.

On the chart, keep track of everything you eat or drink
(except water) for the next five days. Table 2 in Excursion
1-2 will help you decide how many Calories each kind of
food has. And if you need help in defining Calories, then
Excursion 1-T is just for you. If you eat things not on the
list in Excursion 1-2, check other Calorie tables or ask your
teacher to help you with the "Calpries" column.

Table 1-1

.4%

SAMPLE F1VE-DAY FOOD CHART

Day 1 Food
Amount Eaten

(cups. glasses. ounces. etc) Calories
,

i

.

!,.. .
_

_
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A

Renriember to li)t even, hit of tOod you eat or drink.
Second, prepare a separate chart of your activities for these

five days. Nearly everything you do can he considered one
of the following five activities.

1, Sleeping
2. Awake, but not active (Reading, watching television,

studying, riding on a bus, sitting in class, eating)
3. Light activity (Walking, slow bicycling)
4. Moderate activity (Playing Ping-l'ong, sweeping the

floor, mowing the lawn)
5. Strenuous activity (Swimming, doing exercises in gym,

basketball, tennis, running)

After you have studied the list above, estimate the amount
of time in hours (not minutes) you spend each day in each
type of activity. Make your estimate to the nearest quarter
hour (15 minutes = 0.25 hour; 30 minutes = 0.5 hour). Look
at Excursion 1-3; it will help gou make the estimates. After
ysti have figured out, pretty well, how rany hours you devote
to each activity, fill in Table 1-2 in your Record Book. (Be
sure you end up with only .a 24-hour day!)

Day I

t-

t

Day 2

rtv7molviteWFM119egrMAwrIvC7Perl.VrilIMIS

Type
of Activity

Time Spent
on This Activity

(in hours)

Sleeping

Not active

Light activity

Moderate activity

Az, Strenuous activity

Type
of Activity

Time Spent
on This Activity

(in hours)

Sleeping

Not active

Light activity
U.

Moderate activity

Strenuous activity

4

27
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Table 1-2

Excursion 1-3 will also be kjiyed later In the
chapter.

Experience has shown that students have a
lot of trouble remembering to list the tim
spent In various activities daily. Any type of
encouragement That you can give will help.
Unless they correctly fill In Table 1-1 and
Table 1-2, they cannot complete Problem
Break 1-3, Excursion 1-3, and other activities
In the chapter.

CHAPTER 1 3
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Day 3
1)(Pc

of Activity

Time Spent
on This Activity

(in hours)

Sleeping

Not active

Light activity

Moderate activity

Strenuous activity

Day 4

4

1)Tc
of Activity

Time Spent
on This Activity

(in hours)

Sleeping

Not active

Light activity

Moderate activity

Strenuous activity

Day 5
lYPe

. of Activity

Time Spent
I on This Activity

(in hours) .
Sleeping

Not active

Light activity

Moderate activity

Strenuous activity

ka!). ". . :..

- Note About all that most people. know about Calories Lc that
people who are dieting count them. A little later in the chapter,
you'll learn exactly what Calories are and how they are mew-
ured

While you make your food chart and your activity chart,
you should go on tg study the next few pages2In fivo.days
you'll be ready to work with the two charts.
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Scientists have developed a very useful model that can help
you study the relationship between body welght and food
intake. To see how the model works, you will first study a
thermostat. Although you and a thei tnostat look quite differ-
ent, you both work very much alike.

You can construct a thermostat quite easily. To do so, you
will need the following equipment:

1 6-volt dry cell or other current source
I bimetal strip, about 10.5 cm long
I piece #24 nichrome wire, 60 cm long
4 bolts, about 4 cm long, with wing nuts
I pegboard stand
4 test leads
I 6-volt bulb and socket
I angle bracket

ACTIVITY 1-1. Wrap the nlchrome wire tIghtl
or other small round object to form a coll.
carefully.

d a pencil
e coil off

Nichrome wire

A USEFUL MODEL
You should decide the number of students
who will work together on this activity Proba-
bly two or three would he reasonable That
means that if a large number of students get
to this point at the same time, there will be
a slow-down. There are several possible solu-
tions.
(1) Have some students go on to other activi-
ties and return to thls point when equipment
Is available.
(2) The first three teams assemble the appa-
ratus, and then leave it in operation for other
teams to observe
(3) One setup could be made ahead of time
for all to observe.
(4) Additional equipment be procured so that
more setups could operate simultaneously.

Once the 60 cm of nlchrome wire has been
coiled, It can be used by subsequent groups
if reasonable care is used In disassembling
the apparatus.

Note that two groups can use the same peg-
board by working on opposite sides. In this
case, the angle brackets can be mounted
toward the aides instead of In the center.

ACTIVITY 1-2. Fasten the angle bracket to the center of the
pegboard as shown.

Wing nut

29
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Bolt 1 O 0
O 0

O 0

O 0

ACATIVITY 1-3. Attach the bimetal strip to the angle bracket
with bolt #1 as shown. Be sure that the silver side of the strip

Is up. 0

Bolt 1

O 0
O 0

O 0
0

Silver side up

ACTIVITY 1-4. Clamp the last two bolts (bolts #2 and *3)
to the pegboard as shown. The contact of the bimetal strip wifh the ni-

chrome wire at bolt rt 3 can be adjusted by
rotating the angle bracket on the pegboard.
There should be a firm contact, but the bi-
metal strip should not be bent excessively.

Close or
Just touching

Not touching

Bolt 2

0
Bolt 1

113

O 0 ACTIVITY 1-5. Attach the nichrome wire coil to the bolts as
shown. Be sure that the bitslietal strip touches the nIchrome

O 0 wire at bolt *3- but nor at bolt #2, nor between the bolts.

0 0

0 0
Not touching Boll 2

You may want to point out to students that the
light bulb Is used only as an Indicator. tt
shows when the current is flowing and when
the current Is interrupted. The thermostat, Or
negative feedback system, will operate with-

.

out the bulb in the,olroutt.

CHAPTER 1

Touching

Bolt 3

ACTIVITY 1-6. Connect the bulb to bolts #2 and 3 with test
leads as shown.

Bolt 1

-



.1Iolt

vutr, vivevrunino hy ry,
Holt 2

To current supply

4

ACTIVIn 1-7. Connect bolts *1 and 2 to the 6-volt cell as
Mown. lf the bulb does not light and the nichrome wire does
not get warm, check all connections.

When you have the bulb lit and the nichrpme wire hot,
watch the bimetal strip carefully.

01-1. What happened to the bimetal strip?

01-2. What happened to the light bulb? Continue to observe
the strip and the bulb.

01-3. Describe what . happened next to the strip and the
bulb.

't

Today the temperature of many buildings is controlled by,
thermostats. Perhaps there is a thermostat on the wall in your
classroom_ that can be set at any desired temperature. A
thermostat turns a furnace or an air conditioner on and off.
This keeps a room's temperature almost constant no matter
What the yeather outside is like.

01-4. What part of your thermostat system acts like the
iktrnace in a room thermostat system?

014. Which part of your thermostat system indiates that
the "furnace" is on?

31

Any 6-voll source may be used. The most
convenient one is the 6-volt charger and
adapter. The 100-watt bulb will protect the
charger from any damage. even a direct short
circuit. The charger shouldpe plugged into
the adapter, and then the adapter plugged
into the 110-volt wall plug. Students then
connect to the charger leads with their test
leads.

The nichrome coil will get quite warm. How-
ever, there should be no danger of burning
the student unless the wire is held tightly.

1-1. The strip should bend upward, breaking
the electrical contact. The motion will nor-
mally be quite small, so the student will have
to observe closely. As it cools, the strip will
slowly bend downward until it is again in con-
tact with the wire.

In thia series of questions, the student should
be able to identify the nichrome coil as the
heat supplier or "furnace." the bimetal strip
as the sensing device, the contact between
the strip.and the wire as the switch that sends
a message, and the bulb as an indicator that
shows when the "furnace" is on. Other stu-
dents may tOlnk the 6-volt cell is more com-
parable to the furnace. Let the students dis-
cuss and justify their answers.

CHAPTER 1 7



Note that In these Illustrations there is no
Indicatov like the light bulb, to show when the

' furnace is on The heat from a radiator or a
heat vent would act as an Indicator In this
case Note also that the set point on the stu-
dent thermostat can be changed by turning
the angle bracket to put more tension on the
bimetal strip, the set point is raised. With less
tension, the set point is lowered, as long as
the still) can still make contact with the wire.

Room Thermostat
Temperature Set Point

70" F 70 4

66° F

. 75° F

11-6. How does the thermostat Ifl you! SyStem turn oti the
utnacc- in your system?

1. 1low does the thermostat in your system turn on thc
"ininace" In your system?

1- 11-8. What tells the thermostat in your system when to turn
the "furnace" off and on?

Thermostat
Switch Furnace

Circuit
Open

Figure 1-1

8 CHAPTER 1

IF

Furnace
Off

"M11M.INTRIDO.

Circuit
Closed

Furnace
On

Circuit
Open

Furnace
Off

Result

Heat ls lost from the room.
Temperature goes down.

Furnace gives out heat.
Room temperature goes up.

Furnace shuts oft.
"jest is lost from the room.
Temperature goes down again.

Take a look at Figure 1-1. It shows how the thermostat
in a building works. The figure applies to your thermostat,
too. Notice that a thermostat is-really just an electrical switch.
When the temperature falls below a certain point, the switch
closes and turns the furnace on. When the temperature rises
to a certain point, the switch opens again. This turns the
furnace off.

A record of the furnace being turned on and off by the
thermectat is shown in Figure 1-2. The room temperature
varies, but it stays quite close to the desired set point.

32
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Set point

Time

Perhaps your classroom has a wall thermostat. If so, answer
the next two questions. If it does not, skip over the questions
and begid the next section.

01-9. At what temperature is* your classroom's thermostat
usually set?

01-10. By how many degralg does the temperature of your
classroom go above or below the thermostat set point? (You
must find some way to measure room temperature to answer
this question.)

Situations like the one involving the thermostat are often
called feedback systems. If xou have studied ISCS materials
before, you know that a systein is several objects (compo-
nents) that influence each other. A feedback system is a system
in which the components influence each other in a fairly
definite way. Let's see what that way is.

Figure. 1-3 shows one way to diagram a feedback system
that includes a thermostat. Study the figure carefully because
later you'll need to make drawings like it.

Temperature
rises above
set point.

RUNIC*
*--turns on.

Thermostat
senses the
increasi.

Thermostat
Sends message

to turn furhace on
(close switch).

Therpostat
sends message to
turn furnace off
(open switch).

Figure 1-2

Extra heat

Top little heat

If the classroom does not have a wall thermo-
Stet you might want to suggest that students
check their home thermostat if they have one.
Normally the temperature varies about 2°F
(1.1°C) above or below.the set point.

FEVDBACK SYSTEMS

Figure 1-3

Thermostat
senses the
decrease.

3 3

Furnace
'turns off.

Temperature
drops below

set point.
9



Stimulus
Change

nesponse
Change

(Too much heat)

(Too little heat)

,

(Heat turned oft)

(Heat t rned on)

I .

Pupil

Figure 1-4

FigUre 1-5

1 11-11. In what form Is the message that the thermostat sends
to the furnace? 1-11. The message Is electrical. as It was with

the student thermostat.

Notice that a Hu, in loom tempelatur c causes a lall in the
inpiti of heat to it from the furnace. On the other hand, a
frill in room temperature causes a rise in heat input. The
change in room temperature is the stimulus that causes the
furnace to respond with more or less heat.

In the thermostat system, the stimulus change and the
response change are opposite. When one goes up, the other
goes down. This type of situation is shown in Figure 1-4.
It is called a negative feedback system because the stimulus
change is ,opposite to the response changc.

You can think of negative feedback as a steadying process.
When something changes, something else happens that then
tends to bring things back to where they were. Figure 1-5
shows the general way that negative, or steadying, feedback
works.

The regulator
sends a message

to a controller
to slow the input.

The controller
increases
the ihput.

10 CHAPTER 1
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The regulator
tells the

controller to
increase the input.

Negative feedback in the body

A lot of things that go on in your body work on the nega-
tive feedback principle. The pupil of your eye is a good
example. To see why, you will need a partner.

One method for observihg the change In pupil
size is to have the partner close hls eyes end
then suddenly open them while they are being
observed.

ACTIVITY 1-8. Look at the 612624 the pupils of your partner's
eyes. Thevotice what happens to the pupils' size when more
or less.light falls on them.

01-12. Describe the reaction of your partner's pupils as the
light falling on them increases or decreases.

/
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As you know, the pupils of youi eyes ale actually openings
through which light passes. When the opening is large, lots
of light passes in. When it is small. lesc light is passed Using
this information and your observations, let's try to diagram
the system of which the pupil is part. We'll use the form
shown in Figure 1-5. OM- tesults are in Figure 1-6.

Tho -light star
sends a message

to the pupil
to close down.

Ctv.

Figure 1-6

The -light stat-
sends a message

to the pupil
to open up.

01-13. What's your guess as to how the message from the
"light star gets to the pupil?

In this unit, you will study the way that many things can
affect your body. Each time, you will discover that part of
your body acts like a feedback system. When the feedback
system is working well, it keeps you in good health. In other
words, when things happen to you, it restores you to the way
you were before. That's why it's a negative feedback system.

Negative feedback and eating

Fqr inany people, a negative feedback system tends to keep
theirixxly weight about the same. Their appetite seems to
be amtrolled by how much food their body needs. Food
intake goes up when the body netds more food. When the
body needs are small, intake goes down. (See Figure 1-7.)

1-13. A reasonable guess might be that the
message is carried by nerve signals. Actually.
the message goes to the iristhe colored part
of the eye surrounding the pupil. This Iris Is
mad* up of muscles that shrink or enlarge the
slze of the light-admitting hole, the pupil.

Figure 1-7

Input of food
WNW up.

"Appetite star
ends a measage

to the brain
to reduce ap etite.

Appetite.,
is reduced.

Appetite is
Increased.

"Appetite stat"
sends a message

to the brain
to increase appetite. 11



1-14 1 he answer should Indicate that the
response change is opposite to the stimulus
change.

This checkup leads into Excursion 1-1 Stu-
dents who do this excursion will need consid-
erable materials, some of which must be sup-
plied locally. This includes soft drink cans,
wire, pot-holders or tongs, mini marshmallows
and nuts. See the list in Excursion 1-1 for
details.

The quantity of heat necessary to raise the
temperature of one gram of a substance 1°C
is called the specific heat of the substance.
For water, this quantity Is one calorie, so we
say that the specific hest qf water is 1.

r.

12 CHAPTER, 1

I 11-14. What makes the situation diagrammed in Figure 1-7
a negative feedback Avstem! (1 hm: What is negative feed-
back?)

Not everyone is lucky enough to have Ins intake of food
under the kind of control shown in Figure. 1-7. Some people
seem to eat more food than theirliody needs. This is what
leads people to become overweight_ Next you will try to
discover why and how this happens.

To undersea! l what conies next, you must know what
calories (with a small c) and Calories (with a capital C) are
and how they a e measured. Use the following checkup to
find ottt if you n ed help with this.

CHECKUP

1h your Recoçil Book, finish each of the 011owing statemerits.
1. A calo is a unit used to measure
2. A Calorie is equal to calories.
3. One calorie will raise the temperature of one tram

(I ml) of water at room temperature °C.
4. It would take calories to raise the tem-

perature of ten grams of water from 10°C to 20°C.

Check your answers on the first page of Excursion 1-1.

[7] 1-15. How many calories would it take to raise your body
temperature I °C? How many Calories would it take?

Perhaps you had trouble answering the last question. If
so, some more information may help. Here are two common
formulas used to calculate the amount of heat needed to
change the temperature of water.

calories = mass (grams) x change in temperature (°C)

Calories =
Mass (grams) x change in temperature (°C)

1,000

Notice that to use the formulas, you must know the mass
of the object being studied. This means that to answer ques-
tion 1-15, you mUst know your mass in grams. You can
calculate this by multiplying your weight in pounds by 454
(grams).

01-16. About what is your mass in grains?

36
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Remember that water is used to operationally define the
calorie. The amount of heat that raises the temperature ot
a gram of %yawl- 1°C may raise the temperature of something
else more or less. But since you are made mostly of water.
you can assume that it takes4he same amount of heat to
raise your temperature as it would to raise the temperature
of the same amount of water.

If Op didn't answer question 1-15 the first time, try it again
now.

Table 1-3 shows about how many Calories the average
teen-ager needs each day.

Tablo 1-3
ri.q.. J...".,....i,..."1.-114.1....t.1.1.,T,1m. -". ',VT ;,-- fr. P .1...1 ..r...,re .1.,* X1.101.4.17211r4SM. O'q .11,11, . , 3,7 '''.'I''''

AVERACiE DAILY CALORIE NEEDS 7

4

t Age Range
' (in years)i.Girls' Needs

(in Calories)
Boys' Needs
(in Calories)

13 to. 15 2,600 3300
fr

16 to 19i 2,400 .

3,600 ,

.3

01-17. According to Table 1-3, about how many Calories
do you need per day?

01-18. As boys get older, do they need more, or fewer,
Calories per day? -

01-19. As girls get older, do they need more, or fewer,
Calories per day?

Table 1-3 shows that the older girls get, the fewer Calories
they need, but that older boys need more Calories than
younger ones need. Actually, most men and women need
fewer Calories as they get older. But those who are active
in sports or who do hard work may continue to need a lot
of Calories for. a long tiwe.

iLet's assume that the food you eat daily produces about
.2800 Calories of heat. What effect would this much heat
have on your body temperature? An obvious start on the
question is to find out what your temperature is now. Activi-
tiet 1-9 and 1-10 show you how.

I here are few substances that have as high
a specific heat as that of water Ammonia and
hydrogen gas are higher. metals, wood, glass.
rubber, and other common substancea are all
lower. But without complicating the formulas
further, it can be assumed that the specific
heat of the body, which consists of about 60%
water, Is 1.

You should caution students on the handling
of the oral tfimmometers in the activities that
follow. Experience has shown that a high rate
of breakage can result from hitting some ob-
ject while shaking down the mercury, and
from letting the thermometer roil oft the table
or desk.

CHAPTER 1 13
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Alcohol

Hy Surer that isopropyl aicohol is used In the
181 not milthanol Or blarita alcohol

ACTIVITY 1-9. Place a clinical thermometer in a Jar of alcohol
to sterilize it. Then shake It hard a few times until the mercury
is pushed to the bottom of the thermometer tube.

ACTIVITY 1-10. Put the thermometer under your tongue. Leave
It there for three or four minutes. Then read the temperature.

1-21. The body temperature would go up
about 62°C (112°F) for a 100-pound person:
41°C (74°F) tor a 150-pounder; '31°C (56°F)
for a 200-poun4 tmkrssom

14 CIAPT5R 1

U1-20. What is your body temperature?

[11-21. Predict how much your body temperature would go
up if one day's supply of food (2,800 Calories) were all
changed into heat energy and kept in the body.

If you had trouble answering the last question, this infor-
mation should help:

Change in body temperature _
Your mass in grams

If your body kept all thi\ heat inside, you would surely
be as crispy as a toasted marshmallow! Obviously, your body
temperature never gets that high. What happens to all the
heat energy from the food you eat? There are at least three
answers to that question. Let's look at these one at a time.

2,800 Calories x 1,000

Keeping body temperature constant

. A rock outdoors in cold weather soon becomes about the
same temperature as the air. The same rock bathed in sun-
light on a summer day may get almost too hot to touch. Th4

3 8



Is quite different troin what Ii ppeiis in vow body When
you go out 111 %et) hot ot vet y cold weathei, your temper atme
stays about the same.

It takes lots of energy just to keep your body temperature
about the same because your body is usually warmer than
its surroundings.

[11-22. Flow mire) warmer than room temperature is your
body temperature right now?

The energy needed to keep your body temperature con-
stant comes from the food you eat. flow much energy you
need depends mostly upon how well your body breaks domin
your food and how cold your surroundings are.

111-23. Would it take more, or less, energy to keep your body
temperature normal on a cold day than on a hot day?

The temperature of your body is controlled by a negative
feedback system. The system works vZn-y much like the ther-
mostat that keeps alroorn's temperature constant.

01-24. Fill in the boxes in Figure 1-8 in your Record Book
to show how your body's temperature control system works.
In completing the diagram, you can assume that your body
has a "thermostat" and a "heat supplier."

cYOU BET I'M
WARItyR THAN
THE ROOM
TEMPERATURE!

Scientists believe the body does indeed have
a thermostatic control for temperature. They
have located it In the hypothalamus. which is
in the middle of the brain. The "heat supplier"
system of the body, however, is far more
complex than the nlchrome wire coil in the
student thermostat system. It Is intimately as-
sociated with circulation of blood and sweat
gland activity.

Noti Actually, your body does have a system that acts like
a thermostat and a system that supplies heat energy. But these
systems are much more complex than the ones in,the furnace
situation you studied earlier.

39

Figure 1-8
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Figure 1-9

TIME pi-- 1st Day --PO 2nd Day --e14 3rd Day.----1(---1- 4th Day --4

PRO$LEM BREAK 1-2

What is the set point of your body's Impel ature control
system? The "normal" human temperature is often listed as
98.6°F (37°C). But most people's temperature is a little
higher or a little lower than this. 37°C is only the average
for a lot of people of all ages.

If you have a clinia thermometer at home, you can find
out what your temperature set point is. You can also find
out whether your body temperature staxs constant or whethcr
it varies around the set point. Always follow the directions
in Activities 1-9 and 1-10 when you measure your tempera-
ture.

Check your temperature every day for a week while you
are in class. iekt home, take your temperature often at regular
intervals. When you have temperatures for at leaSt four days,
graph the data on the grid in Figure 1-9 in your Record Book.
lb help you in your plotting, we have marked six-hour inter-
vals for each day on the time scale.
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If you desire, you can provld a class chart
at some central location in the clessroorn. As
students complete this problem break. have
them record their average temperatures on
the chart. The class data should prove Inter-
esting. This could provide the necessary data
for the student to find the average tempera-
ture and make 'companion as asked in
question 1-26. .;

16 CHAPTER 1

01-25. Based upon yinlr graph, what is your set point for
bOdy temperature?

When at least sten of your classmates have Jaken their body
temperatures, find the average of these. (If you can't get ten
measurements now, come 'back to this a little later.)

01-26. How closely does the average of your classmates'
temperatures compare to the "normal" temperature of37°C?

40,
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Quite a hit ot the energy hom your food is used just to
keep your body temperature constant. But we said cattier

. that food energy was used for at least three purposes. What
arc the other two? Let's see.

Using food energy for doing work

You use a lot of the energy from your food to do work.
Everything you do involves workwalking, raising your
arms, moving your eyes, even just reading this page. In fact.
you do quite a bit of work while you rest or sleep. Your
heart beats, your blood circulates, and you breathe eveb
though you aren't aware of these things, Being alive means
doing certain kinds of work, so it takes energy to stay alive.

The amount of food energy that you need for doing work
is also controlled by a negative feedback system. The parts
of the system are an "energy supplier," an "energy-flow
controller," and the muscles that do the work. As you do
more work, the amount of energy (supplied to your muscles
goes up. The supply of energy is cut as you begin to do less
work.

01-27; In your Record Book, i1i in the boxes like those in
the space below to show how the amount of energy passed
to the muscles for doing work is controlled. Remember, you
can assume your body has' an "energy supplier" and an
"energy-flow controller."

The negative feedback system of the body
that controls this energy supplier and energy-
flow controller is related to the hypothalamus
mentioned previously. Scientists have likened
it to an appetite computer and sometimes call
it an appestat. But psychological factors enter
into our eating procedures. Sometimes we

Figure 1-10

Food energy storage

Most of the energy that your body gets- from its food is
used to do work and to keep the body temperature constant.
But suppose you are one of those people who takes in more
food energy than you need for doing those things. What
happens to the extra energy?

"override" the computer and eat more than
we need because of habit or pleasure or even
because of an emotional upset. And some-
times we eat less than we need because slim-
ness becomes the style.

CHAPTER 1 - 17
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lt vou studied Volooic I ot lSCS, you leamed about the
444694 Law oldie Con sci vat ion of Lncip- I hat law said that energy

can bc changed twin onc tolin to anothci but is normally
neve! "used up."

The Law of. the Conscivation of Lneigy means that any
food energy left over in your body from doing- work and
keeping your tempoiatui% the Sallie doesn't Just disappear.
It must go somewhere! But where?

Scientists have a good idea or what the body does with
its exti a eneigy. It tuins out that the body has a way of storing
.energy to be used later. This stored energy takes the form
of fat!

Any extra food energy taken in by the body piles up as
fat. lf, on the other hand, .the body needs more food energy
than it takes in, it takes energy out of storage. his means
that fat is used up. The feedback diagram in Figure 1-11

Figure 1-11 shows how this works.
More faXbuilt up.

"Food stat-
Some "food stat" sends a message Fat cells
senses the rise, to fat cells build up fat.

to store energy.

Input of food
energy rises.

Input of
food energy
goes down.

The excess Calories, In the form of fats, are
carried by the bloodstream to storage spots
called fat cells.pere these fats are deposited
in the form of triglycerides. These deposits
under the skin may be unsightly, but around
the heart, kidneys, and the organs of the M-
testinal tract they are extremely dangerous tO
health and well-being.

18 CHAPTER 1

"Food stat-
senses the drop.

"Food stet"
sends a message

to fat cells
to release energy.

Fat cells
break down fat.

More energ or work
or temperature control.

[11-28. Suppose you take in more food energy than you
need. What will happen to your body weight?

01-29. Suppose you take in less food energy than you need.
What will happen to your body weight?

01-30. Suppose you start doing less work but keep eating
the same amount of food. What will happen to your body
weight?

Many middle-aged people weigh much more than they did
when they were young. Yet they eat no more today than they
did then.

1:111-31. How do you. explain this weight gain?

A 2



Calories and body weight

A pound of. body fat represents about 3,500 Calories of
stored energy. In other words, to gain a pound of body fat,
a person must take in about 1.500 more Calories (f energy
than he uses in.doing work or temperature control. On the
other hand, to lose a pound of body lat,'a person's energy
input must be about 3,500 Calories less than his energy
output. If his energy input and output are the same, then
his body weight will remain the same.

01-32. Suppose a person is overweight and wants to shed
a few pounds. What two things can he do to lose weitht?

01-33. To lose 10 pounds, how many Calories must a person
give up?

0144. Suppose someone needs 2,400 Calories a day for
doing work and temperature control. If he cuts his food
intake to 1,200 Calories, hekw many Calories is he giving up?
How long would it take him to lose 10 pounds of fat?

Me and iny calories

By now you should begin to see that how much you weigh
is largely a numbers game. Too many Calories in and not
enough used up and you gain weight. Not enough Calories
in, compared with the amount nee0ed, and you lose weight.
Equal input and output and your Weight stays the same.

PROBLEM BREAK 1-3

Your next problem will be to find out how you are doing
in the diet numbers game. In Problem Break 1-1, you began
to keep track of your food intake. Now you will compare
the number of Calories that you took in per day with the
number of Calories that you actually need. This comparison
will tell you how your appetite control system is working.

Table 1-4 will help you with the arithmetic. Complete th
Input column with the numbers you got in Problem Break'
1-1. Use the data on your daily activities 'to fill in the Output
column. Remember to use your list of the things you've done
over the last five day& and the values for your sae, weight,
and activities from Table 1 of Excursion 1-3 toligure out
your daily Calorie "output."

43

FINGER EXERCISE
TAKES A LOT OF
ENERGY (WORK)

1-32. Eat less and be more active. The em-
phasis should be more on the eating less than
on the increased activity. The student should
discover this In Problem Break 1-3 and Ex-
cursion 1-3 that follows. For instance, to lose
a pound of fat (3,500 Calories). a 100-pound
boy would have to ride his bicycle slowly for
more than 30 hours, or swim, a total of 10
hours, or play volley ball for 14 hours. But, as
seen in question 1-34, by giving up 1.200
calories, he can lose 10 pounds of fat in about
30 days, so he could lose al3ound in about
3 days.

hots that the ,data from Problem Break 1-1
(fables 1-1 and 1-2) are absolutely essential
in order to do Problem Break, 1-3. It will also
be necessary to use Excursion 1-3 In order
to complete the Daily Calorie Output column
In Table 1-4. Some students may need help
with the arithmetic, but a step-by-step metl)od
of computing the output energy is given on
the first page of the excursion.

*asit :41 I



1 he average for the Input arid the Output
columns can be found by adding the five daily
figures and dividing by 5 But the average in
the Difference column Gan be found In either
of two ways The student can add and sub-

, tract the plus and minus figures to get a tatal
and divide this by 5. or he can simply find the
difference in the two averages for Input and
Output Note that this average difference is a
per-day figure Thus, if it is plus, he will weigh
more a year from now: if It is minus, he will
weigh less (Question 1-35). In Question 1-36.
how much more or less can be found by
multiplying the average difference by 365 and
dividing by 3500 to get the difference In
pounds In round figures (no pun intended)
this is about the same as taking one tenth of
the average daily difference.

20 CHAPTER 1

Dadv ( 'alma-
Input

Daily ( -aim ic
Output 1)111crc nix

Day 1

Day 2
..

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Ayer age
_

Table 1-4

To fill thet Difference column, just compare the number
of Calories in the Input column with thc number in the
Output column. If your input is more than your output, put
a plus sign ( + ) in front of the number in the Difference
column. If your output is greater than your input, use a minus
sign ( ). For example, + 250 means that input was 250
Calories greater than output, and 250 means that output
was 250 Calories greater than input.

Once Table 1-4 is completed, you are ready to draw some
conclusions about your eating habits. Use the Average row
of the table to answer these questions: .

fi 1-35. If you teep eating and living as you do now, will
you weigh more, or less, one year from now?

01-36. How much more or less do you predict that you will
weigh? (Hint: Remember that 3,500 extra Calories equal 1
pound of fat)

1-37. Is your appetite control system working well?

Why is body weight so Important? .

By now you should understand the factors that determine
body weight. You should also see how negative feedback
systems work to keep body weight under control. Finally,
you know enough overweight people to realize that the appe-
tite control system gets out of adjustmeM quite easily.

So what if you eat more food than you really need and
you get fat? If you don't mind looking a little chubby, should
you worry about it?
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A little body fat is both useful and good. It shapes the
body and provides a supply of energy in emergencies. But
more thrill fifty- million Americans are seriously overweight.
For those people, being overweight is a serious health hazard.
Why? Let's see:

For every pound of extra fat, thc body has to build about
200 miles of extra blood vessels to supply food and oxygen.
With this extra mileage, the heart must work extra hard io
pump blood through thesc tubes. This, in turn, can produce
serious strain.

0148. List as many other physical lects of being over-
weight as you can think of.

You've probably seen weight charts. They usually list the
average .dy weight according to one's sex, age, and build.
Anyone' abe or below the average weight is "overweight"
or "underweight." Are you average, overweight, or under-.
weight? To find out, turn to Excursion 1-4, "How Do You
Measure Up?"

S.

1-38. The Hst will vary. However. on the basis
of previous knowledge, the student might
nam Viabetes, kidney diseases: and athero-
sclerosis, a serious disease of the arteries, in
addition to the heart disease that is alluded
to here. Physiologists have also found that
overweight teen-agers are reluctant to exer-
cise because of the physical discomfort, and
thus they compound the bad effects.

Excursion 1-4, keyed here. is of general inter-
est.

i*:(011J ;11, I

Is the average weight the best weight? Is itjust as unhealthy
to be underweight as to be overweight? You. should be able
to ansWet- these questions after you study Table 1-5.. (The
table deals with boys and men, but the trends are the same
for girls anCI women.) The table shows the death- rate for
men of various weights, heights, and ages. A death rate of
1.00 is the average. A rate greater than 1.00 means that
people are dying earlier than they should. A rate of less than

. 1.00 means that they live longer than the average.

45
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It will be of interest to the girls in your class
that the death rate for the overweight female
is not quite so high as is shown in the table
tor the male. However, as state() In the text.
the trend is the same and the figures are still
disturbing.

Emphasize the optidnal nature of this problem
break. You may want to add a word of caution
on foolish dieting practices and the necessity
for having a balanced diet.
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Weight

Age', Under 40 Ages 40 and Over
. _.

Short Medium lall Short Medium Tall

40 lb below average 1.15 1.15 1.20 1.00 1.00

20 lb below average 0.95 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.95 0.95

Average weight 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 lb above average 1.15 1.10 1.10 1.20 1.20 1.10

40 lb above average 1.35 1.25 1.23, 1.35 1.30

60 lb above average 1.90 1.45 1.45 1.60 1.50 1.

Tablo 1-5

[11-39. Is it healthiest to be overweight, underweight, or
average weight?

Studies have shown that such diseases as heart trouble and
diabetes are more common among overweight people. This
fact probably accounts for the increased death rates shown
in Table 1-5. Because of these and other facts, doctors almost
unanimously recommend that people keep their weight under'
controL

PROBLEM BREAK 1-4

This is an optional activity. Be sure you get your parents'
okay 'before trying it! If you have diabetes or are taking
special medication; changes in your diet may be unwise.

How long would it take you to take off or to gain 2 pounds?
That's your task for this problem break! Do it any way you
want to, but keep a careful record of your procedures, your
diet, and your results. Try to do it within one week. Be sure
to iveigh yourself at the same time each day.

As you think about, this chapter, keep in mind that there
is much more to food than just Calories. Vitamins and min-
erals are also important. You can have a "perfect" diet in
terms of Calories, yet one that lacks the necessary vitamins
and minerals. Such a diet could lead to serious problems.

. V
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In this chapter, you've learned about the relationship be-
tween diet and body weight. You've seen that negative feed-

back systems help keep your food intake in balance with your
energy needs. You've also seen that the body's feedback
systems sometimes don't work very well. When this happens,
health problems can result.

Over the next several weeks, you will look at some more
of your body's feedback systems. You will also find out what
happens when things occur that affect the way these systems
work.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 1 in your Record Book.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 7

Problem Break 2 1 calls for the use of either
corn and pea seedlings or corn and pea
seeds Both can be used very effectively If
you decide to use the seedlings, they will have
to be started sometime In advance in order
to have them ready for the students. They can
be planted in moist soil in cane or flats Keep
watered. The problem break also calls for one
cigarette per student-team, transparent tape,
matchieS, paper towels, and baby-food jars, all
of which must be supplied locally. ,You may
want to pre-cut the rubber tubing in., ti-cm
lengths in the interest of economy. Experi-
ence has shown that the air pistons will work
bettor and last longer If they are periodically
lubricated with Vaseline or silicone spray lu-
bricant.

11
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EOUIPMENT LIST

Pr student.team

35-tni air piston
1 6-cm piece of rubber tubing
2 baby-food Jars with lids
1 cigarette
Corn and pea seeds or seedlings

1 ape
Matches
Paper towels
1 therMometer (metal bacy,-

Where There's Smoke,
There's Fire
NOTE Data on smoking is presented as ob-.
Jectively as possible, without preaching Stu-
dents are called upon to draw their own con-
clusions and make their own decisions.

Good health is really good negative feedback. When your
negative feedback systems work as they should, they keep -
your body's activities near the proper set points. When they
-don't work, disease and even death can result.

cToday we hear a lot about the dangers to health caused
by smoking. In this chapter, you will try to find out what
relationship, if any, there is betweerr smoking and health. '
You will also be studying the effect of smoking on the body's
all-important negative feedback systems.

Antismoking buttons are common. So are. television, raddio,

and magazine statements like these:
-.

1. One out of every seyen deaths this year will be linked
to cigarette smoking.

2. Men 25 years old who lave never smoked will live 6i
-years longer than men who smoke 20 to 40-cigarette§
a day. .

3. Cigarette mokers die of lung cancer up to ten times
more ofIen\lhando41onsmokers.

4. Of.men aged 5, twice -many heavy smokers as non-
smokers die before reaching 65. 3 .,

5. About 3,200 children and teen-agers start smoking every
day. If this continues, about one million children now
in school will die of lung cancer by age 70.

6. Every smoker is injured. Smoking kills some, makes
others very ill, and gives $11 smokers far more than their
share of minor illnems and loss-of workdays.

7. On the average, a heiaCy smoker smoLceabout 750,000
cigarettes during his lifetime. From doing his, he loses
4,400,000 mirtutes.ofilife compared with a onsmoker.

Excursions 2-1. 2-2. and 2-3 aro 1*W to thls
clutirtlw.

A

CHAP It ft I MPHASIS

Available evidence suggests that smoking is
a serious, or even fatal, health hazard.

Chapter 2
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MAJOR POINTS

1 'Tobacco smoke is a very complex mixture
of gases and plum ie% Mote than WO differ
en, materials have been found in iigarette
smoke
2 In a person who smokes, the cilia on the
bronchial epithelium are reduced in number,
slowed, or absent 7 he mucus and its trapped
partigos are not moved Instead they remain
and accumulate. allowing the trapped parti-
cles to irritate the epithelium constantly.
3 Negative feedback in the form ot coughing
attempts to do something about the irritants
to the epithelium in smokers
4 Data suggest that more smokers have
coughs and other respiratory problems than
do nonsmokers.
5 As smoking increases, bronchial changes
increase.
6. The air sacs (alveoli) of heavy smokers
break down
7. The numbe Ordeaths from lung cancer
has increased rapidly during this century.
while deathS from moat other diseases have
declined.
8 Data indicate an inccease in fung cancer
death rate with an Increase in smoking
9 The amount of carbon monoxide in air
exhaled is greater for smokers than non-
smokers.

In the adjacent problem break, the students
may use either corn and pea seedlings or
corn and pea seeds. If seedlings are to be
used, they will have to be started ahead of
time (see teacher note at end of Chapter 1).
Seedlings have the advantage of being al-,
ready growing, it is impossible to know
whether or not a seed is viable. Of cOurri, It

possible (and advantageous) to let students
e both seedlings and Seeds. Before Stu-

dents begin the activity, should you get any
Clearances for "smoking" the cigarette, and
the resulting cigarette smoke In the room?

Sounds pietty bad! But i then' .111\ eitiencc to hack up

the clitutlti) Or are the statements lust a lot of scare propa-
ganda? I lerc's your chance to find out.

Y91.1 are mainly interested in the relationship between

smokitig and human health. But studies that involve people
are quite hard to do. You can, however, find out how smoke
affects other living things. Let's try an experiment with plants
first. While you are waiting r results, you can study what
smoking may possibly 1peopIe.

PROBLEM BREAK 2.1

In this problem break you'll study the effect I cigarette
chemicals upon living cells. The next three act -ties show
you how to collect concentrated cigarette chemical You will
need the following materials:

1 35-ml air piston
1 6-cm piece of rubber tubing
2 baby-foOd jars with lids
1 cigarette
Corn and pea seeds or seedlings
Tape
Matches
Paper towels

Water

ACTIVITY 2-1. ape the cigarette to one end of the tubing.
Place about 15 milliliters of water in the baby-food jar.

kg.
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ACTIVITY 2-2. Pistil th(plunger of the air piston all the way
in; then push the mid of the piston)nto the tubing as shown.
Light the cigarette. Slowly pull Ot ihe plunger to "smoke"
the clgarettb.

ti"1,1
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ACTIVITY 2-3. Carefully remove the tubing and bubble the
91garette smoke slowly through the water as shown. Repeat
until the cigarette Is fully smoked. Place the lid on the Jar
when storing tlxit solution.

Smell and, if you wish, taste a .drop of the cigarette- ,

chemical solution.
Just how you study the effect of cigarette chemicals upon

cells is up to you. Here are a few possibilities. Your teacher
has some corn and pea seedlkm. Every day you could apply
some of the cigarette-cheMical solution to a portion of the
plant, such as the stem or leaves. Then you could decide
whether those portions of the plant grow normally. Or you
could use corn and pea seeds to find out whether cigarette
chemicals affect their germination. Activity 2-4 shows yoip
how to do this.

Students may have difficulty in effectively ap-
plying the cigarette-smoke solution to the
seedlings. The natural waxiness of the leaves
makes the solution run off quickly. You may
want to suggest that they figure out some way
to Midi) the solution In contact with the leaves
or stem for a longer time. One method might
be to moisten pieces of paper towel and'apply
thee* to the plant parts. Unless the solution
is in contact with the plant for considerable
time, there will be little or no, effect.

Wet tolt
Seeds

ACTIVITY 2-4. Cut out 2 pieces of paper toweling to fit the
bottom of a baby-food jar. Wet the toweling with the cigarette-
chemical solution. Place a few seeds on one moist towel.
Cover the seeds with
chemical solution. Place
the seeds as they germina

other towel; wet with the cigarette-
lid loosely on the jar and observe

ring the next several days.

4

Cigarette-chemical solution
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This chapter. perhaps more than any other.
MINIMS SOITIN SUIttfltall WOr (Is that may

cause the students trouble both in under
standing and in pronunciation How you ban .
dle this problem with students is up to you.
but it might be helpful to have the terms which
seem to cause the most trouble identified

'epithelium (ep uh-t HEE-lee-um). plural epi-
thelia A tissue, consisting of one Or more
layers of cells, that lines the cavities, canals.
and ducts of the body and the free surfaces
exposed to the air.

goblet cell. One kind of cell of the epi-
thelium. which pfoduces musvs.

mucus (uvto-kus). A stiny, viscous sub-
stance Secreted by certain cells.

cillum (sit.-ee-um), plural cilia. A hairlike,
movable pfojection from a cell

ciliated (sit.-ee-ayt-id). Having cilia.
basal (BAY-so!) cell. An underlying cell in

the epithelium that forms the foundation for
the outer cells.

air sac. The common term for alveolus
(al-YEE-uh-lus). plural alveoli: an air cell in the
lung.

emphysema (em-fuh-sEE-muh). A disease
of the lungs in which the air sacs are enlarged
and the passages leading to them constricted.
This results in insufficient oxygen supply to
the body, along with poor CO? removal. It is
often associated with bronchitis (bron-tert-us),
inflammation of the air passages to the lungs.

cirrhosis (suh-not-i-sus). A serious disease
of the liver, characterized by the alteration
and breakdowniof the cells.
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Figure 2-1

If possible you should chet7k the plans lot the
expititinelit esprit tally to see if (Introit/ have

Des,cribe you: experiment and report you: findings and
conclusions in your Recorci Book. Don't forget to set up
controk. Once you have this experiment under way, it will
take drily a few minutes each-day to make your observations
and recoid you: findings. I. the rest of your time to move
ahead in the chapter. been set up The experiment itself will require

several days for completion_ You might want
go have the students label their own baby-food

The Inside story jars, seedlings. etc.. with tape or wax pencil,
to avoid mix-ups

Now let's try to find out whether smoking afkas any of
the negative feedback systems of your own body.

As a first step, you need to know what certain parts of
the body look like when they are normal. Then you will have
something to compare thcm with when you try to find out
what tobacco smoke .does.

Most of the organs inside your body are lined with a tissue
called epithelium. The inside of your mouth is a good exam-
ple of epithelium. Most epithelium on the inside of your body
is a soft wet tissue with lots of blood vessels. Skin is another
type of epithelium.

Figure 2-1 shows what epithelium looks like under a mi-
croscope. Notice that it is made up or/several kinds of units,
called cells. The cells have different shapes and are arranged
in layers.

Ciliated cells Cilia Basal cells
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The epithelium shown in Figure 2-1 is from a person's
lungs. It helps the body get rid of duM that is breathed in.
The "goblet cells" produce a sticky material called mucus.
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Germs, dust, and other particles get trapped in the mucus
from the goblet cells.

The ciliated cells III epithelia have hairlike structures,
called cilia: that beat back and forth. The cilia push mucus
and thc materials trapped in it up tof-the nose and mouth,
where it can be removed.

02-1. In what way is the epithelium part of a negative feed-
back system?

1.1272. What does it help to control?

The arrangement of cells in epithelium normally stays
about the same. When a cell dies, a new cell like it is pro-
duced. Cell production goes on at the same rate as cell death.
Figure 2-2 shows how the process of cell production can be
thought of as being controlled by negative feedback.

Cell loss
rate goes up.

Cell production
rate goes down.

Change in rate
sensed by cell

production regulator.

Cell prdduction
regulator sends a
message to cell

production controller
to cut production.

cell production
regulator sends

a message to the
cell production

controller to speed
up cell production.

Change in rate
sensed by cell

production regulator.

What's tobacco smoke anyway?

Okay, now you see how the epithelium of the lungs and
windpipe looks and works when normal. Next you will try
to find out what the epithelium of smokers looks like. But
before you do, let's take a look at what tobacco smoke is.
Table 2-1' describes a few of the more than 500 materials

'that have been found in tobacco smoke.
Cigarette smoke is a mixture of gases, chemicals, and mil-

lions of tinY particles. During smoking, these materials are
drawn into the nose, throat, and lungs. What do they do to
thoie structures? Let's see!

53

2-1. The epithelium Is part of thl, negative
, feedback system in furnishing control of

mucus, cilia movement, and cell replacement
These in turn help control the build-up of dust
and other particles in the lungs.

Cell production
controller speeds

up cell production.

Cell production
rate goes up.

Figure 2-2
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Excursion 2-1 is tor general interest. it can be
especially effective it microscopes .are avail-

able.

*:(si. 111 rel,

Goblet cells

r--
Chemical . Descr 1 ption

Nicotine
t ..

A poison. laige doses can cause death due to
failute of the breathing system.

4
Cancel-producing
substances

About two dozen chemicals have been tOund
to cause cancer in tots and mice in laboratories.

Irritants
I

Many substances in tobacco smoke are known to
irritate the breathing system.

Carbon Monoxide
(CO)

I

A poisonous gas; huge doses can kill by re-
timing the amount of oxygen that the blood can

carry,

Ansenic A poison that can cause cancer i

I. 2-1

Several studies have eompared the physical differences
between smokers and nonsmokers. Most of these studies were
made on the lx)dies of people who had died. Only after death

can detailed observations of the inside of the body be made.
In many of these studies, human cells, tissues, and organs

were studied with a microscope. To learn more about cells,

tissues, and organs, turn to Excursion 2-1, "How Are You
Organized?" If you have a microscope available, that excur-
-sion will also show you how to look at some of your own
cells.

Figure 2-3 shows the epithelium from the windpipe of a
person who has smoked for a short time.c

Ciliated cella basal cells/
iiii Pormipwrorto *
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a.c.auldliellialie.-.--5---allumuu-ssasalkaaisliudtA.A.E.&.asailiiiirlitc.imilifilibimiiiiiikikauh:

n2-3. Describe ativ differences that you see between the
epithelium shown in Figure 2-3 and the normal epithelium
shown in Figure 2-1.

f12-4. Describe what must have been different about the rate
of basal cell production to produce the differences between
Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-3.

U2-5. Briefly explain your answer to question 2-4 in terms
of the feedback diagram in Figure 2-2.

In people who have smoked a long time, the epithelium
of the windpipe changes even more. It is often thicker be-
cause of more basal cells and bigger goblet cells. The cilia
are Wien fewer and heat more slowly. (See Figure 2-4.)

Mucus

Students should he able to see fill increased
number and depth of the basal .cells in k igure
2-3 This must he the result of an increased
cell production rate In terms of the feedback
diagram in Figure 2.2 the cell production
regulator sensed a change in the loss rate and
sent a message to the cell production con-
troller to speed up production, which it did.

1.

Figure 2-4

024. What would be the effect on the body of bigger goblet
'cells? (Hint: What do goblet cells do?)

02-7. What wOuld be the effect on the body of fewer and
slower-beating cilia?

r'N
You remember the cilia move mucus nd its trapped ma-

terials from the fangs and windpipe to te nose and throat.
When the cilia becorne fewer or beat inIre slowly, mucus
begins to pile up. Materials trapped in the mucus irritate
the epithelium in the windpipe and,the tubes in the !lungs
(Figure 2-5).

55
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Figure 2-5
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You may be interested to know that the per-
centage figures in the Cough columns repre-
sent a summary of five separate studies; in the

Other Respiratow Problems columns, It is a
summary of fourPitudies.

p.

.10

Figure 2-6
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Often the smoker tries to kt rid of the irritation in his

lungs by coughing. This may explain the so-called smoker's
cough. Do nonsmokers have as many nasty coughs and other

respiratory problems? Table 2-2 may help you answer this

question.

Table 2-2
tre-- ---

COMPARISON OF SMOKERS WITH NONSMOKERS

Percent with Cough

Percent with Other
Respiratory Problems

.._

Smokers Nonsmokers Smokers Nonsmokers

24.0 7.4 25.8 ' 14.5 i

21.!.&V,V.32%4...,/

[12-8. What do you conclude about the relationship between

smoking and coughs and other respiratory problems?

Long-term effects on epithelium
1

In longtime sinokers, both the kinds of. epithelial cells
produced and, the number of each kind are often quite ab-

) normal. Somehow the materials in tobacco smoke seem to

affect the feedback system that keeps cell production and

*growth clase to a set point. Sometimes the ciliated cells lose

their cilia entirely and the arrangement of other cells is
distuibed even niore (Figure 2-6).
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Scientists Wave concluded that control ()Vet cpitlwlium cell
division is Liken lost completely in ,,miokers. It this happens.
abnormal cells iy.row wildly and a condition known as cancel
develops. l.s'ancer cells psow and icpioduce so List that they

push aside the normal cells around them (I-Iguiedestroy or
2-7). Abilof 11111 COI1

k. .`t .1.1' 1rXsi

7;.
'N q:3:(4.c/41.,.

P;t1..11;4..

vNli;\
s .

Effect on air sacs Cancer cell

...

Now let's make another comparison between the lungs of
a smoker and those of a nonsmoker. This time we'll look
at the tiny air sacs that receive the air that's breathed in.

Figure 2-8 shows a microscopic view of normal air sacs.
Notice that the sac walls are thin. They can easily pass oxyvn
and carbon dicoxide in and out of the bloodstream. Because
the walls are so twisted and coiled, there is lots of surface
for the gases to pass kiirough.

Air sact
of normIrgir,
lung

illgw

erill116

When this Nippens. the closed loop ot thn
feedback system in I !gore 2 2 is dwilroved
I hitt cell production controller SpettldS up pro-
duction. hut dons not tqlow it down

Figure 2-7

The lungs of an average-size men contain
about 300 million of these alveoli. or air sacs.
The air sacs cause the expanding and con-
tracting of the lungs during breathing, and
they provide the necessary surface area tor
the intake of oxygen into the blood. In fact.
their total surface area is about equal to-the
floor of an average-size classroom, or about
600 square feet.

Figure 2-8

so, sac 4.4441T.
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Figure 2-9
The walls have broken down In Figure 2-9,
and the air sacs are larger. This means that
there Is less total Area available to absorb
oxygen.

.0n the next page the students do Problem
Break 2-2. You may have to show the correct
method for measuring a pulse, using the tips
of the fingers. One effective way to measure
breathing rate is to have the subject raise an
arm upon inhaling, and lower It upon ex-
haling. The experimenter can count the num-
ber of up-and-down arm movements In 30
seconds, and the total (up plus down) will be
the number of brealbs per minute. Some peo-
ple may be self-conscious on the first trial, so
it would be better to take four trials but aver-
age only the last thtee.
If students use classmate-smokers as sub-
jects, they will probably find that the data are
not too conclusiv. Teen-agers have not
imoked long enough to show xtremely
marked effects. It would be better if they could
include some adults in the heavy-smoker cat-

34 CHAPTER 2

Now look at Figure 2-9. It shows the way the air sacs of
many heavy smokers look.

D2-9. How does Figure 2-8 differ from Figure 2-9?

E12-10. What effect would the change shown most likely
have upon a person's breathing?

Amount of smoking and changes In the windpipe

So far, you've been comparing the lungs of smokers with
those of nonsmokers. You've not considered very much
whether lung damage is related to the amount of smoking
that is done. Does a lot of smoking produce more changes
in the lining of the lung than a little smoking? Table 2-3
contains data on changes in the epithelium of the windpipe
of smokers. Perhaps it will help you answer this question.

Table 2-3
r, , :-,,:r.--,:.,,,,...-:,,,,,,,,,,,.r.:--,r,..,-r.y,..t ,,....,ev ,,,......svor,:. : s 4.,.4.,r.

EPITHELIUM CHANGES FROM SMOKING

.

Amount of
Smoking

Percentage of
Thickened Epithelium

in Samples

Percentage of i

Epithelium Samples.
with Completely
Abnormal Cells -

Nonsmokers 1%
-,'

0% .

f--1 pack daily . 8% 0.3%

1-2 packs daily 17% 4%

More than 2 packs daily , 37%
e

11%
_

1611Mii....6.4410.aiithitak.e...4.64,11beikakQVale kt..
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j2-11. What do you conclude about the relationship between
a. the amount of smoking and the &glee of thickened
epithehnm ?
b. the amount of smoking and the presence of abnormal
cells?

PROBLEM BREAK 2-2 .

Is there any difference between the noimal pulse and
breathing rates of smokeis and those of nonsmokers'? Does
exercise have a different effect on the pulse and hi eathing
rates of smokers than it ha% on those of n*nsmokers? Does
it take longer for the pulse and breathing rates of smokers
or of nonsmokers to return to normal after exercise?

Find two groups of eight to ten people (smokers arid
nonsmokers) and collect the data you need to answer the
questions just posed. Try to keep the smoking and nonsmok-
ing groups alike ni terms of age, physical condition, etc. If
you don't know how to measure pulse and breathing rates,
ask your teacher for help. For subjects, you can use friends,
relatives, or classmates.

If you would like, try to compare heavy smokers with light
smokers, as well as smokers with nonsmokers. Record all data
and conclusions and descriptions of experiments in your
Record Book. If you have trouble in deciding what questions
to ask, Excursion 2-2 will help.

In Problem Break 2-2, you probably found some birly big
differences between the heartbeats of smokers and the
heartbeats of nonsmokers (and between the heartbeats of
tight smokers and those of heavy smokers). With each beat,
the heart pumps about 70 ml of blood.

0.2-12. Compared with the average nonsmoker, how much
more blood is pumped by the heart of an average smoker
per hour? per day? per year?

If you would like to find out more about your heart and
how it works, try Excursion 2-3, "The Round-and-Round
System."

In the next problem break, you will try to measure anotber
change in the blood system as a result of smoking. You will
do this by measuring fingertip temperatures.

°

59

2. 1 1 1 hole seems to be a (lit edi relationship
in both a anti b

4*.xsigi:i.:1;101

Excursion 2-2 is remedial in helping with in-
terviews or questionnaires. Otherwise. It is of
general Interest Excursion 2-3 is of general
interest, on the circulatory system.

I
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If some of the temperature measurements are
to be done outside school (parents, friends,
neighbors), you will want to have control over
the return of the thermometers. If this can be
worked out, the student results on the prob-
lem break will be better than if they.just meas-
ure each other's temperature in the class-
room_

Smoking seems to have a constrictive effect
on the blood vessels, especially the capillar-
ies. The effect Is much greater pn sOme peo-
ple than on others. This is probably why it is
considered to be one of the contributory
causes of atherosclerosis, the serious circu-
latory disefise. With the blood vessels con-
stricting, the student should find that smokers
have a lower average fingertip temperature
due to the decreased circulation.

at
X .

Xt .11)

-
1.44

r
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PROBLEM BREAK 7-3

Do you suppose everyone's fingertips al c equally Varrol
Vet's compare the fingertip temperature of smokers with that
of nonsmokers and find out. To do the study, you will need
to test at least ten smokers and ten nonsmokers ( more
if you can). You will neFd a thermometer to do t e dy.

ACTIVITY 2-5. Have each person hold the thermometer as
shown. Read the temperature when the liquid stops moving.
Record the temperatures In Table 2-4.

Table 2-4

FINGERTIP TEMPERATURE (°C)

Smokers Nonsmokers

1 6 1 ,
1

6 .

2
.

7 2 t' f

..

3 8 3 8
. # .

. _

Average:
-4.

Average:

Nkxplain in your Record Book your observations and con-
clusions from the fingertip temperature experiment.

,Statistics on smoking and disease

Still more evidence of a relationship between smoking and
health has come from what are called statistical studies. In

60
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statistical studies, groups of people are compared. For exam-
ple, the smoking histoi les of persons with lung cancel might
be compared with those of people (the control group) with-
out that disease. Let's look at the results of some statistical
studies.

Figure 2-10 shows what has been happening since 1900
to the number of people dying from certain causes. On the
gragh, a line that slopes down to the right shows that the
number of people dying from that cause is becoming less
when compared with other cause§.

All causes.
of death

Death rates

Other causes ----
.

.. Heart and
circulatory

diseases i
. -.Pneuponla

and InflUenza--..
se

Tuberculosis---- '' 1 Nlio .....
,.......,A

Other infectious ....-
. diseases

N"qhlik-
4

IIIIINII.IIS

Cancer (except
lung cancer)

,

-
.

-
..

Lung cancer --

1900 19'10 1920 1930. 1940

61

1950

Figure 2-10

Students may question you about Figure 2-10.
It Isn't the same kind of graph that they are
accustomed to. Without horizontal lines and
numbers on the vertical axis, no comparison
can be made of the actual number of deaths
from any one cause with the numerator from
another cause. In Its present form, it shows
trends over the years.

1960 CHAPTER 2 .137



2-14 The general trend was downward, with
three notable exceptionsAjrart and circula
tory diseases remained rWlitively constant:
cancer. except lung cancer, showed a mod-
erate upward trend: and lung cancer had an
extremely sharp increase.

50

46
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Agure 2-11

LUNG CANCER

)2-13. Is the death tate mosi diseases going up, going
down, or staying about tfr same?

U2-14. What exceptions the genci al ucnd do you notice?

he death rate for most d eases has been dropping stead-
ily. But for most kinds o ancer, the rates have been going
up. The rise in death rate is especially steep for lung cancer.
More detailed intbrmation on what has been happening to
lung cancer death rates is given in Figure 2-11.

DEATH RATES

25

20

15

10

5

1111IwrI.MMImpel

Fetnto

4010.0 tilt at
1930 1935

In question 2-15, the assqmption of the size
of the population Is predicated on present
trends. Various movements such as Zero
Population Growth could change this.

This problem break will probably provoke
some good discussion. However, accounting
for the differences may prove difficult or im-
possible. Various hypotheses havi been sug-
gested: a linkage between sex hormones and
cancer-producing agents; a. sax-linked sus-
ceptibility to carcinogens: effects of different
behavior patterns between sexes. There is no
ganeral agreement on the reason among eci-
enttsts.

38 CHAPTER 2

Nas
la

1 040 ----- 1 045 1950 1955
lila tall II I I alai 4..1

1960 1965 1970 1975

EJ 2-15. .How many male Americans do you predict will die
of lung cancer in 1975? How many femalgs? (Assume that
the population of thelJ.S. is about 220,000,000 and that the
numbers Of males and equal,)

PROBLEM BREAK 24

The difference between the lung cancer death rate for men
and the rate for women is very great. What could account
for such a huge difference? DisCuss your ideas with your
friends, parents,' and classmates. Then describe your thinking
in your Record Book. Also note any additional information
you would need in order to test your theory.

sr
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CIGAKIITIT 11S1 IN 1 III. IlN111 D STAI US'

Year Number 1.1sed/l'eron/Year

)

..

1930 1389. .
,

1940 2,558 i

{ 1950 3,522
1

J

1960 4,171 4

1965 4.258

) 1970 1

rPopulation 18 years of age and over

4.444.011411.4.1.SiAK*414%

Table 2-5

Could the rapid increase in lung cancer that you've seen
be related to smoking? Table 2-5 shows the history of ciga-
rette use over the last 35 years.

02-16. How many cigarettes do you predict the average
person over 18 smoked in 1970?

02-17: What assuiliptions did you make in answering ques-

, tion 2-16?

Be careful as you interpret Table 7,15. It does not mean
that every person in the United States smoke 1,258 cigarettes

in 1965. Obviously, not everyone smokes, and ne 1 smokers

smoke the same number of cigarettes. The number 4, was

gotten by dividing the-total number of cigarettes sold in 065
by the total number of people in the United States over 18.

Well, it seems that lung cancer death rates and the number
of cigarettes smoked are both going up at the same time.

02-18. Does this fact prove that cigarette smoking is a cause

of lung'cancer? Explain.

No matter how you answered the last few questions, you
will probably agree thatsit would be a good idea to get more
evidence. After all, some nonsmokers die of lung cancer
while some heavy smokers never get the disease.

4

Hopefully, students will know that an easy way
to use the data to make a prediction is by
graphing. If they do this, they will see that the
curve is flattening out. That is, the average
use per person per year has stopped increas-
ing as rapidly as it was. On the basis of the
graph, a prediction tor 1970 would be 4.300
plus.

2-18. No. But It presents strong evidence for
a relationship between smoking and lung
C4111Cer.

CHAPTER 2 39"
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2-19. Figures 2-10 and 2-11 do not show a
relationship between number of cigarettes
smoked and Incidence of lung cancer. But
Figure 2-12 shows a definite relationship. As
the number increases, lung cancer deaths
i ncrease.

Table 2-6. to 1 pack daily, 7.5 times greater
risk; 1 to 2 packs, 13.3 times; more than 2
packs, 16.8 limes greater rtak.

40 CHAPTER 2
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Figure 2-12

56

90

159

201

Figure 2-12 relates the number of cigarettes smoked by
men to lung cancer deaths among men.

[12-19. Describe what relationship Figures 2-10, 2-11, and
2-12 suggest between lung cancer and the number of ciga-
rettes smoked.

Table 2-6

Amount
Smoked

Risk of Getting Lung Cancer
Compared to "Never Smoked"

Less than i
pack daily

4.7 times greater risk

i to 1 pack
daily

,...........

times greater risk

1 to 2 packs
, daily

times greater risk_
More than 2
packs daily

times greater risk.

L.

r
.
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Lung cancer death rates are clearly associated with in-
creased smoking. Table 2-6 can help you see what happens
to the risk of getting lung cancer as smokmg int-teases. In
your Record Book, complete the table by using the data ciom
Figure 2-12:Notice that the top row has been completed for
you. To get the number 4.7, we -divided the "Less than I
pack" rate (56) by the "Never smoked" rate (12).

PROBLEM BREAK 2-5

You've seen that smokers have a higher death rate from
lung cancer than nonsmokers have. Is smoking the only
variable that is associated with the increasing lung cancer
death rate? Figure 2-13 provides some helpful information
for answering that question.

100

0
Less than

1000 people
1000 to

10.000 people

Size of Community

10.000 to
50,000 people

In your Record Book, describe what Figure 2-13 suggests
as to the relationship between death rates for lung cancer
and the size of the town people live in. Also discuss any
possible reasons you can think of to explain why nonsmokers
in large cities die from lung cancer more often than do
nonsmokers in small. towns.

Is lung cancer the only disease that smokers get more often
.than nonsmokers? Table 2-7 gives some more data on the
death rates from other diseases.

65

If students have already worked with the ISCS
unit knvuonmenfal Science. they will have
additional insights In.() . tt.1Is ptoblern Industrial
pollution in larger cities seems to be a factor
An interesting. but twrhaps unexplainable

.

discrepancy in the bar graph is the drop in
death rate for smokers in the community ot
10.000 to 50.000 people, while the death rate
for nonsmokers Increased directly with com-
munity size.

Figure 2-13

More than
50.000 people

Key:

Nonsmokers

Smokers

.07'N
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The combination of bronchitis and emphy-
sema as a cause of death was relatively rare
30 years ago Now, as can be seen from the
table. it leads the list It is the Number 1 respi-
ratory ailment and afflicts more than 10 million
Americans Another rapid riser is "other blood
vessel diseases." which in part Include athero-
sclerosis, mentioned earlier. Smoking seems
to be at least a contributory cause. Inciden-
tally. this Is another disease that affects males
much more than females.

In Problem Break 2-6. some students will
likely say that the reason is that smoking has
a calming effect. This Is really an erroneous
supposition. The data do not Indicate that
fewer smokers die from causes in thls cate-
gory, but rather that only slightly more do.
Probably a better supposition is thatlhere is
no relationship. Some good discussion Should
result here.

Causc of Death
Ratio of Smokers to

Nonsmokets

Bronchitis and emphysema 6 1 to 1.0

Cancer of thc voice box 5.4 to ).0

Cancer 01 hc mouth and throat 4.1 to 1.0

Cancer of thc food tube 3.4 to 1.0

Ulcets of thc stomach and
small intestine

t
,

2.8 t 1.0

Othet bloo4.1 vosel diseases 2.6 to 1.0

Cirrhosis of thc hver 2.2 to 1.0
..

Cancer of thc bladder 1.9 to 1.0

Heart artery attacks
..

1.7 to 1.0
,

Other hcart diseases 1.7 to 1.0

High blood pressure 1.5 to 1.0
,

Accidents, violence, suicide 1.2 to 1.0
4

Table 277

PROBLEM BREAK 24

- - Can smoking 'be all# bad? Did you notice that one group_
of smokers had almost the same ratio (1.2) as nonsmokers
(1.0)? Why do you suppose about the same number of smok-
ers as nonsmokers die from accidents, violence, and. suicide?

Record your ideas in your Record,Book.

Emphysema is one of the diseases that smokers get much
more often thgn nonsmokers do. This disease results in a
painful fight for each breath. To get a feeling for what it's
like to have emphysema, try the next activity.

42 CHAPTEll 2

a

4.

. ACTIVITY 2-6. Take a deep breath and hold it for about 30
seconds. Atter 30 seconds, try tb Inhale several times before
you let any air out.

66



Activity 2-6 shows you how it kels to have emphysenia.
About thirteen times as many smokeis as ndinsmokers have
emphysema. Many common activities are very haid lin the
emphysema victim to do. Try the following activity.

ACTIVITY 2-7. Hold a lighted match about 20 cm from your
mouth. With your mouth wide open, try to blow out the match.
(Don't close your lips as you usually do when you blow out
a flame.)

PROBLEM BREAK 2-7

Well, you've now compared a lot of statistics. You've
looked especially at how smokers stack up against nonsmok-
ers in terms of death and illness rates. In general, smokers
seem to have higher death rates than nonsmokers. Also, the
death rate for lung cancer seems to be directly related to the
number of cigarettes smoked daily_ As one rate increases,
so does the other.

Do the data prove that the two rates are associated? Scien-
tists have . trouble answering this question. What do you

r, think? Is there any difference between an association and
a cause? Record your ideas in your Record Book.

What if someone smokes but doesn't inhale the smoke into
'his lungs. Does that make any difference? The data in Figure
2-14 may help you answer hie question. To make it ekisy to
comwe, we have set the death- rate at LOU for individuals
who-have never smoked. `

2.5

2.1

1.5

1.0

0.5

11.

2.20

-

Never
smoked

Do not
inhale slightly moderately deeply

Inhale Inhale Inhale

4e% 67

a

Problem Break 2-7 could be one of the beat.
Let the students struggle a little to form their
own conclusions. krobably the Important
thing for students to realize is that two things
can be associated without one necessarily
causing the other.

Figure 2-14
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1 12-20. ncscribe what happens to the death rate as thc

aimmnt a smoker intrs goes up.

Do pipe and cigai smokers have the same death rates as
cigaiette smokers? Figure 2-15 givcs you information about

this question (Notice that. hew again, the death rate for
nonsmokers is set at 1.00.)

Figure 2-15

2.5

2.0

CC
11::,

1.5 a) 0
Z E

,e)

1.00

ea
1.0

CE

0.5

1 09

>,
vo-E.

1.08

wa

1 05

L)2-21. If one does smoke, doe!, it appear ,to be viis.r.,\to

smoke cigarettes, cigars or a pipe?

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a poisonous gas that forms when

things burn with little oxygen. lt combines with the blood
far more easily than oxygen does. When enough CO gets

to the blood, the person dies from lack of oxygen. On page

131i)

Tabfe 2-1 shows that CO is found in t bacco smoke. Now

Table 2-8 shows the amoUnt.of CO foun in the air breathed

out by smokers and nonsmokers.

02-22. How is the amount of CO breathed out related to
the amount of smoking?. -

02-23. How is inhaling while smoking related to the amount

of CO breathed out?

02-24. How would ,you explain the fairly low amount of

44 CHAPTER 2 CO in the air breathed out by pipe or cigar smokers?

2-24. A possible explanation IS that pipe and
cigar smokers tend to inhale less.

68
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EXIIALLD CARBON MONOXlDf. ((0)

-

Amount of Smoking
Amount of CO

(in parts per million)

Never smoked 3.2

. Ex-smoker 3.9

Pi pe or cigar smoker only 5.4

Half pad.% of cigarettes per day:
: Inhaler .

Noninhaler , . '
\-17.1

9.0

l

i .
Half to 2 packs of clareties per Bay:-

Inhaler
1 Noninhaler .

.

27.5
14.4

1

;

More than 2 packs per dat:
t1. Inhaler

0i.''.. Noninhaler . .

,

32.4
25.2

i

i

1114taA14Ww*.;461..,

Table.2-8

E1245. More CO in the breath suggests that the blood con-
tains more Có as well. What effects could more (-70 in the
blood hive an a pers17

A point of no return?

yqu've Seen some of what we know about the effects
Sknoking on the body. This kind of data has been made

available by the- American Cancer Society and other orga-
nizations and hA had Anite en impact. Many people are
seriOtt,sly thinking about giving up smoking.

. Suppose a heavy'smoker were to quit smoking? What effect
would this have on him? Would the negatite feedback system
of the body regain control and reverse any changes that have
,happeneid? That's not a simple question, but leek see what
we know.

It seems ,that Ithe fairly minor changes associated with
smoking disappear when people stop smoking. Extra mucus ,
stops being produced, cilia beat again, and the epithelium
of the lungs gradually becomes thinner. Coughing seems to
disappear, too.

-244.

0
6 9

A

lot

2-25. The more CO in the blood, the less room
there Is for oxygen. Here again, if students
have used the Environmental Science unit
they may remember the discussion on this
subiect.

CHAPTER 2 45
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Figure-2-16

Key:

Smoked fewer than 20 cigarettes per day

Smoked 20 or more cigarettes per'day F

Mi._

2-26. The student should conclude from Rg-
ure 2-16 that it is definitely advantageous to
health to stop.

Girls in your class might be especially inter-
ested in a very recent and continuing piece
,of research that indicates tfiat smokers get
more wrinkles (crow's-feet around the eyes.
lines in the forehead. etó.) than do-nonsmok-
ers. Apparently the skin, being epithelium tis-
sue, is adversely affected and becomes
thicker and less resilient.

48 CHAPTER g-
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But what about Iig cancer? Do the chances that a person
will get lung cancel go down II he stops smoking? Figure

2-16 has some interesting information on this subject. In the

figure, the death rate for nonsmokers is again set at IA10.

Never
srrioked

1.00

Stopped smoking
more than

10 years ago

1.08

1 50

Stopped smoking
within,the last

10 years
1.82

Still
smoking

2.02

Li 2-26. Does it do any good to stop smOking? What dq, you
conclude frOm Figure 2-16?

4.

Is smoking a personal matter?

Some habits aifect only the person who has them+ smok-
ing in that category., or can it also affect others?

02-27. Describe any ways that smoking might affect others.
besides the smoker.

Your descriptions should have included some interesting
possibilities. Nonsmokers.often complain when they are in
a closed robm with .smokers. Ashes, cigarette butts,.andlhe
smell of tobacco also bother nonsmokers. Over 330,000 fires

every year are related to cigarette sinokiiig.
There is another important effect that you may not iiave

thought of. Pregnant women who'smoke tend to have babies
that weigh less than the babies .pf nonsmoking women.
yomen smokers tend to have more premature babiesithan
ao nonsmokers. Todayzabout 34 percent of4the women of
childbearing age in thi United States smoke.

,---

z
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t J2-28. What imprit he sonic clict.ts ot being born with a
lower-than-noimal

Perhaps you know that then- is no direct connection be-
tween the blood of a pregnant woman and !lei developing
child.

I 2-29. 1 low would von explain the lower birth weight for
children born to smoking motheis',.)

There are economic as well as health effects of smoking.
Federal, tate, and local !overnments collect a lot of tax
money on the sale of what: ) and tobacco products. Newspa-,
pers and magazines earn thousimds of dollaiN for carrying
cigarette adrtising. And, of course, thousands of people
earn their living by working in the 'tobacco industry.

,..---._

02-30. The evidence strongly suggests that smoking can
injure health. What factors would make it hard to pass and
enforce a law making it illegal to sipoke? (Discuss this ques-
tion with your classmates, parents, and friends before an-
swering).

Well, you've taken a long look at what happens when
tobacco smoke is introduced into human systems. Other
chemical inputs have different effects. You'll learn about
some (it them in the next several chapters.

Before you go on, though, be sure you have completed
Problem Break 2-1. lf not, do so now.

StiRiantv mit probably havo a lot of trotaila
with questions :' 28 anti "i Accept any
answers. thn que.t,on. miqta he I oie,itierett
worthwhile to 'stretch- the more capable
student

4

02-31. Do the results of Problem Break 2-.1 prove that )2-31,and 2-32. No and no In bdth cases there

smoking injures the body? is ar i. associative relationship.

02-32. Suppose you found that the seeds moistened with
cigarette-chemical solution germinated after the control
seeds. Could you say. that the solution was the cause?

0243. .Since plants have living cells just as people do, per-
haps A solution (hat is harmful to plants could he harmful
to humans. Which term best shows the Way to describe this
relationship: cause and effect or association..

Before-going on, do Self-Evaluation 2 in your Record Book.

71

No equipment need be prepared for Chapter
3.
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FOUlPMEN1 HSI

None

1 hero are no excuisions keyed to this chap
tei

Chemicals. and Your Body

You'll probably agiee that the evidence ID the last chapter
is frightening. In the face of such evidence, it's amazing that
anyone still sm9kes.

When you-ask people why they smoke, you get a lot of
answers. Sonie say they do it "to be one of the gang.- Others
say that smoking relaxes them. Still others say that they like

CHAP TT III. MPHASIS

Somo chnnot al%. when falcon into thn tu,dv
cause dupendence. and affect the feedback
systems of the body

Chapter 3
MAJOR POINTS

1 Dependence is a physical Or psychological
condition that fesults Pete the USA) ut certain
chemicals
2 Serious physical dependence results when
the body gets used to the action of some
chemical.
3. Withdrawal illness results when the body
has to function without a chemical it has be-
come accustomed to
4 An unboin child can be physically depend-
ent on drugs that his pregnant mother is tak-
ing
5 Psychological dependence on a chemical
can cause a person to feel mentally lost and
uneasy without the chemical
6 The terms hooked and addicted describe

the taste of tobacco smoke. But there is more to why peoplo*osychological dependence when they involve
drugssmoke than these explagations suggest. Just ask someone wha"

has tried hard to quit smoking. They'll tell you that it takes
more than simply making up your mind. IT IS NOT HARD

TO QUIT-lyE
QUIT MANY TIMES.

Physical dependence

After taking a lot of certain substances like tobacco smoke
into their bodies, people find it hard to stop doily, it. When
this happens to someone, he is said to be dependent upon
the thing.

Dependence can be either physical or psychological. Let's
take a look at physical dependence first because many com-
mon things can lead to physical dependence.

73

7 Messages may be Carried from one part of
the body to another part by chemicals
8 Chemicals can have physical and psy-
chological effects by upsetting the various
negative feedback systems -of the body.

There are no excursions or problem breaks
in the chapter. so students have a tendency
to rush through it Encourage them in any way
that you can to do as thorought job as possi-
ble. It is especially important for them to un-
derstand physical and psychological depend-
ence. so that these terms may be applied to
the succeeding chapters.

+ s'ex



A drug Miry fir Mriii Mit c Mitt( pflyeil( Ili de
pendenue However almost any drug Lan
cause if One of the strangest documented
case% is that of a man who became physically
dependent On sodium bicarbonatebaking
soda He probably started taking it to relieve
indirlostion Ffe used more and Mon@ (If It until
he was taking up to one half pound a day
When he stopped suddenlythe -Cold tur
key- curehe suffered severe withdrawal
symptoms in the form of metabolic acidosis,
caused by the effect% of the body's acids This
could have been fatal if he had not been hos.
pitalized.

The withdrawal symptoms listed in Table 3-1
are typical of the "hard" drugs, such as tho
opiates Other drugs may cause withdrawal
reactions of a much milder nature: For in-
stance, most smokers become physically de-
pendent on nicotine. -and when they stop,

to'become jumpy and uncomfortable. Thus. In
question 3-1. students may say that none of
the listed symptoms apply except possibly the
restlessness In 4 5.

3-2. An operational definition asks two quits-
tions "How can I tell if I have some of this?"
"How can I tell how much of it I have?" You
can tell if you have physical dependence Ly
the appearance of withdrawal symptoms upon
stopping the use of a drug. You can tell how
much physical dependence by the strength of
the symptoms.

50 CHAPTER 3

NIMPiC "4 (ht"ickl" ktil S(IffiC
PCOPle, toi c\ainple, ret used to takitir aspitm lot pain Soon

they leach tot the aspnin bottle \A ithout thinking. .1 his kim.1

ot dependence is easy to collect. It just takes a little viLL-

III more serious physical dependence, the body gets used
to some substance and leads as it it welt: vital This leads
to an irresistible craving lot the substance. Addiction to Cc:I-

lain dings is a good example of this.
People who try to stop using sonic substance that they are

physically dependent upon sometimes feel withdrawalillness.
If they stop using the substance suddenly rather than grad-
ually, they are said to be wking the "cold turkey- cure. With-
drawal illness results whet the body has to get along without
a substance it has come depend on. It s a serious matter
and can even cause dea h.

Some of the common symptoms of withdrawal illness are

fisted in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1

Withdrawal Illness Chat actenstics

I. .1Witching, cramps, and aching muscles and bones

2. Convulsions
3 Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, sweating
4. Watery eyes, !tinny nose, yawning, and gooseflesh

5 Trembling and restlessness
6. Wide-open eye pupils
7. Loss of appetite
8. increase in blond pressure

9. hightening visions and dreams

(713-1. Do people who try to quit smoking show any of the
symptoms listed in Table 3-1? (To find out, ask someone who
has tried.)

Withdrawal illness often leads a person to keep using a
harmful substance. He realizes that he is dependent on the
substance, becomes unhappy, and tries to stop. But the pain
he feels as he tries to stop causes him to keep using the
substance.

03-2. Operationally define physical dependence.

74
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In Chapter 2, you learned dim tobacco smoke can allect
the babies of pi egnant women I his tN (111c Willl Widldiawal
illness. too! It certain drugs ale taken In, a piegnant woman,
her unborn child may become ithysically dependent on the
drugs. Soon ;diet birth, the baby must be tieated mst as au
addict is treated. lather a substitute ding, in a tapering-ith
process must be used. Otheiwise. the baby takes the "cold
turkey" cute and may die.

PsycttologIcal dependence

People can become psychologIcally dependent on sub-
stances, too! When they do. the substance has become mote
than just a habit. People who are psychologically dependent
on a substance feel mentally Jost without it. Such people
might do almost anything to get the substance, even though
their bodies dyn't physically need it.

113-3. Give an operational definition of psychological de-
pendence.

[-]3-4. In your Record Rook, clescribe. in your Own words.
the difference between physical dependence and psychologi-
cal dependence.

Substances can certainly physically damage the body. They
can also do psychological dAmage. Continued use of certain
chemicals can change people's personalities, interests, and
values. Most eases of physical dependence can be cured. It
is likely though that when substances produce psychological
damage, the person is incurable. In any case, psychological
dependence is very serious and difficult to treat.

Psychological dependence, in the ultimate. is
addiction As with physical dependency/some
drugs may cause psychological dependency.
others may not As an example, there seems
to be evidence indicating that drugs like am
phetamirms and cocaine rarely produce
physical dependency, but can cause psycho
logical dependencya craving tor the drug
On the other hand. it IS generally telt that
tobacco causes physical dependency, but is
not addictive. The opiates can. and usually
do, cause both kinds of dependency

3 3. Psychological dependence can be
measured by the strength of the craving for
the drug upon stopping, with or without any
evidence of physical withdrawal symptoms.

3 4. The student should connect withdrawal
illness with physical dependency, arid addic-
tion and craving with psychological depend-
ency.

Chemically
comfortable

Increasing
dosage

Addiction CHAPTER 3 51
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EFFEJTS OF OTHER

INPUTS

(ASO is a tremendously powerful drug. In its
effect as an hallucinogen. It is 7,000 times
stronger than mescaline. It is no wonder that
Hofmann was affected in this way from in-
haling the substance. One three-hundred-
thousandth of an ounce Is sufficient to put a
man In a trance. In its molecular structure it

resembles a brain chemical called serotonin.
Scientists theorize that LSD can trick a nerve

cell into accepting it instead of the normal
chemical. It does not transmit signals In _the

same way as the serotonin, so the message
may be altbred, amplified, and distorted.

52 . CHAPTER 3
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com tin,. lu whed and addicted au- used to de-

11\ htdorit ardrpcndcmc A 14-1\4,1,% %%hole 1 may

revolve around the drug expeilencc. t ictung and using the

diugs are all the peison thinks OE

I 13-5. Explain whether you think the desire to smoke is

psychological, or physical, dependence and why.

As you now sec, putting substances like tobacco smoke

into the body is dangerous for two reasons. Such sUbstances

not only can cause damage and illness, but can lead to

dependence as well. It is especially had when a person be-

comes dependent on sonic substance that does damage to

his body_ Cigarette smoking may very well be an example

of just that situation.

"I noted with -dismay that my environment was undergoing

progressive change. Everything seemed strange and I had the

greatest difficulty in expressing myself. My visual field

wavered and everything appeared detbrmed as in a faulty

mirror. I was overcome by a fear that I was going crazy.

The worst part being that I was clearly aware of my condi-

So wrote Dr. Albert Hofmann in 1943 after he had ac-

cidentally inhaled the drug called LSD. Five years earlier,

Dr. H d another scieitist had discovered the drug

LSD. But they hiito idea thetiof LSD's unusual properties.

Now it became clear that LSD could greatly change the way

people think anizl act and the way the world looks to them.

As a result of.experiymorts with drugs like LSD, we now

know people's mentality as well as their physical condition

can be changed by drugs. Drugs can cause people to behave

as if they were mentally ill. Drugs can also cause people to

remember long fprgotten events or cause them to become

depressed or happy.
Is the use of drugs that affect the mind dangerous? The

answer is Yes,for those drugs that *are known to create de-

pendenee or damage and Maybe for the rest. None- of these

drugs are known to be entirely safe. YOu will_ have a chance

to study what we know about these drugs a little later. But

before you do, you will study some related questions.

1Albert Hofmann. "Discovery of D-lysergic Add DiethylamideLSD," as in

Sandoz Eacerpia (1955) 1:1-2, p. 1.
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How can the substance in cigaiette smoke k a 11%(' the cell%
litting the lungs to ieptoduce tastel.' 1 lo c.111 N1111\1:111( e

cause people to see things that M(11'1 thew and t he ha v

strangely.' What do snbstances do to the body that lead, to
physical and psydRilovical dependence? 1 he answers to these
questions ate not leallv known. but a simple model is helpful
To understand that model, von need to think again about
negative feedback.

Earlier, you used the feedback diagram shown in 1.igule
3-1 to explain how the pupil of the cyc reacts to light. Take
a look at tt again.

"Light stat"
sends a message

to the pupil
to close down.

A MODEL FOR I HE
EFFECT OF
SUBSTANCES ON
THE BODY

Figure 3-1

"Light stat"
sends a message

to the pupil
to open up.

Notice especially the boxes nillnbered "3- and "7." Ques-
tion 3-6 refers to these boxes.-Try to answer it now. If you
draw a complete blank, come back to it later.

[13-6. In what form could a message be sent from one part
of your body to another?

Scientists have learned that there are at- least two kinds
of messenger carriers in your body. Here are a few clues
about these messengers.

1. If you grind up certain parts of one female frog's body
and inject them into a second female frog, the second
frog will soon lay eggs.

2. Material from the adrenal glands of one person can
cause another person's heart to speed up.

3. Electric meters connected by-wires to a perSdn's skull
will show the presence of current.

4. Electric currents sent to a 'Cat's brain can cause changes
in the way the cat acts and cause it to move parts of
its body.

77

3-6 Accept any answer at this point. How-
ever, it may be interesting to check the vari-
ous conjectures.

Students who participated in Level I of ISCS
may recall reading about the Italian scientist
Galvani, who experimented with electrical
impulses in making muscles contract on a
dead frog. .

CHAPTER 3 53
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There are at least 700 enzymes and about 20
minerals. vitamins, and hormones that act as
chemical messengers in the body They ex-
pedite proteaSea of digestion, protein synthe-
sis. nutrient transport. and perticipate In all
the thousands of different chemical reactions
Other chemicals in the feirm of drugs can
disrupt their activities. For instance. vitamins
may be destroyed by alcohol: other drug!' may
replace enzymes, but not carry out their func-
tions. And the nerve impulse itself is a series
of electrical charges that are tied closely to
the action of chemical ions: anything that
changes this interrelationship can disrupt the
transport of the 11163111405.

- GOOD DRUGS
AND BAD DRUGS

54 CHAPTER 3
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13-7. What two ways of sending messages do these clues

suggcs1 may be used ni animals bodies?

By now you may have concluded that chemicals are One
of the things that cairy messages Flom one part of the body
to anothei. Their is no longer any doubt that this is true.
hi fact, we now know that almost all the body's organs are
all ected by cheals that travel in the blood. Such chemical
messengers are cillied enzymes or hormones.

Take anothet look at Figure 3-1. Try to vizualize how
chemical messengers might control the negative feedback
system shown there. Think in terms of two such messengers.
One chemical might carry the "shut down" instruction to the
pupil while another could carry the message "open up."

[13-8. Suppose a lot of the "open up" chemical was injected
by a doctor into a person just before a bright light was shined
in his eyes. How would this change what is shown in Figure
3-1?

You know that chemicals can have physical and psycho-
).

logical effects. One way to explain this is to assume that these
chemicals carry information to certain organs to do certain
things. Perhaps this information overpowers othe messages
that normally reach those organs from other parts of negative
feedback systems. When this happens, control is lost and the
brgan behaves unusually.

n3-9. Explain in your own words how chemicals might
produce their physical effects on the body.

.

Much of what your doctor can do to help you get well
depends upon his knowledge of what chemicals do to the
body. When he tells you- to take some drug, he knows that
that drug will produce some desirable effect. With drugs, he
can make you sleep, keep you awake, kill pain, or make. yolii ,
blood clot.

But there are a lot of chemicals whoge effects are not well
understood. There are others whose effects are quite harmful.
There are even some so-called good drugs that have bad side
effects. In the next chapter, you will take a look at what we

..` e"' s >. , " Y11.4



know about some taulv well-kmnvn drugs. The hist one
you'll study is not usually thought ot as a ding at all But
it probably Causes mote problems than all other di ugs Com-
bined. It's alcohol.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 3 in your Record Book.

**DRUG

PUSHER?

79

No equipment need be prepared tor Chapter
4.

CHAPTER 3 55
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You're Down
Before You're Up
There are no excursions keyed to this chap-
ter.

Hooch, horse, hocus.
Meth, dexies, and dust.
Sniff, stick, sip, pop
Man, you're torrid.

When you are up,
You are too far up.
When you are down,
You are horrid.

If that sounds like gibberish to you, you're lucky. You haven't
been around. That little verse lists common drugs, tells how
they are taken, and describes what happens. It's okay to poke
fun in verse at their use, but drugs and what they can do
need to be considered seriously.

In Chapter 3 you learned some general ways in which
chemicals can affect the body. You also looked at a model
that suggests how drugs produce their effects. Now you're
ready to look at some drugs and.what we know about their
effects on the body.

CHAP] In I.MPtIASIS

Depressant drugs are named and defined.
and some of their effects studied

Chapteir 4

MAJOII POINTS

1. Depressants are chemicals that tempo-
rarily slow down the action of the body
2. Some of the physical effects of depres-
sants in general include a slowed heart and
breathing rate, lowered blood pressure,
slurred speech, and poor coordination
3. Psychologically, the users of depressants
may have difficulty in concentrating, be con-
tused In their thinking, and have weakened
emotional control
4. Alcohol is a depressant that affects the
portion of the brain that normally moderates
behavior.
5. Many complex physical changes occur in
the body when alcohol is consumed. Negative
feedback mechanisms operate as long as
drinking is moderate. Excessive drinking can
lead to permanent physical changes
6. Alcohol affects a person's ability to drive
a car.
7. Taking one depressant drug can affect
what happens when you take another depres-
sant.

You should know before you start that our knowledge of
drug effects is still, a little fuzzy. This is so because studying
the effect of any drug is not easy and some drugs have been
studied very little as yet. 57
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III the interest of scientific accuraty, It might
be pointed out to the teacher (but not the
stu(1ent) that the extremely dangerous drug
heroin has been found to be the best treat-
ment for some types of heart disease It is
illegal to prescribe heron in the United
States, so some doctuis send patients to Brit-
ain tor treatment.

Table 4_1r

Depressantsthe "down" chemical

Depiessants ale chemicak th t slow the body down. Doc-
tors use depressants to relax e, ited Tatients and to make
People less nervous. 1 hey ate 4 so useful in tieating high
blood pressme, epilepsy, and slee Aessness, and to relieve
pain- and coughing. Some of the de essants, along with the
slang words sometunes used to describe 'them, arc listed in
Table 4-1.

1)1-PRESSANTS
_

Chemical. Slane Terms

H el p11.1 1 Uses

When PI escri bed
by a Physician

Usual Method
of Taking

,

Heroin

It

H, hairy, Harry. horse.
joy powder, junk, scag,
scat, schmeck, smack.
white stuff

None, so addictive that
any possible value is
greatly outweighed by
dangers

, Injecting in muscle or
vein

Morphine Dreamer. emsd, hard
stuff, hocus, junk. M.
Miss Emma, morphie,
rnorpho, unkie, white
stuff

Relieving paM during
heart failure, licart at-
tacks, and cancer

.

Injecting in muscle or
vein

.

Codeine
.

Schoolboy In cough medicines and
to relieve severe pain

Swallowing liquid or
tablets

Alcohol Booze, hooch, juice
, Swallowing liquid

4

Barbiturates Barbs, blue devils. blue
heavens, candy peanuts,
downers, gootballs,
nimbies, phennies,
pinks, rainbows, red
devils, seggy, sleeping
pills, stumblers, tooles,
yellow0kcis

.

Prevention of epileptic
seizures, restlessness,
high blood pressure

'

. .

Swallowing pills of
capsules

...

se

Seconal
Secobarbital
"Red Devils"

r,4y

Nembutal
Pentobarbital

"Yellow Jackets"

Tuinal
Arno-with secobarbital

"Rainbows"

r

Amtal
Amobarbltal

"Blue Heavens"
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411

a

a

Too-much of any depressant can camel, death I INcfN ul

sleeping pills sometimes lose _track ol how many thcN

have taken and aceatently kill themselves. Sometimes an
overdose of sleeping. pilk happens on purpok:; too. I oday

more people commit suicide with barbiturates than with
guns.

4 diF .111

Some

'74

41;t0Igisy

Sleep

anorit ixcessiv
*s.r

Depressants can haye botht hysical and psylliological
effects. After, taking a depcessa pe.rcon's hearibeat slows. \
his breathing rate goes down; lood pressurei'drops, his
speech becomes unclear, and nation is.less sharp.
Users of depressants al.so htv Aiietions, are less,Mil
to think clearly and to'C'oncent nd-have-truutie Control-
ling their emotions.,Mos. t t se symptom: ear off ..after
a short time, but .there may be-continuing et cts too.

41=
number

While under drugs

"
gi2+11 WAL -a+111/1/iiiikthala 1'4

Coma and possible
death

As drugs wear off ..

, .:. .. -

a drearnhe Mate,' :
-i

excep hen in need of § -Me::
then b yioc can . .-. i -
become y lent

-

Sometimepeople inject depressants into their own bodies.
Such people are often careless with the needles they use! .
Diseases, like hepatiiis,.that are.caused by dirty needles are
common among people who inject drugs like heroin. 1..Kie
hole. left by a needle can let 'diease-causing bacteria .464
viruses in'to the body, so,drug user`s- often have'boils and other
infections.

..1 . Boils often crop upt
s near old needle markq.

a "Dirty neadle disease,"
like hepittitis. are common

amongpeopl,ti who use drugs.

pinpoint eye pupils
and a pale complexion

-

"IlepdFacks-
(srnalr needle marks)
usUally over a vein
on 'arms or legs

4
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Homrp YOUR A. G.
(ALCOHOL QUOTIENT)?

he direct action of alcohol in thri body SOOMS
to ba- limited strictly lo One organthe brain.
heitzt it acts completely as a depressant

Stomach

Srriall Intestine

Alc4ol and
food suhstances
pass into blood
capi I lar ies.

Flow of blood
through
capilIary

AlthOugh the direct effect of alcohol is on the
brain, seondary effetts can be noted on
other parts of the body. Alcohol is mostly
oxidizedburned like foodin the process of
elimination from the blood,'This Job is begun
In the liver. There it is converted to the poi-
sonous compound called acetaldehyde. For-
tunately this subst ap ce is quickly. changed to
harmless acetic acdi which can be used by
the cells of the body. There IS a definite, lim-
ited speed at which the liver can make-these
transformationsabdut one fourth ounce an
hour. Any amount over this continues to cir-
culate in the blood, and it is this excess that
causes drunke6ness. ExCessive and long-,
term drinking can overtax tfie working liver
cells and bring on the serious disease of cir-
rhosis. .'

60 CHAPTER 4,
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Alcohol is the most commonlv used of all depressant drugs.
ln fact, many pcoillg think ol alcohol as simply a beverage
rathei than a &up,. But its etlects ale clearly Ilium. of a
depressant drup Alcohol has been studied more than any
other depressant, so we know more about ifs effects. For this
reason, we will tahetkespecially hard look at the way ale°-

.
hol affects the body.

You may have been surprised to see alcohol labeled as
a depressant. Many p ople think of alcohol as a "pepper
upper." They even ta4 about "getting .high" on alcohol. But
we now know 101 re that alcohol slows down the part of
the brain that controls behavior (through a negative feedback
system).

Let's see what we.know about the drew of alcohol. First,
alcohol gets into the blood very quickly. It is not digested
in the stomach and small intestine but, rather, goes directly
into the blood. Once there, the alcohol becomes mixed with
the blood. How much effect alcohol has on the.body depends
upon how much of it there is in the bloodstream. The amount
of alcohol ih the blood is usually measured as a "blood-
alcohol percentage.", After a person drinks a few ounces of
whiskey, for example, his blood-aicohol percentage may go
up to 0.06%.

Caution Did you read the blood-alcohol percentage coriWtly? .-

0.06% does not meAn. 6%. It means six hundredths *of one
percent. An asy way to think of six hundredths of one..percent-
is 6 paris of alcohoh in 10,0q0tarts of blood

Table 4-2 Shows the blood-alcohol percentage of people
after they have drunk various amounts of alcohol. The.
table also deScribes some of the known effects of drinking
alcohol.

1;14-1. Describe generally what happens to the effect of alco-
hol, on the body as the blood-alcohol level goes up.

As you can see, a lot of things happen to a person's'body
after he drinks.alcohol. When the amount of alcohol is small,
negative feedback systems seem to he able to return the body
about to normal failly quickly. Erut heavy drinking or long-
term drinking can lead to mor.e. permanent changes.

. .sor t I, s
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SOW.. In 1 IS 01. Al (.01101 IC DRINKS

,wrret

Amount of
Alcoholic

Drink

Blood-
Alcohol

I eyel

.

Typical I'llect% .

on the Body*.

- yr
Time tor

All Alcohol
to Leave
the. Body

I highball (11 oz
whiskey)

I cocktml (li oz
whiskey)

51 oz plain wine
2 bottles beer

0.0.3`?;)

?

Slight changes in feeling. but the way the person
feels (mad. happy, etc.) valies.

.

2 hours
.

2 highballs
2 cocktails
II oz plain wine
4 bottles beer

0.06% Wan?' feeling; mentally relaxed, ieacts less..
to pressure

.

4 hours

.

3 highballs
3 cocktails
161 oz (I pt) wine
6 bottles beer

0.09% Emotions and behavior exaggerated; talkative,
noisy

.

,

6 hours

.....

4 highballs
4 cocktails
22 oz plain wine'
8 bottles (3 qt) beer

0.12%

,

Awkward, 40.4nsy mbvements: some ,
utistelainess whcn standing or walking

--
... . ,/

.

8 hours

.

5 highbaHs
5 cocktails .
27i oz plain wine
i pt whiskey

0.15%
-

44

nrunkenness; walking.. talking, thinking very
abnormal

.
,

-

te

- -

10 hours

Based on a person of -average" size 4150 popnds). People weighing more or less would show more or kss; effect. The effects

gradually wear off

,

- moft impartant results of drinking have to do with alco- SOCIAL EFFECTS

hors ghtlling effects on the brain. Because the brain controls OF ALCOHOL

most of our thinking and physical activities, this dulling can
'affect not only.the person who drinks but other people near
him as well. One good 'example of this has to do with the
way alcohol affects a person's ability to drive a car. Let's
take a look at this. 'CHAPTER 4 61
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Figure 4 1 really shows the effect of alcohol
On reactton time Possibly of gloater impor
tante i the eflect on lodgment It takes longer
to stop the car at higher speeds. and data
sttem to show that many drinkors become
more reckless and dove at those higher
speeds, thus compounding the effect.

re%

Flgurt 4-1

20 MPH
feet

59 feet

I.00k at Figure 4.1 'nu* data thew cottipatc drivers who
have not been drinking with drivers who have been drinking
moderatdv. 1 he table shows how quickly two groups of such
drivers were able to stop a car On a diy toad.

Notice that at 70 miles an hour it took the drinking drivers
133 feet more to stop then cars than It took those who had
not been drinking. Ilow long is 131 feet? To lind out, you
may want to measure off the distance.

AVERAGE STOPPING DISTANCES FOR PASSENGER CARS
(on dry roads)

30 MPH
88 feet

110 feet

40 MPH
149 feet

186 feet

50 MPH

60 MPH

4

243 feet

304 feet

70 MPH

L

Normal stopping distance
including reaction time

Stopping distance when
MImoderate drinking
is involved.

SA

366 feet

457 feet

4-2 The ability to stop in a shorter distance
may prevent an accident.

t
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1 532 feet

665 feet

r14-2. Why are the differences in stopping distance shown
in Figure 4-1 so important?.

Studies have shown that stoppi4 ability is only one of
many driving skills affected by alcohol. These differences
mean that a person who has been drinking is siinply not- as
afe a driver as one who has not been drinking. This is borne

out by the graph .shown in Figure It shows that a driver
with a blood-alcohol level of 0.11% is t n times more likely
to cause an accident than is a nondrink g driver.

Many states now have laws against dri ing after drinking.
Most of these laws use 'a blood-alcohol percentage level as
the operational definition of wlien a person has had too much
alcohol to be able to drive safely: Illegal blood-alcohol per-
centage leVels vary from state to state, with the range from
0.08% to tis high as '0.15%.

8 6
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Blood-Alcohol Level WO

Nrany states have set 0.10% as the illegal blood-alcohol
level. Discuss whether or not you feel that this percentage
is a good cutoff point. (Look back at Table 4-2. It may help
you decide.)

04-4. According4to Figure 4-2, drivers with the following
illegal blood-alcohol levels are how many times more likely
to have a triifficaccident than nondrinking drivers: 0.08%?
0.10%? 0.15%?

After a person drinks alcohol, how long does it take for
his driving ability to be affected? The data in Figure 4-3
relate to this question. The figure shows how' the driving
ability of a 150-pound person who has taken 1 oz.of alcohol
is damaged over a period of time.

40

Figure 4-3
r

.figure 4-3 represents their/wage 150,pound
person. The effect of alcohol on humans varz:
les widely with the drihker, the drink, and the ..
cIrcumstanCes. In certain cases. 1 oz of alko-
hol coukrcayse a higher percentage of dim-
age to (Riving ability.

5
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4-6 7 he effect began almost Immediately and
continued for about 24 hrs This is a charac-
teristic of alcohol It does not have to go
through a process of digestion. It is absorbed
ditectly into the blood.

Figure 4-4

I )4-5. About how long aftei drinking was it before the most
damage was done to the person's driving ability?

I 14:6. How long did it take the I oz. of alcohol to begin to
damage the person's driving ability?

At 1KS point, you might he wondering what a person needs
to drink o get one ounce of alcohol_ Figure 44 shows this
for three ommon alcoholic drinks.

To get I oz of alcohol. a person must di
one bottle (12 oz) of beer.

0
an average (3 to 4 oz) glass of wine.

VARIATION OF
EFFECT

4-7. A list might posaibly include the size or
weight ot the person; the state of health of the
person;'how long alcohol stays In the stomach
before gassing into the srtaall Intestine; how
much It Is diluted; whether it Is slowed by food
in the stomach (and the kind of food); how
fast it is eliminated from the body; The amount
of tolerance the body has; whether other
drugs add their effect

Drinks mixed with cartrnated beverages are
moved Mtich more readily. and faster, Into the
small lntisiptini. The clrbbn dioxide seems to
hav the capacity tO relax the pyloric velve.

r

*.
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a shot (Yr jigger) of whiskey

Alcohol.doesn't affect everybody.the same way. Some ptople
can drink more with less effect than others. Nor does alcohol
affect the same person e same way at all times

Act

[74-7. List as many variAblcs as you can that might explain
why alcohol affects people-differently.

Take a look at Tible 4-3. The table compares the effect
of' selected alcohOic drinks on the blood-alcohol level of
people of different weights.

Table 4-3
... , , ,...

Beverage
Alcohol
Content

.

Amount

Resulting Blood-Alcohol
Level (%) Accordinp to -I;
..Body Weight (in lb) s'

1(X) 140 180 220

'Beer
.

w
4%

,

12-oz
bottle or can

.04 .03 .02 . 2

ine 12% 3-oz
glass

.03 .03 .02 . 2

Liquor
-(strong)

I-or
glass

.03 .03 .02 . 2

Nixed drinks'.
; strong)

30% 3.1-oz
glass

.08 .06 .04 .04 .

.

u:i....li.a.ti....E.
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I 14-8. Why IN mole alcohol needed to incieasc the blood-
alcohol level of heavy people than ot people who w cigh less?

People who beconie physically Lependent tni alcohol arc
called alcoholics. And as with all othei drugs. alcoholics have
withdrawal symptoms when they try to give up alcohol.

The effects of the other depressants listed in Fable 4- I look-

to be about the same as the ones listed tor ak-ohol. Rut there
is one fact that you should know about. Studies haYe shown
that taking one depressant drug can affect what happens
when you take a second di tiv. .I.he best example of this is
the .effect that taking barbiturates has on people who later
drink alcohol. Studies show that alcohol has a much gr6ter
effect on people who have already taken barbiturates than
on people who have not. Because barbiturates increase the
effects of alcohol, it is haryl to control thc, total effect of the
two drugs taken together. .411)inetinies those who-try to take
both find they have made a fatal mistake.

All depressants are known to produce physical and psy-
chological dependence. For this reason. they 'must be used
with grcat care. The lives of many u;edrs Of these -down-
drugs have been ruined by the effects ot physical or psy-
chological dependence. When people .become dependent on
one of these drugs, they will (,)o almot anything to.obtain
the drug. This can lead-to money problenis and trouble with
the law.

Well, after this look at depressanis, you should be able
to tackle the neo two questions.

U4-9. Give an operational definition of depressant.

[1] 4-10. Who are the useful and the dangerous effects of
depressant drugs?

Did this chapter get you down? Well, the next one has
an up-beat.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 4 in your Record Book.

, .

:1*-

89

4-8 The student should have IOW fled 111

Chapter 1 that heavy pople have mote blood
veviels I heretore. the blood alcohol level
lowm In heavy people tor a cretoot amount
of alcohol consumed

IT'S NOT SO SIMPLE

4-9. A depressant is a mubstance that slows
down particular boily actdity. -The percent of
slowing down is a measure of the depressant
action.

No equipment nee4 be prepared for Chapter
5.

CHAPTER 4 65
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EQUIPMENT LIST

None

Excurmons 5-1 5-2. 5-3. and 5 4 are keyed
to this chapter

Wake Up
and See Things

HAPT ER EMPHASIS

The physiological and psychological effects of
stimulants and hallucinogens are examined

Most people are like prizetfghters they'd rather he up than
down. Those who sell drifgs a,p,>--aware of this. So there are
about as many "wake uNi dirpgs (stimulants) on the market
as depressants. fl

4

Stimulants are chemicals IwaoSe effects arc thc opposite of
depressants. These drugs speed up the body's activities. Some
examples of stimulants, along with the slang terms used to
describe them, are shown in Table 5-1.

MAJOH POIN i S

t 5:humbugs ar ( 11111111(..as trLit ternpor nrrly

speed up the action of the holly
2 Physiological ettects of stimulants inciude
an increase. ii pulse aed bie.ithing r.oes
3 C,ornmon psychological effects of steno
tants Include nervousness iii tatiilit. tensioil
anxiety. inability to sleep. and a" Inc jeasti "
aggressive and unpiedictable behavior

Chapter 5
4 Stimulants do not eliminate fatigue In-

stead, they permit the body to use erlergy
reserves, which may be exhausted without
warning When the effects of the chemical
wear off. the body may be near collapse phys-
ically and mentally
5. Chemical inputs.may lead either to reversi-
ble (temporary) or to irreversible (permanent)
changes in the body
6 Although there is no physical dependence
on stimulants, psychological dependence is
common
7 Tolerance can be defined in either of two
ways.
0. After repeated inputs, the same amount of
chemical has a decreased effect.
b. The input of an increasingly large amount
of cheacal is required to produce the same
result that a smaller wnount of chemical pro-
duced previously.
8 Hallucinogens are'Chemicals that affect the
mind and often fetal to hallucinations
9. Common physical effects of hallucinogens
include dilated pupils, a lowered temperature

Medically, stimulants are used to prevent sleep and relieve
drowsiness or tiredness. The* also fielp overweight people
control their appetites. Stimulants may slow down reflexes
and so should not be taken by 'people like astronauts, fliers,
or truck drivers. AthIrtes sometimes take stimulants'in hopes
of pertbrming better (even though many sports associations
have made them illegal).

1.4

and chills, and nausea.0
10. There are great differences in the psy-
chological effects of hallucinogens among 4/
individUals, and tor one individual at different
times.
11. Concern exists for the long-range etfects
that hallucinogens have on the body.
12 Another effect of ,pallucinogens is the
flashback in which a person may experience
some druwetfects at a later. time.

67
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ANUS

Chemical Slanr lerms
tisclul l'i,pcitics.Vvhcn

PT r ss t'T 1 tic d ti% 1)411.10r

Ilsual 11eillod
of *liiking

Benzedrine

wv
._
E
co

..ca.
E
< Dexednne

Methamphetamine
(unethedi ine)

Bennie... bointudo,
brown%, coaq to coasts,
co pilots, eye opencm
footballs, hearts, L. A..
lid proppeIN, peaches.
"pcp pills, rows, truck
drivers. turnabouts,
wake ups. wheels,
whites.
Dexics. hearts,
oranges. Xmas trees

Crystal. meth. speed

i

Appoite-curber for
oveiweight people:.
rclievs drowsiness

None

Swallowing pills or
capsules. or injecting in
yell1S

Cocaine

4i

,

Calf-eine

Bernies, Bernice.
Buiese. C. CafTle,
Weed, Cholly, Comne,
Coke, dust flake. girl,
gold dust, leaf, snow,
star dusl
Java

ki-

Pain-killer for
opetabons

.

Added to aspirin to
add efrectiveness;
relieve drowsiness

Sniffing, chewing, or
injecting

Swallowing liquid

.:1 . . ss s..21.4... roassae... 0.4.
Table 5-1

Students may have forgotten that alcohol is
a depressant drug (Chapter 4) and wonder
why it was not included with the stimulants
above. This is a common misconception. The
flushed skin and warm glow give an errone-
ous Impression.

4
't$

Stimulants may also affect the individual's
timing, so that time seems to pass mare rap-
idly than it actually does.

68 CHAPTER 5
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E15-1. What changes in the body do you predict that these
drugs cause?

Your answer probably included such things as increased
heart and breathing rates: Perhaps you listed higher blood
pressure, too. These things do happen, but some other effects
of stimulants are not so easy to predict. These include wide-
open eye pupils, dry mouth, sweating, headache, loss of
appetite, ancl paleness.

95-2. What. effects on the-mind do you predict that stimu-
lants have?

The psychological effects of stimulants are not so easy to
predict. But users are sometimes nervous and irritable. They
"get "uptight,*.an't sleep, and behave in unexpected ways.

9 2
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The amphetamine user will be

argumentatIve. Over fictive. umrcually
generally unable to eat no appetite.

generally unable to sleep.
uninhibited.

Harm from oral amphetamines

confusion.
unpredictable and unusual behavior that

sometimes becomes violent

0, 4..4 40VIOL
POA,

Very often the effects of stimulants are cumu-
lative. There issa heightening of physical and
nervous activity, as illustrated in the figures.
This causes a more rapid than usual expendi-
ture of available energy. Simultaneously,
there la a cessation of food intake, cutting off
any replenishing of the dissipated store of
energy for 'the body. But all the "pep pills,"
the amphetamines, can also trigger violent

'behavior In certain cases. There are several
notable Instances of users jumping to their
death from hotel rooms high above the street.

. Stimulants seem to reduce tiredness because tlisjOhelp the
body use up its stored energy. But the last trlierson's stored
energy may be used up suddenly an without warning. One
of the real dangers of stimulants is that when their effects
wear off, the body and mind may be near collapse from lack
of energy. The person may even see or hear things that aren't
there.

Stimulants may be injected or taken as pills. When in-
jected, the drugs are far stronger and longer lasting than in
pill form. They are also more harmful, a fact well known
by regular stimulant users.

ditJ

It you get
too tired,
you are apt
to get sick.

CHAPTER 5 69



The effects on the body of stnnulants arc well illustrated
by the drug methamphetamine. commonly calkd "speed.-
Atter taking speed. the body goes thiough what is called a
iun." Dming the iun the speed usei. oi "speed fieak," cao

be dangerous to himself .and to those around him.

Crystallized powder.
tablet or liquid

)))

Extremely confused,
very unpredictable

violent behavior is common

USUAL SPEED TRIP;

Injects speed

During a speed run, the user becomes ext,remely excited.
There is no eating or sleepingthe user is just "sgli., our,.
and "uptight." A !Disler heart rate and higher block! ssure i
than normal may make worse any heart conditions the user
has. Shock and even death have occurred.

Several hours after an injection of speed. the abuser may
"crash" or "amp out." Most crashes probably

caA

n't be
avoided. They happen became the user has exhausted his
stored energy. Homay go into a deep sleep for- 18 to 48 hours.

When he awakens from a crash, the speed user is tired,
hungry, and often sad. To get rid of his sadness, he may take
amphetamine pills. Because the amphetamines reduce his
Appetite, he may not eat. This may cause him to become
rundown and easily hit by disease. The real user may even
begin another run (See Figure 5-1).

P.'"RUN" - CRASH"
3 to 6 days of

confused
Stops taking

behavigr iffiections

Takes "Downers"
(depressants)
to calm down

Sleeps 18 to
48 hOurs

70 CHAPTER 5 Figure 5-1
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Awakens very
sad and tifed

Sees things

t t - NZ:A..,

/

Takes a stiniulant -
to get going again

"SPEED FAEAKS"
Instead of taking a

stimulant, will inject
speed again and begin

another run
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15-3. Ale the changes shown in Figure 5-1 an example of
negative feedback? Explain youi answer.

CStnnulants usually don't physically damage the body. 1:ven
heavy users often return to full health once they stop taking
the drug.

The body does not become physically dependent on stim-
ulants. But it does become tolei ant to these drugs. Foi most
users of stimulants, larger and larger doses are needed to
produce the same effect.

Psychological dependence upon stimulants is common.
The psychologically dependent person gets used to the effects
of the drug and turns to it to perk up mentally or emotionally.

You probablymoticed that caffeine was among the chemi-
cals listed in Table 5-1. Because caffeine is found in coffee
and tea, its use is completely accepted in society. The "coffee
break" is an American tradition. The English have their tea_
Most people dzink coffee or tea every, day and/ feel that it
makes them more 'alert and less tired.

On the negative side, people occasionally becomc psycho-
loOcally dependent on caffeine. Caffeine is not known to
produce physical dependence, but people often claim that
they need coffee in order to stay awake_ Others complain
that they can't sleep after even one cup of cokree. All in all,
the danger from drinking coffee and tea is probably slight.
(Some cola drinks contain caffeine, too.)

PROBLEM BREAK 5-1

Here's your chance to design an experiment to study the
effects of caffeine. You are to think of a way to test this
hypothesis:

"Students who drink coffee (or tea) will do more poorly
on a school test than students who do not drink coffee (or
tea)."

Don't forget to include in your description the experi-
mental and'control groups you' would use. You may want
to actually do the experiment. Perhaps you'd like to try some
others as well.Tor example, you might ,try to find out if there
are differences in the heart or breathing rates of coffee (or
tea) dritikers and nondrinkers.

Now that you've surveyed the.stimulants, you are ready
-to try the next two- questions.

Alkei'

95

5.3 No The stimulus change and the re-
sponse change are not opposite Students
may interpret some steps (stopping infections.
taking depressants) as opposite res-ponses
which they are riot A true negative feedback
system would be a closed loop, in which (1)
the organism is stimulated. (2) the body.
senses the stimulation. (3) the body sends a
massage to the brain to reduce the need for
stimulation. (4) the need is reduced. () stim-
ulation is reduced. (6) the body sensVs the
reduction. (7) the body sends message Ito the
brain to increase the need for stimulation, (8)
need is increased. etc Also, the fact that
larger and larger doses are rmeded becaup
of tolerance does not fit into a negative feea-
back system model.

Experience has shown that students have
difficulty with the terms physical dependence.
psychological dependence, and tolerance,
even though Chapter 3 was aimed at provid-
ing understanding of the first two of these
factors.

Students who want to actually do the experi-
ment in Problem Break 5-1 should be told that
they don't have to wait until the night before
a school test They can design and give their
"own test instead.

,1 ';r
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5-4 One or more of the following changers in
behavior k,ss of appetite, nervous. irritable.
sieepiess. talkative
One or more of the following Changes. in ap
pearance wide oprm pupils, dry mouth,
sweating. paleness. ;nut eased to +lathing late.

55 The operational definition should include
a method of measuring one or more of the
changes in question 5-4.

HALLUCINOGENS
THE "ALL AROUND"
CHEMICALS

ri.010

Excursion 5-1 is for general interest but is
also remedial in explaining the difference be-
tween hallucinations. Illusions, and delusions.

Table 5-2

f 15-4. In vont Record Book, describe how you could find
out it someone had taken a stimulant.

L15-5. Give an opelational definition of stimulant.

Very' simply, hallucinogens are substances that affect the
imnd. 1 hey get their name because they often lead to what

arc called "hallucmanons." Excursion 5-1, "Is It Really
heic?" deals with hallucmations. It you don't know what

a hallucination is, do that excursion now.
Some examples of hallucinogens are shown in Table 5-2.

As a group, the hallucinogens arc commonly called "mind
benders," "scramblers," and "mind blowers." Unlike stimu-
lants and depressants, hallucinogens arc not usually used as
medicines.

HALL UCINOGENS

.
Chemical Slang Terms

Useful Properties When
Prescribed by Physicians

Usual Method
of Taking .

LSO Aci
-,d. Big D, cubes.

.-:-
sugal. 25. trips --

None
.-.c

-

Swallowing

Mescaline Big chief, cactus. mesc,
moon. P. peyote

None Iv.

,

Chewing and swallow-
in*: sometimes injected.

Psdocybin Mushrooms .,\,. None Swallowing .

Marijuana

.

Hobo bush, fu, gage,
giggle-smoke, grass,
hash, hay.. hemp, jive,
locoweed, manicure,
Mary Jane, men,
Mohasky. mooters,
more a grifa, muggles,
mutah, pod, pot. rope,
splim, stuff. Sweet
Lucy. lexas tea. weed

14tane

.

J.

.

.

Smoking or swallowingy

.-"/..

-
,

i

Table 5-2. For your information. it may be
interesting to know that prior to becoming
illegal, marijuana was sometimes prescribed
as a tranquilizer-
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1

Many hallucinogens are made from parts of plants .(see
Figure 5-2). For example, mescaline comes from the peyote
cactus. LSD originally came froni a Mold that 'grows on

'grains, and marijuana comes from the hemp plant.'
)
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Marijuana is often made into homemade cigarettes (called
"sticks," "joints," or "reefers") and smoked. Sometimes,
though. it is swallowed, eaten, chewed. or sniffed. Sec Figure
5-3. The active chemical in marijuana has been manulac-
tured. This substance
musde.

Leaf. Stems. Seeds

Smoke

is sometimes injected into a vein or

Drink 11

Tea

Figure 5-2

Figure 5-3

(mum
or Powder

Psilocybin Mushroom

Injected ZZCb

"Joint-
ynthetic Liquki

Marijuana (pot) is just one of several chemicals that come
from the hemp plant (Cannabis). This common weed grows
in many parts of the world. See Figure 5-4. Miirijuana is
a mixture of the dried leaves and stems of the hemp plant.

A much stronger drug that is made from hemp is hashish.
Hashish is made from powdered dust that comes from the
tops of the female hemp plant.

Some of the psychological effects of marijuana are listed
below.

People who smoke pot often
don't care what they do.
mix up time and distance.
see things that aren't there.
escape for a short time from reality.
behave in odd ways that may harm others.
may feel safe even when they are in danger.
may become psychologically dependent on it.

The physical effects of hallucinogens can be measured. But
these are usually minor compared to effects caused by the
depressants that are called hard drugs (heroin, morphine,
etc.). The physical effects of hallucinogens vary among .peo-
plc, but some common ones are expanded pupils, lower body
temperature, chills, and nausea.

9 7
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Table 5-3, which is used to help afaner the
questions on the next page, hasIkme inter-
esting points. In its effect on heart rate, mari-
juana acts as a stimulant for both novices and
regular users. It causes a greater change with
the second group. Much of the effect has
disappeared in 90 minutes; in fact, with a high
dose on the new users, there is then an aver-
age depresynt action. Only 11 high dose was
used with the regular users, theoretically be-
cause a low-dose would have had littie or no
effect. assumircathat a tolerance for the drug
had been bUilt Tip. Research seems to indi-
cate that marijuana does not build up a toler-
ance as other drugs.do. and the habitual wow
feels no need to increase the dosage.

..
.4

41-5Cr'`iKgl-;.::%1ir. '"'."" .1.-tt-
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15-6. Would a vperson with expanded pupils be bothend
by, or feel com(ottable in, blight light?

'Ethic describes the effect of martmana on the heartbeat

of two gt oups of people. The tirst gtoup (new users) had

never smoked marijuana before. Members of the other group

were regular users of marijuana. The results are given as
changes front the normal heat I rate 15 minutes and 90
minutes after smoking marijuana. A plus sign ( ) before

a number means the heart rate was faster than normal. A

minus sign (--- ) means the heart rate was slower than normal.

Table 5-3
n".""4"111"7""7"7"W"""r44,ril""`"91TIMMT4.

EFI H. TS Of MARIJUANA ON HEART RAFE

Subject

15 Minutes 90 Minutes

Mystery
Drug

Marijuana

Low
dose

High
dose

Mystcry
Drug

Marijuana ;

High
dose .!

Low
dose

New Users

1
1

f 2
1( 3

+16
+12
+ 8

+20
+24
+ 8

+16
+12
+26

+20
6
4

6
+ 4
+ 4

/
4 1

8 ;
+ 8 ,

ii
4

t 5

+2q
+

+ 8
+ 4

0
8

o
0

+20
+22

4 ,

8 i
1. 6 +10 +20 +28 20 . 4 4 -1

7 3 + 4 +28 +24 +12 + 8 +18

}; 8 8 +20 +24 3 + 8 24 1
:. 9 0 +20 +24 + tik +12 0 -:

Average + 7.8 +16.9 +16.2 + Ir8 + '7.6 2.9

Regttlar Users

i 10

i 11
f 12

; 13
14

15

16 . ,,

1

17

i
i Average

+32
+36
+20
+ 8 .

+32
+ 54
+24
+60
+33.2I

.-, .

+ 4
i+36

+17 .-1-

+ 4 ;

+12 `,

+22 I.
0 ''

0 1

+11.21
a

,,,X1 o
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*problems" can be interpreted as Inter
personal relations and the tensions con
necten wan them then numbers 3, 4. 5, 6, and
8 might be considered in this category Num-
bers 1 and 2. however are purely personal
Significantly, these latter two Involve more
frequent use ot the drug 1he student might
predict that heavy users tend to be somewhat
self-centered and interested mainly in their
own pleasures, while light users have diffi-
culty in facing the normahlensions of life and
In Interacting with other people.

/
The Bureau of Motor Vehicles of the State of
Washington made a comparison Study of the
effects of marijuana and alcohol on driving.'
errors. Although ,both had an effect on per-
formance, it was found that marijuanacaused
significantly less imixtirment of driving ility

than did alcohol
414
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J 5-11 Which i easons listed might be consideied as coping

with problems?

Note that the percentages listed in the two light-hand
columns ditler in many places.

I
IS-14. Record in your Recoid Book what ditlerences you

pied ICI between the personalities of heavy and light mari-
juana users.

Earlier you saw that alcohol lessens diiying ability. Un-
fortunattely, we don't really know what happens to peoples'
driving ability after they use marijuana. But we do know what
experienced users of marijuana say happens to their driving
ability. Table 5-5 shows the opinions of 32 adults who had
used marijuana ten or.more times.
Table 5-5

EFFECTS OF MARIJUANA ON DRIVING

I Condition

4
Number of Responses I

! Never drove after taking marijuana \ 8

+

t Felt that using marijuana lessened driving
ti ability. . 20

i Felt no drop in driving ability after
I taking marijuana _

4

.

Perhaps you know that people who use hallucinogens (like
marijuana) often overestimate how well they can perform
after taking.a drug. Some scientists have reported that this

happens.

05-15. What do you conclude about the effect of marijuana
on driving ability?

1

If physical changes were the only effect of hallucinogens,
nobody would worry muCh about them. These effects don't'
seem to be very serious. But -it is the psychological effects
of hallucinogens that have focused so much attention on
these drugs. It's hard to describe these effects because they

differ from person to person and in the same person at
different times.

1 00
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Let's take a more detailed look at some leactions to an
other hallucinogen LSD. We'll lpok pal ticulal ly at the psy-
chological effects that have been reported. in pule tom, LSD
is colorless, odoiless, and tasteless. Because a small dose
produces results, it is usually nnxed with other substances.
LSD is most freqUently found in capsules, tablets, liquid
vials, pieces of paper. and sugai cubes.

Symptoms are usually greatest twi,to three hours after an
average dose of LSD The drug's etrect then begins to weal
off. After eight to twelve hours the user has usually recovered
completely.

What are the psychological symptoms of a dose of LSD?
Figure 5-5 describes somo of the things that LSD users report
Volunteers were questioned every hour starting a half hour
after they took the drug. The graph shows the percent of
Yes answers at each time.

80

Are You Nauseated?

60

40

20

0

a
80

)0-
60

40

20

2 3 4 5

. Are Shapes and
Colors Altered?

6

Figure 5-5

Do You Feel Dizzy?

-

, ..
,,

. ....."'"e****

.

., I-r*-
.._, .fr.

'...o. _

-..,
...

2 3 4

Do You Feel as
if in a Dream?

5

',
i

1

,
.

at1

I

*

;
.

i

II

I ..
afr

0..******oir.
_

1

..

3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5

Time (hours)

1 0

6

SO is by tar the strongest of the four hal-
lucinogens in Table !.)-2 tint even more un
portant than its strength is its unpredictability
Fiesearcheri have found that /ir it effect on
the mind. exactly the same dosage may in one
case cause a mild euphoric reaction. in an-
other case an exhilarating one, and in a third
case a dangerous, violent and uncontrollable
behavior on the part of the same individual.

Is )(bur Hearieg Normal?

2 3 4 5

Are You Anxious?

AN
ilikr

2 3 4

*

Key

High dose of LSD

Low dose of LSD

Mystery drug

77



In this triunes ot guestions'i, flu, student will
probably draw some genal conclusions
I. SD seems to make parts of the mind more
sensitive, the effects seem to be generally
related to the dosage (except in the "dream"
case) both in amount and duration; and the
effects seem to last 6 hours or more in some
crises But perhaps the- student will note the
unpredictability of the drug In some Instances
a low dose produced a greater effect than a
high dose.

5-20 Possible answers might include the
effects on the other senses (taste, smell,
touch), the ettects on test scores or on man-
ual dexterity. etc.

Table 5-6 needs this additional explanation:
A base-line score for both new users and
regular users was first determined by giving
the DSST to each individual prlo to smoking
mariluana. The figures in the ta e show the
changes from this base-line data both 15
minutes and 90 minutes atter a snioking ses-
sion. A plus indicates an increasea minus,
a decreasefrom the individual's base line. A
dash () indicates no change. Blank spaces
represent the absence of data for various
reasons, and these blanks are not used 1
computing averages.
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15-18. How would you desciibe what I.SD secnis to do to
people's minds?

15-17. Do thc effects seem to be directly related to dosage
levels?

1 15-18. now long do the psychological effects of LSD (at
these dosage levels) seem to last?

L 15-19. Does a larger dose produce longer lasting effects than
a smaller dose?

[15-20. What other effects would you be interested in trying
to measure?

Table 5-6

EFFECT OF MARIJUANA ON THE DSST

15 Minutes 90 Minutes

Marijuana Marijuana

Mystery Low High Mystery 1 ow High
Subject Drug dose dose Drug dose- dose .1

New Users

i 3 -t + 5 7 + 4 4. 8
2
3

+10
3

8
4-6

17
7

I

10
15
+ 2

,.,- 5 ,

1.
4

t 5
+ 3
+ 4

4
+1

3
7 + 6

7 ,

8

6 3 1 9 + 3 5 12
: 7 + 2 4 6 + 3 5 4

.

. 8 1 +3 + 1 + 4 + 4 3

9 1 4 3 + 6 1 10
Mean + 0.9 1.2 5.1 + 0.4 2.6 3.9

Regular Users

10 4 16
11 + 1

12 +11 +18
13 + 3 + 4 4

.. 14 r 2

15 6 --I-- ; 1

16 4
17 + 3 .

4

Mean + 0.25 + 2.8 I



Are you still cuitous about the Myterv Drug? Good!
You'll learn more about it m the next chaptei.

tft
vati

Some users of hallucinogens claim that the chemicals "ex-
pand" the mind. They believe these drugs make people more
creative and productive. Let's see if marijuana affects think-
ing ability.

Table 5-6 shows the effect of marijuana on the Digit Sym-
bol Substitution Test (DSST). (See Excursion 5-2, "The
DSST," for an explanation of this test.) The test was given
to a group of regular marijuana users and to a group who
were using the drug for the tit-st tithe. On a signal, each
subject tried to fill in blanks on a test sheet with symbols
that matcheda code. Each subject had the code available
throughout the test. Tlie numbers in the table show the gain
or loss in scores made after smoking marijuand compared
with scores made before smoking it. A plus sign means the
score went up and a minus sign means that it went down.

05-21. Which group (new or regular usefs) had the greatest
change in scores at 15 minutes? at 90 minutes?

05-22. What effect did dosage level have upon the scores
of the new users?

05-23. Did the scores made after 90 minutes improve over
the scores at 15 minutes for nev; users? for regular users?

05-24. What do.you conclude about the effect of mari.uana
on the new users' test-taking ability?

05-25. What do you conclude about the effect of marijuana
on the regular users' test-taking ability?

le

1 0 3

Excursion 5-2 Is remedial In exp4alning the
DWI-. and extension in the use aria appli-
cation of It. It requires that students work in
pairs.

tii41:0301

In answering this series of questions, students
should realize that the change Is measured
from a fixed base-line number for each indi-
vidual. Thus, in question 5-21. new users at
15 minutes had a greater average change
(-5.1) than regular users (+ 0.25). and like-
wise at 90 minutes the average change for
new users (-3.9) was greater than that for
regular users (4- 2.8). Similarly, a high dosage
'had a greater effect. on the scores of new
users, both at 15 miKutes and 90 minutes. In
5-23, trio scores after 90 minutes improved
over the 15-mInute scores for both new and
regular users for a high dose ( 3.9 is better
than 5.1 and + 2.8 is better than +0.25),
but they were worse for a low dose with new
users ( 2.6 is lower than 1.2). From this the
students should conclude that new users
were adversely affected (5-24) but regular
users benefited from marijuana In test-taking
ability (5-25).

CHAPTER 5 79
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Excursion 5-3 Is &general-Interest excursion
that has a great deal ot relevance tor today's
youth.

5-27. Observable symptoms might include
anxiety, dizzinets, sensory hallucinations,
dreaminess and euphoria, nausea, dilated
pupils, and chills. The'degree of effect can
depend on the type and amount of drug used,
and the specific readtion of the subject to it.

5-28..A hallucinogenic drug Is one that
causes distortion of the senses. The amount
of distortion (vividness of the hallucination)
can be a measure of the effect of the drug.

80. CHAPTER 5

1 s marijuana smoking related to alcohol drinking? to
smoking tobatto? II you'd like to knoW more about tins, see

Excursion 5-3, "Pot 01 Boozer
The hallucinogens have not been studied enough to k now

what loug-range effects they may have on the body or mind.
SOMe scientists believe the use of tch drugs may lead to

chromosome damage ((lhromosomes are the part of cells
. -

that carry genetic informauon.) Thib theory needs more
checking.

Table 5-7 gives the results of one study that compared
chromosome damage in LSD users and in nonusers. Note
that chromosome 4nage was also found in some babies
exposed to I.SD betoke they were born. This happened when
their pregnant mothers took LSD.

Table 5-7
. rm-orirwityrxe,...1-47...won-Nanrorr"vrriorKIPtYle"'."1""

CHROMOSOME DAMAGE

Group

Percentage with Chromosome Damage ;

Range Average 4.

Nonusers 6 to 16.5% 9.03% .

1.SD users 8 to 45% 18.76%

Infants exposed to LSD
before birth 9:5 to 28%

1

\ .

21.5%
.

.

.. , . . . .. .

05-26. What do you conclude about the theory that LSD
causes chromosome changes?

Another poorly understood effect of the hallucinogens is
called a flashback. Even without taking the drug again, peo- .
ple sometimes notice later some of the drug's effects. Flash-
backs may happen several years after a persan stops using
a hallucinogen like LSD. If a person's last LSD experience
was a bad one (bad trip), the flashback can be very terrifying.

05-27. In your Record Book, describe how you could tell
if someone was under the influence of a hallucinogen.

[11-5-28. Give an operational definition of a hallucinogenic
drug. 4
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Well, you've now looked quickly at some ief the physical

and psythological effects of some of the coitmon di ugs. It

you find you deed to ieview wha 'uu'vc km lied or want

a little more information, see Excursion 5-4, "Drugs --In a

Capsule."

4piej;1:61,01

Before going on, do Seif-Evakiation 5 In your Record Book. reference
Excursion 5-4 is for general Information and

4
No equipment need be prepared for Chap-
ter 6.

c
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EOUIPMENT LIST

None

Sticould It Be
Against Te Law?

There are no,excursions keyed to flits chap-
ter.

Before you wind up your studies of the effect of drugs on
the body, you should think about two more things. First, you
should identify the mystery drug that was described in the
last chapter. The data in Tables 5-3 and 5-6 indicate that
this drug can strongly affect the body. You should certainly
learn what the drug is.

V V
LAW

Another important part of the drug problefn has to do with
the law. You should know how laws affect the use of drugs.
Furthermore, you should consider why we have drug laws,
whether the laws we have are effective, and whether we need
any more spch laws.

First, let's identify the mystery drug and try to decide how
it produces its effect. Then we'll look at the legal question.

s r 4 N.Q:
4.

-

t''

-/
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CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The concept of a placebo Is explained. and
the relationship of drug usage and.the law
discussed.

Chapter 6
MAJOR POINTS

th1. Placebos ar armless substances that are
Ulleftli In avalu ting the effects of chemical
Inputs on humans ,
2. A double-blind experiment is one in which
neither the expenmenter nor the subject
knows whether the subject receives a placebo
or the real drug
3. To protect individuals and society, laws
have been passed against using or even car-
rying certain drugs.
4. A moral code is a set of rules that help
protect people from other people, but the
rules also try to keep people from doing un-
desirable things whether or not those things
hurt anyone else. .

5. There are many problems involved in
passing and enforcing laws.

.611

Again, in this chapter, the attempt Is made to
present available facts to the student without
preaching. Individual decisions can be made:
good discussi n sessions among students
could result

.

83
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In'the experiments recorded In Table 6-1 and
Table 6-2. the mystery drug was used under
controlled conditions. For example, both Type
1 and Type 2 arthritis patients were grouped
acQarding to the severity of the disease, age,
sex, and genAral physical condition. Then, by
random sampling, part of each group was
given accepted treatment for arthritis, such as
with the steroid cortisone. The other part of
the particular group received identical treat-
ment with the mystery drug. It la interesting
to note that each individual becomes an im-
portant part of the experiment by reporting his
reactions to the experimenter. This can make
some of the data inaccurate, but pare is taken
to ask the patient the right questions in order
to elicit an objective response as far as possi-
ble. Sometimes "crossover" techniques are
used, wherein for perhaps two weeks a pa-
tient is dosed with the real drug and then
receives a placebo for the next two weeks.
This cancels Out individual differences.

tk.f.:01.
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ll'ould the mlvery please' Idennty awlf?

In the last chaptei, you studied some expewnents that

involved a mystery ug. What was that drug? flame you
find out, let's look at a few mole studies that used it.

One such study involved arthritis patients. The patients
were given a tablet ot the Mysterv ding in place of another
medicine that had eased their pain. ii the tablet did not help,
the patient got an injection of the mystery drug. Table 6-1

shows the results.

Table 6-1

MYSIERY DRUG EXPERIMENIS

Condition of Patients

Improvement

Group A (iroup B 4

Type # I arthritis

Type #2 arthritis/

58% 69%

49%, 63%

KEY:

Group A- Patten's- given mystery drug table4
Group B. Patients given a tablet of the mystery drug and the an Injectlot

of the mystery dniit

Table 6-2 shows what happened in another study, involving
other illnesses.

Table.6-2

MYSTERY DRUG USEFULNESS

.

Condition

Percentage who felt cured
by the mystery drug

4-

Pain following an operation . 30 .,

I*
Cough k

--
40 . I

: Headache 52
»

. Seasickness
, 58

Nervousness and tension 30

I.-

; Common cold . 35

Via4. bomb 41"....04.1101....441.4

!',
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This must be some drug! Could it he the .wonder drug
that man has searched for for centuries? Want to know what
it is?

Sugar? Starch? Salt water? Bet you didn't know these were
such powerful "Medieines.-

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

You are to try to explain how sugar, salt water, and starch
seem to cure people of many ailments. Record your eXplana-
tion in yotrf/iNcord Book. Then discuss it with your teacher,
your classmates, and/or your parents. Finally, try fo find out
how doctors explain this effect (talk to your doctor if you
can).

Mystery drugs are called placebos by doctors. placebos are
often used in studying the effects of drugs on people. In Table
6-2, you saw that about 40 percent of people given placebos
claimed that the placebo help&I them. Obviously, any really
effective drug would have to do better than that. The test
of a new drug is whether it works better than a placebo.

06-1- Is an aspirin a placebo? Explain your answer.

It's quite obvious that people are quite different. Even the
same person reacts differently at different times. This makes
it hard to predict the effect that any drug will have. Many
doctors feel that a drug's effect will vary depending upon
how a person thinlas 4_101 affect him. It seems that the more
a person believes a\drug'will help, then the more it actually
helps. 4!

Fir
A...

199

r.

Some students may "'o'limisly (11.Rtstun
whether stiljilf starch Or salt water could
1)essittly have ethic d the .r ures that the
data seem to indic. e YOU rn.iy have tu give
some reinforcemen lore As tar as the pa
bents wete con& erne the ettects were very
real T he "'medicine' rd incidentally.
you may want to point Out that either sugar
of starch of salt water was given in any one
experiment, and not all three of them .

Figure 6-1

This is a difficult, but important, problem
break The effect is certainly not completely
understood, but seems to center on psycho-
logical factorsmind over matter. so to speak.

The testing of all new drugs for human con-
sumption involves the use of placebos.

8-1 Aspirin is a drug and therefore is not
-generally considered a placebo Perhaps of
,interest is the fact that the extracts of willow
bark, used since antiquity, contain salicylateS.
which are the active ingredients of aspirin.
The drug has been proved effective in reduc-
ing fever Once the time of ancient Greece.

THE POWERFUL
PLACEBO

- Wr
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6-2 The attitude of the person administering
the substance A facial expression. a gleam
In the eye, any slight behavior might give a
clue to the subject in modern usage the pla-
cebo is no longer just a simple sugar pill or.
starch tablet. It is fashioned In shape, color.
and taste to resemble the real drug And care
must be pxercised in administering When
given by a pretty nurse. It may have an entirely
different effect than when a male orderly gives
II

WHAT ABOUT
THE LAW

LAWS TO PROTECT
PEOPLE FROM PEOPLE

Hammurabi was a great and wise king of
Babylonia. This code, irnprested on clay tab--
lets, is only one of the accomplishments of his
dynasty. He was among the first to use a
calendar (Level ill, in Orbit), and he utilized
water wheels for irrigation.

06 CHAPTER 6.

When \OM COTIC kin,ws he \ :I placebo instead of
real mediime, the plat Ow usuall doesn't hclp him. With
this in mind. scientists often sct up a double-blind experiment.
In this kind ot expeinnent, nenhei
knows Whether the patient get% a
On fact, most patients have no i(lea
is going on.)

the patient nor the doctor
placebo ot the real drug.
that a placebo experiment

L16-2. What variable does the use ot a double-blind experi-

ment help to control?

Your last problem in connection vqi dnigs has to do with
the law. By now you yealize that some drugs, can do great
harm to peofile and to society. For example, alcohol leads
to a- lot of traStic accidents in which people are killed and
property is damaged. Also, some people's lives are rained
because they become physically dependent upon drugs. To
"protect people and societY, there are laws against using or
even carrying certain drugs and against driving when drunk.
Are these laws effective? Do we have enough such laws? Do
we have too many? These are some of the problems you will

explore next.
Before you can think clearly about drug laws, you should

know a few things about why we have any laws at all. This
is a very complicated subject, but we'll try to raise some of
the most important points about it.

er4.;

Unfortunately, people don't always get along with one an-
other. People sometimes murder other people, they steal each
other's property, and they try to take advantage of each other.
Even whole countries have a hard t)me getting along. Mil-

..
lions of people have been killed and hurt in wars fought over
often unimportant national interests.

For a long time it's been known that "people sometimes
do cruel things to one another. The first laws made were
mostly to.protect people from other people. An example of
an early set of laws with this purposp is Hammurabi's Code. ")

ThN code of law was written almos 4,000 years ago. A few
rules from this code appear in Figifre 6-2.-Look them over
and notice that many of them aim o keep ono person from
taking advantage of another.

'71 .1t t
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Mlar-

,Code

If a fire has broken out in a man's house and
one who has corny to put it out has taken any-
thing, that man shall be cast into the self sanw
fire.

If a woman, vylio is not living in the convent,
open a beer-shop or enter .a beer-shop fOr drihk,

ti that woman shall be put to deaih.

If son has struck his father, his hands shall
be cut off.

*2-2)

If a patrician has knocked out the tooth of a ,27?)

plebeian, he shall pay one third of a mina of
silver.

If a surgeon has operated on a. nobleman for
an eye injury and has made the nobleman lose
his eye, the surgeon's hands shall be cut off.

J/ JP/ J))4ij 'I -9 II JJ "1 9 liA0 ?I J
_J .) J )

Figure 6-2

A.4you can see, in Hammurabi's time, punishments tended

to be on the hard side. But as you can gies, no matter how

hard the punishmtnt, some people still chose to break ,the

law.

4

In any listing of laws, some laws are more important than LAWS, RULES,

Others. Two rrien are standing on the sidewalk. One man CODES,. AND NO-NOS

steps out into the street and crosses against..the traffic light.

The other man goes into a bank and robs it. Both have
broken laws, but one is a criminal and the other is not.

And, of course, laws change with time. The Pilgrims passed
law that made it a crime to have a tire in the fireplace

between the hours of 9 P. M. and 5 A.m. Even tod* at cer-
tain times and in certain places it is against the laW to be
out alone in the street at night. CHAPTER 6 87
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This problem break cane done with either
questiondaires or interviews. With only two
questions to be asked, the intprview may be
more convenient, but students should be sOre
lo get the data on sex, age litvel. and occuria-
bon Some teachers use the technique of
pooling the class data for a larger sampling
You will probably find that some very good
discussion results from this problem break. In
fact, if students endeavor to get the various
occupational categories on the list. it is likely
that some good discussion will ensue outside
of school The tabular summary is important.
It shoukf help decide whether.opinions of this
kind are affected by age. 'sex, or the person's
occupation. Exctirsion 2-2 may help with this
activity.

88 CHAPTER 6

Most people igiee (hat we must have to protect people
from other people ltht making such laws is not easy. The
main tiouble i thaj it is haid to predict what will happen
when people do what seem to he innocent things. For ex-
ample. some people feel thatocietv soon will suffer because
too many childicn are being born. If this is title, then people
who ten years ago had a lot of children were actually harm-,
nig society. Yet there certainly yips no thought then of pass-
ing a law against having children\

Passing moral laws is even harder than passing laws to
protect people from people. First, people dOn't always agree
on what is good and what is bad. Many a hiw aimed at
keeping people from doing something considered to be mor-

i
ally bad has been called unfair sooner or4ater. Secondly,
it is very" liard to make moral laws work. Making something
illegal doesn't always stop people from doing it if they don't
feel that the thing itself is bad.

PROBLEM BREAK 6-2

In this problem break, your problem is to survey opinion.
regarding what movies_young people should or should not
see. To in. ke the survey, you will ask several types of peogle

>these Ties ons:

1. W,hat
bar e

2. Wh

types of'movies (if any) should young people be
f prib>rning?
'41-you answer quesiion 1 as you did?

You are
sible and
several kin
people who
people, inc
priests, rab

In your R
your questi
level, and o

When yo
if you can),
describe in
different typ
Finally, stat
'should be m

ask thLe questiolis of as many people as pos-
lly note the answers you get. Try to include

s o people in your survey. Some examples of
might give interesting answers are these: Young
udiqg your classmates; teachers; ministers,
s; theater owners; doctors; parents.

cord Book, keep track of people's responses to
ns. With each set of answers, record sex, age
cupation of the person interviewed.
have interviewed at Jeast 25 people (get more

ry to summarize thOresponses in a table. Then
writing what you have discovered about how
s of people feel about movies and young people.
what your survey suggests about what rules

de as to Mum movies young popple should see.
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04e last problem with parssini! Ia \ is that tins can affect ECONOMIC EFFECTS

people's ighs. llsuallv a lot ot people earn then hying by OF LAWS

mak mg Of Wil:ItCX CI It IN t II:It hC 01111aWCd People

who make a product and those WII0 distribute oi ad.'ettise
it can be thlown out of work it that product is outlawed
Television commercials tor the cigarette Industm y arc a good
example of this kind of problem

Making and selling cigarette!c has become a very [v. bust_ '4

ness Millions of people cam all or part of their hying from
cigarettes. Farincisiwho i_Joxy tobacco and people who buy
the farmer's tobacco and.sell it to cigarette companies would
be out of work if cigalette\ were outlawed. So would the
people who work for cigarette companies, the truck drivels
who move cigarettes around the country, and the store own-
ers who sell cigarettes.

Even state and local governments would suffer if a law

wv-e passed against making or selling cigarettes. All the tax
money that is now collected from the sale of cigarettes would
be lost. Governments would have to find other ways to turn.

up mohey to keep schools open, build roads, and maiittain

As*you can now see, deciding what laws to pass is a very
..complicated business. Before a lawmaker passes a law, he
must decide whoher the gains from the law are likely to
be rater than the losses it would produce. Laws can benefit
society, but they can also lead to reduced freedom for people
and to real economic problems as well.

06-3. Do you think that all our lawmakers should be law-

yers? Explain why or why nut.

A.

The history of laws against drinking alcohol shows the prob-
lems that laws can lead to.

About 125 years ago, a law was ppssed in Maine that made
selling or making alcoholic drinks illegal. Tkiis law was sug-
gested by groups who felt that drinking alcohol was morally
wrong. They pointed out the way men's lives can be ruined
by liquor.

113

DRINKING LAWS
A CASE IN POINT
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S4)on seci al otlici states rollOV t'd M allic's lead. 1 hry, too,
passed laws against using or selling liquor. But soon liquor
manutactureis in states without such laws began to complain
about those states who had them. 1 heir main point was that
the tinned States Constitution won't let a state keep its citi-
zens from buying liquor made outside of that state.

In 1890 the Supreme Court ruled that the liquor manufac-
turers were right. Because of the Supreme Court ruling, most
state laws against the sale of liquor were dropped 1))/ 1918.

Those against selling hquor kept trying to make it illegal.
As a result of World War I. these people's requests were
partly mei. In 1919, Contitess passed a law agaMst using fruits
and grains to in4e alcoholic d n nks until the *Par ended.
Using fruits and grains for this urpose was felt to be a
waste of food needed tbr war purposes. 'But the ban was
not lifted at the end of the war because a new amendment
to the United States Constitutir (the 18th) made the making
or selling of alcoholic drinks illegal everywhere.

Before the 18th Amendment became law, many people
had to approve it. First, Congress had to agree to A the
states to approve the amendment. Second, at least three
fourths of all the states had to -approve the aniendment.
Finally, Congress had to agree toactually mate the amend-
ment law. These approvals were` all gotten, and although
Pr sident 'Wilson objected, prohibition, became the law in
19 0.

he ten years after prohibition becameltiw were very
'tough for state and local governments and for the national
governtnent. The trpuble was that many. people refused to
stop using alcohol even thou0 this was now against the law.
Law officers just couldn't stop the demand for alcohol.
Gangsters and other unsavory characters soon got into the
liquor business.

,.Complaints about theNvrohibition law grew quite loud.
Police claimed they didn't have enough people to enforce
the law. Health officials found that people were getting sick
and eveli dying from drinking liquor made in bathtubs,
mountain-stills, and the like. Cities and states complained
that they couldn't operate without the tax money they used,
to get from the sale of liquor.. Local citizens complained
because liquor was hard to get and very expensive. Liquor
manufacturers complained that their businesses had been

Icompletely ruined.

,
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In 1930, t: ongress and the states undid what the pi ohibition
amendment had done 1 hey passeki the 21st Amendment to
the United States t'ormit talon 1 his did away with the 18th
Amendment and returned the lam: to where it was Mine
1919. The change was objected to both by some churches
and by many gangstets.

The argument over whether liquor should he made illegal
continues today. lei some states and In some towns, liquor
is still illegal, but the number of such laws is glowing smaller
every day.

[16-4. Suppose a friend gave you nine argunlents in favor
of something. You can think of only oror two arguments
against it. Should you accept his position? In your Record
Book, state why or why not.

Today most states have laws against using or even carrying
drugs like marijuaa, heroin, and Lsp. These laws are sup-
posed to protac,i, sbciety and to protect people from ruining
'their own lives. But some people claim that the laws are
unfair because there is not enough proof that drugs really
hartn people of sOciety. Others want ilk laws dropped be-
cause people will use drugs no mattesi what the law ays.
These people claim that the drug laws only make people feel
guilty and put the selling of drugs into the hands of criminals,
so that it cannot be controlled properly. Let's take a look
at these arguments.

First, alyou now know, not all drugs have the same effect.
Much evidence suggests that hard drugs, like heroin, can
harm people .and society. Because these -drugs can lead to
physical dependence, usi4ng them caft..dominate a person's
life. /C person drivsn by the need for drugs often loses his
ability to think of anything else. Such a person often can't
hold a job gr even keep himself healthy.-

Those whk become physically dependent upon hard drugs
'often do harm to society, too. Dtug addicts often turn to
erimeio get enough money to buy the drugs they need. Pylice

. claim that most of the crime in large cities is associated with
drug addiction.

The claim that drugs can harm-people and society is prob-
ably accurate for hard drugs like heroin. Most people agree
that wt need laws against the use of theSe drugs.

WI"

SHOULD THERE BE
LAWS AGAINST
DRUGS?

0
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The situation with respect to mai inland and LSD is less
clear. As you leained in Ctutptei 5 we really don't know
very much about the effect of these drugs. A lot of studies
arc eing made to find out how these chemicals affect people.

ii those studies are complete, the argument over whether
or not there should be laws against the use of.marijuana and
LSD will continue. Today, the case against LSD seems to
be growing stronger while the one against marijuana seems
to he weakening.

As you think about marijuana and LSD, keep in mind
that the evidence for using these drugs is at least as Weak
as the evidence against their use:Perhaps the test way to
sum up the situation is Igo say that these drugs may or may
not be harmful. Although some authoritie are still uncertain
about the effects of drugs, almost all of them agree that using

One of the disadvantages of the prirseattword
is that books become "dated By the time
your students use this material in class, sig-
nificant new findings on drug usage may be
available. Perhaps you will want to supple-
ment the presentation here with news articles,
magazine reports, and other sources that can
bring the subject up to date for them. The use
of a bulletin board for current information
Could be helpful.

SUMMARY

92 CHAPTER 6
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any drug purely for enjoyment is a verrisky business.

Well, there you have it. You now know in general what is
known about the effects of certain inputs on the body. In
some cases the evidence suggests a bleak picture. Overeating,
smoking cigarettes, using alcohol in large amounts, and tak-
ing drugs like heroin are dangerous things to do. The risks
associated with using marijuana or fairly small amounts of
alcohol seem to be less great but are still there.

Whether effective laws against the use of some inputs to
the body can or should be passed is a tough question that
is now being studied. In the meantime, however, your deci-
sion as to whether you will smoke, drink, overeat, or use
drugs may very well be the most important one you will ever
make.

Bef9re going on, do Self-EValuation 6 In your Record Book.

tki
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Excursions

Do you like to take trips, to try something difterent, to see
newthings? Excinsions can give you the chance. ln many
ways they resemble chapters. But chapters cartLy the main
story line. Excursions are s. ie trips. They may help you to
go further, they may help y o into different material, or
they may just he of interest to v . And some excursions are
provided to help you understanc difficult ideas.

Whatever way you get there, after you finish an excursiop,
you should return to your place in the text material and con-
tinue with, your work. l'hesellshurt trips can be interesting
and ditkrent.

ilk
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This excursion is both remedial and general
intrest

Big C and Little c
EQUIPMENT LIST PURPOSE

1 alcohol burner and stand
1 50-ml beaker (or larger)
1 wired can
1 thermometer
1 potholder or tongs
1 paper towel
8 straight pins
15 mini-marshmallows
3 nuts

MAJOR POIN TS

1 'The unit for measinnui heat is called the
calorie
2 A calMe IS defined as the amount of heel
it takes to raise the temper alma of 1 grain of
water 1"C
3, When some substances burn. they give off
a lot of heat

Excursion 1-1
To explain calories, and determine the
amount of heat produced, from burning
marshmallows and nuts.

In this unit the term calories is used a lot. If you don't know
what calories arc, this excursion will help you to find out.

Long ago, people thought that heat was a massless sub-
stance that flowed from one object to another. They called
this mysteralis fluid caloric. Later, however, this model was
dropped for one that bonsidered heat to be a form of energy.

Eventually, scientists found that °ley could measure the
amount of heat that went in to watCr. All they had to do
was multiply the mass of the water by the number of degrees
the temperature went up. When they named the unit for
measuring heat, they used the term calorie.

4 A calorimeter is a device for easor ing the
amount of heat given oft when a substance
is burned
5.. A kilocalorie (C) is equivalent to 1.000 cal-
ories (c).\

Answers to Checkup
on page 12.

1. Hood
2. 1,000
3. 1C
4. 100
Do this excursion If you got
the wrong answer to any ques-
tion.

Today a calorie is defined as the amount of heat it takes
to raise the temperature of one gram of water one degree
Celsius. Here then is an operational definition for heat:

Amount of heat gaine4 or lost (in calories) =
Mass of water (in grams) x change in temperature (°C)

Stated in another way:

calories = grams of water x change in temperature (°C)

119

't

The student does not need to know that the
value of 1 calorie per gram per degree Celsius
for water (called the specific heat) is only
correct at certain temperatures, but the exact
value is never far from 1 between freezing and

95
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You may ward fti construct 2 or 3 of the wired
.cans yourself. or aye student aides do It The
fuliowinti directi s may help

t soft drink t.ans
2 Punch 8 holes in each can with a nail or
an ice pick The holes should be on opposite
sides of the can. about 1A" trOm each end
If is easter to punCh the holes If the ends are
left on the can
3 Remove both the top and the bottom of the
can.
4 Cut 4 pieces of wire about 7" long Un-
coated copper wire of a fairly heavy gauge is
excellent Coathanger wire will work If you
have pliers and the strength to bend It
5. Thread the wire through the holes. and
make the bends as shown.

Stale or hard marshmallows will work better
than fresh ones They burh better, for a longer
time, and more steadily; they stay on the wire
better, and they are less apt to be eaten.

If the marshmallows are not tight together,
they will not continue to burn when Ignited.
The wire must be inserted through one tilde
of the can before threading the marshmal-
lows.

96 EXCURSION 1-1

hcn sonic suhstank cs hum. the\ pie ofl .1 lot ol heat
Others gniewolt. less heat. in this excuision you will measure
how much h cat vanous in a tena Is inoduce. lo do this, you
thst need to build it calownetei. You will need a panne?
add 'these materials:

I alcohol burner and stand.
1 beaker, 50 ml or larger

40 ml tap water (This is 40 grams.)
I wired can (Sec Figure 1.)

I thermometer
1 potholder (or tongs)
1 paper towel
8 str*ight pins

15 mini-marshmallows
3 nuts (peanuts if possible).

ACTIVITY 1. Remove the bottom wires from the can. Then
thread 3 marshmallows on one wire and 2 on the other. Push
all the marshmallows as close together as you can.

ACTIVITY 2. Put the marshmallow wires back on the canoas
shown.

ACTIVITY 3. Pour 40 ml (this is 40 grams) of water Into a
beaker. Record the temperature of the water In Table 1 In your
Record Book.

ACTIVITY 4. Read carefully before doing this! Be sure to use
a potholder or tongs to hold can: Don't pick it up with your
hahds. Hold the can over an alcohol flame until all the marsh-
mallows are burning. Using tongs, quickly set the can on the

120
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heating stand away from the burner. Instantly place the beaker
of water onto the wire basket in the top of the can. Leave
if there until the marshmallows burn out.

BE SUFIF 'MAI T(iN(' OIl Pr )1 II III Ilf;
Afif AVAIL Alit I ANli I IIA 1 I III% )11141

1)1/141 I Lir I t. LI I steps
must be performed rapidly 1 he mar shrnal .
lows at hest will not hum very long, /aid the
water will get very little heat

Stress care In handling the charred marsh
mallows, or the students will end up with a
gooey mess on desks, floors. clothes, and
equipment Also. warn about sharp edges in
handling the cans_

ACTIVITY 5. Atter the marshmallows stop burning, measure
the new temperature of the water (°C). Record under Final
Temperature In Table 1.

Repeat the marshmallow, activities two more times. Then
find out what the average g)ain in the water temperature is.
Use 40 ml offresh tap water tOr each trial.

Next, for comparison, let's nieasure how much burning
nuts can raise the temperature of water. To do this, you will
need the same equipment that is listed on page 96.

ACTIVITY 6. Push two straight pins into each nut as shown.
Balance one nut across the bottom wires as shqwn. Repeat
Activities 3 through 5. When you are all done, clean the wires,
can, and stand. Record the data in Table 2.

MARSHMALLOWS

Trial
No.

No. of Mini-
marshmallows

Mass of
Water

(grams)

,

Starting
Temp.
(°C)

Final
Temp.
CC)

Change in
Temp.
CC)

,

I

1 40
'

.

2 5 40

3 5

(..

.w. .

ilib le 1

Average Tem-
perature Change

, 4

I

i/
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Probably the most difficult parts of the eXperi-
ment are pushing the pins into the nut without
splitting it. and balancing the nut on the wires.

The change in temperature from burning 5
marshmallows will probably be around 8°C.

.EXCURSION 1-1 97



It is impossible to predict the temperature
change. In burning the nut, because, unlike
mini-marshmallows, even peanuts vary greatly
in size and on content. But in using peanuts
that were from 1 cm to 13 cm long, and might
be considered average In aim the burning of
one nut raised the temperature of 40 g of
water in amounts varying from 20° to 40°C.
Using an average change of 30°C, this indi-
cates 1,200 calories. or 1.2 Calories of heat
being given- to the water. The point that
should be evident to the student is that a
single nut furnished several times the amount
of heat that 5 marshmallows did.

1. No. The simple calorimeter is a rather In-
efficient device. Heat leaks past the beaker;
it is radiated from the can and the wires; some
goes downward to the table.
2 and 3. Marshmallows: 40 g of water xt
8°C = 320 calories
Nut: 40 g of water x 30°C = 1,200 calories

Undoubtedly one of the reasons that there
was a greater temperature change with 1 nut
than with 5 marshmallows Is that the nut
burned rather completely, but the marshmal-
lows didn't. For your information, a mini-
marshmallow weighs about 1 gram. so 5
grams were used. Completely burned, these
would provide 16,250 calories of heat.

98 EXCURSION 1-1 ,

trial
No NO ()I Nut.

Ininge In
Temp
("C)

2

3

Table 2

40.

40

40 ^
Average Tem-

perature Change

Fit Was all the heat produced by burning the nut or the
marshmallows used to raise the temperature of the water?

02. Use the formula givep on page 95 to tind out how many
calories of heat were passed to the water during the burning
of 5 marshmallows; of I nut. (Use the average change in
temperature for your calculations.)

03. Let's Check to be. sure you answered the last question
correctly. See if your calculations were done like this:

mass x change in temperature = calories

Marshmallows: _ grams of water x calories
Nut: _ grams of water x = calories

By now you should know that a calorie is the amount of
heat it takes to raise the temperature of 1 g (1 ml) of water
1°C. This kind of calorie is often called a simple calorie
(spelled with a small c). But when people talk about the.
calories in food, they are talking about 1,0t)0 simple calories
(one kiIocaloriet). For simplicity, a kilocalorie is usually coiled
a Calorie (spelled with a capital C). l'huS 1,000 calories
equals One Calorie.

Ei4. How' many Calories are equal to 4,200 calories?

OS. How many Calories would it take to raise the ternpera-
ture of 1,000 grams (1 liter) of water 1°C.

1 22



EQUIPMENT LIST

None

Counting Calories

a

PURPOSE'

To provide general tithumitttott on c.alontis
and give a tt.f or el Icti titbit} ut LdItit IOS IAA
SUMO common foods

Excursion 1-2

The number of Calories in different foods varies greatly. One
reason for this has to do with which one of three chemical
classes the food belongs to. Table 1 shows the number of
Calories in equal amounts of these three classes.

Table 1

Class
of Food

Carbohydrae

Protein

Fat

Calories
per Gram

4

4

9

a

. .4

If you wanted the most Calories, bite for bite, which
class of food would you eat?

02. Suppose you wanted to avoid Calories. Which type of
food woukryou cut down on?

123

This excursion is for information and general
interest.

fvbJOR POINTS

1. All foods can be classified as carbohy-
drates. proteins. or fats
2 Gram tor gram, fats have over twice as
many calories as carbohydrates arid proteins
3 How food is prepared arid how the body
uses it affects the number of calories you get
from food.
4. Vitamins and minerals are as important as
calories- for good health.

Not only do fats provide more calories by
weight than carbohydrates and proteins, but
recent research seems to indicate that fat-rich
diets are a contributing factor in the increas-
ing diseases of the blood vessels.

99
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Frying foods in grease or oil increases the fat
content, and therefore the calories. But care
must be taken in generalizing too broadly on
the effects of cooking. For instance. it is a
common misconception that toasting bread
reduces the calorie content. The application
of heat causes a change in the starch, but the
toast provides just as many calories and is just
as fattening as plain bread. in a similar man-
ner. washing rice or boiling vegetables serves
only to get rid of the water-soluble or heat-
sensitive vitamins. and the calories remain the
same.

Jo)

100 EXCURSION 14

-

[able 2 will help Von lind out hov. 111.111 lol it's a t e in
the loud you eat. But reinembet two points as you use the
table.

1. number of Calories on the chart will not always
be the exact number ot C'alortes you get. What food
does for you depends in part on the way it is cooked.
Also. everyone's body uses tOod a little differently.

2. There is much more to proper eating than just counting
Calories. Such, things as vitamins and minerals are as
important to good health as energy (Calories).

Table 2 is for use in Problem Break I-1 and the activities
on pages 1-20 of Chapter 1. Keep in mind that the figures
in the table are only approximate. If you need Calorie figures
for foods not listed, consult other tables. Your teacher can
hell% ou find such tables.

4 124
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Apple pine I k tip 120

Coffer% black i ity 0

Cocoa 1 cup 2.34

COlit drinks I glass 105

Cream (Ireav) 1 tbsp 50

Milk, (Aloe 1 cup 185

Milk. skint 1 glass q0
Milk, whole 1 glass 165

Milk shake 1 glass .340
Orange juice 1 cup 105

Tea 1 cup
Toato juicem I cup 5k.....

Cakes, Piet, etc.
Angel-food cake 2" wedge 110 .

Brownies 1 piece 100
v.

Chocolate layer
cake, fudge frost. I slice 350

Cookies 1 large 120

Cupcake, iced 1 med. 185

Doughnut. cake 1 med. 135

Doughnut, jelly 1 med. 185

Pie, apple 4'"Nvedge 335

Pie, pecan 3" wedge 570

Main Dishes
Baked beans-pork t cup 240
Chicken pie 4t" diam. 535
Hamburger & bun 1 med. 315
Hot dog & bun 1 nied. 270
Macaroni & cheese J

1 cup 350

Pizz4. serving 1 med. 185

Rice, boiled i cup 100

Soup, creamed 1 cup 135

Soup, navy bean 1 cup 170

Spaghetti i cup 260
Stcw (meat-veg.) 1 cup 252

Breads, etc.
Biscuit 1 (2") 60-85
Cornbread 1 slice 100
Crikkers, saltine 2 med. 35
French toast

(no syrup) 1 slice 140
Melba toast '1 slice 20
Muffin 1 (2") 100-145
Pancake (no syrup) 1 (4") 60

Raisin
Rolls, wwcet
Rve
Waffle (no syrup)
White
Whole wheat

(...ereal%

Mau Hakes

Cooked cereals
Corn Flakes
Grape Nuts
Puffed Rice
Rice Krispies

Fruits and Nut.s
Almonds
Apple
Applesauce
Apricot
Avocado
Banana
Berries
Cantaloupe
CranberrpSauce
Dates, dried
Fruit cocktail
Grapefruit
Grapes
Orange
Peach
Peanuts (roasted)
Pear
Pecans
Plum
Prunes, dried
Raisins
Strawberries
Walnuts
Watermelon

Daii-v Foods
Butter
Cheese
Cheese, cottage
Ice cream, vanilla
Sherbert -

Table 2

kiCAN1.11C 1,1 Ir.

I %like.

I med
I slice

I IS

I (4- sq ) 120

1 slice 64

1 slice 55

I cup 117

I cup 165

1 cup 96

1 tbsp. 28

I cup 55

1 cup 133

1 t ar 850
1 ied. 75

1 cup 184
I large 18

1 med. 360
1 large 119

1 cup 75
med. 60
cup 225

3-4 dates 115

A cup 60
60

sm. bunch 55

60
1 med. 35

cup 805
med. 50

1 cup 750
1 med. 35

4 large 115

t cup 115

1 cup 55

1 cup '655
I slice 45

1

I tb4) 100

I" cube 110

2 tbsp 30

cup 145

cup 130
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1.00d Measure Calorie%

Meal, Ilth. Pouhn.
Bacon
Beef. toast
Eggs
I- ish
Fishsticks
Frankfurter

.
Ham (lean)
Hash
Lamb
Liver
Luncheon meat
Pork
Sausage
Steak

Tuna, canned

,

2 slices
- I slice

1 med.

.
3 oz
3 oz
1 med.
2 oz
3 oz
1 chop
3 01
2 slices
I chop
1 link
3 or
i cup.

1

1(K)

75
80

135

170

155

125

120
140
195
165

250
90

250
115

Candy
Candy bar, avg.
Candy, hard
Caramel
Fudge, plain
Marshmallows
Mints or patties

1 sm.
,1

1

1" sq.
1

1

130
36
50

115

25
40

Miscellaneas
Catsup
Gravy
Jam, syrup, honey
kilo
Peanut butter
Potato chips
Popcorn,

lightly buttered
Sugar
Vinegar

1 tbsp

2 tbsp
1 tbsp
i cup
2 tbsp

10 med.

i cup
1 tsp
I tsp

-

2131'

55
60
50

190
115

35
16

0

Table 2 (Continued)
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1 ood N1 ca--tlIc ( 'Am Ics

I rxerahles
Asparagu% h spears 22

Cairot. cookcd il cup . 20

Carior. raw 1 1» to med. 75

Catrot-raisin sal 3 thsp 150

Celery 11
2 sm. stalks 5

Coleslaw i cup 60

Corn i cup 85

Corn ou the cob 1 Clii 1(4

(;reen beans i cup 15

Green leafy veg. i cup 20
Lettuce (head) i med. 15

Lima beans i cup 90

Peas i cup 60 .

Pickle, dill .. 1 large 15

Pickle, sweet
Potatoes,

1 22
-,

.

French fried 6 pieces 90

Mashed i cup 65

Salad i cup 185

Sweet -,,1 i cup 85

White, baked 1 med. 80
V

Radish 1 I

Squash i cup 65

Tomato 1 sm. to med. 25

Salad Dressings
._

..

French 1 tbsp 60

Italian 1 tbsp 85

Mayonnaise 1 tbsp 110

Russian 1 tbsp 100

R0quefort 1 tbsp 100

Thousand Island 1 tbsp 50
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EQUIPMENT LIST

None

Activities and
Calories
This is a general-interest and informational
excursion.

PURPOSE

To provide data on the amount of energy nand
In various activities, which Is needed for
Problem Break 1-3

Excursion 1-3

-This excursion will show you how to find out how many
Calories of encrgy you use up every day. To do the excursion,
you need a complete record of everything that you did during
a day. You probably collected such a record as a result i)f
the suggestion made on page 3. You need that record and
this excursion to do Problem Break 1-3 on page 19.

Translating the amount of time you spent doing certain
things into the number of Calories used is easy. Here's how
you do it.

1. First, round to the nearest half hour the amount of time
yon spent. Zero to 30 minutes should .be listed as 0.5
hour, 31 to 60 minutes as 1 hour, 61 to 89 minutes
as 1.5 hours, and so forth. Record these new numbers
in Table 1 in your Record Book. Also record your
weight in pounds in the table.

2. Make sure the activity time adds up to 24 hours. If you
have too much time listed, cut some half hours of quiet
activity. If you are short, add time to your Sitting quietly
row.

3. For each activity, multiply the time in hours times the
.Calories used per pound times your weight in pounds.
This will give you the amount of energy (Calories) you
used pp on each activity. Record this information under
the Calories Used column.

4. Add up the total number of Calories used in all activi-
ties. Record this as. the Total Calories Used per Day.

5. 'Record the total energy used per day in the Output
column of Table 1-4 in your Record Book.

127

MAJOR POINT$

1. Various activities use differing amounts of
energy in Calories
2. The amount of time in hours that you en-
gaged In an activity, multiplied by the Calories
used per pound Of weight per hour, and multi-
plied by the body weight in pognds. equals the
Calories used in the activity.
3. The sum of the Calories used in each of
the activities in a 24-hour period equals the
tqtal Calories used per day.

Experience has shown that students have
difficulty in converting the physical activities
into calories. The two greatest problems are
these: (1) forgetting to keep track of activitiee
in fractions of hours: (2) the mathematics
Involved. They have difficulty In converting to
fractions of hours and then doing the multi-
plication of the various factors. The Calories
for each activity is equal to T x Cx W. where
T is time in hours or fractions of hours. C Is
the figure from the middle column of Table. 1.
and W is body.weight In pounds.

109
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Wirltleitollia tow IbAsslo row..

Atilvits
Koundrd 1 unc

(in how.)
.

(.aloilcs
(put pound

IA eirto

uscil
id body

put bt)
nods Wi.-Tht
(in poun(I.) (*alot lc. I ked

Bic% cling (IaN1)
e

3 4
4

BIClidillf, (sIOW ) 1 I

Dishwashing
_......

0.5

Diessing and undressing
A

0.3

Lating 0.2
,

Playing Pmg-Pong 2.0

Running 3.3 ,

Sitting quietly 0.2

Sk ing 0.2

Stan g
ii*

0.2

Studying or writing. 0.2
*._.

\)

Swimming 'fr. 3.6
.,

lennis 4 3.0

lypewriting rapidly .k \ 0.5

Violin playing 0,41c

Volleyball 2.5

Walking 0.9.
Work, heavy

- .

2.6
.

Work, light- 1.0

Total Calories Used per Day

Tabl 1

As.
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EQUIPMENT LIS]

None

How Do You
Measure Up?

This Is a general-interest excursion.

tvailawamigrue.idhAisiallialiakath.a

To give students a means of comparing thee
weight with average weight in terms of height
and ago

Excursion 1-4

This excursion will help you find out if you are heavier or
lighter than doctors think you should be. To 'do it, you need
a few facts About yourself.

1. How tall are you (in I es)?
2. How much do you wei h?
3. How old are you?

Are you sure of your height and weight? If you have any
doubts, try to get permission to check them on the school's
height and weight scales.

For your Information, medical authorities
classify a person who weighs 10 to 19 percent
more than the norm, or average, as over-
weight. One who exceeds the norm by 20
porcent or more is classified as obese. About
a third of all Americans are in this obese
category, and probably more than 50 percent
are overweight.

.s?

Compare your weight with 'the average weight shown in
Table 1 for other students of your height, age, and sex. If
you are within about 10 percent, you are not over- or under-
...weight. You may. be even farther from the average if your
bones are especially heary or light. So the figures should not
necess4ari1y worry you. But if you vary a lot from the norm,
you ought to see a doctor. He can tell you if you are seriously
overweight or underweight and what to do about it.

129

MAJOR POIN1S

1. Average weight depends on herght, age,
and sex
2. In addition to the other factors. bone SILO
may affect the weight of a person.
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AVI RAU! WI Hill IS I OR IMIS AND GIR1 S

Height
(Int tits)

Agc 11
11(+%, l,fr k

Agc 14
Hos \ ( ;If k

Agc 1s
11,1%. ( ,Irl,

Ain.-

/to\ .
16

( ;Ilk
Agc 17

00%. ( , Ilk
Agc 18

14()%., ( itrk
1 lcight

( inchec)

S3 68 71 53

54 71 73 72 54

55 74 77 74 78 55

56 78 81 78 83 80 56

57 82 84 83 88 83 92 57

58 85 88 86 93 87 96 101 58

59 89 92 90 96 90 100 90 103 104 59

60 93 97 94 101 95 105 96 108 109 111 60

61 97 101 99 105 100 108. 103 112 106 113 116 61

62 102 106 103

i
109 104 113 107 115 111 117 116 118 62

63 107 110 108 112 110 116 113 117 118 119 123 120 63

64 I I I 115 113 117 115 119 117 120 121 122 126 . 123 64

65 117 120 118 121 120 122 122 123 127 , 125 131 126 65

66 119 124 122 124 125 125 128 128 132 129 136 130 66

67 124 128 128 130 130 131 134 133 136 133 139 135 67

68 131 134 133 134 135 137 136 141 138 143 138 68

69 137 135 139 137 143 138 .146 140 149 142 69

70 143 136 144 138 145 140 148 142 151 144 70

71 148 138 150 140 151 142 152 144 154 154 71

72 153 155 156 158 72 .

73 157 160 162 164 73

74 160 164 168 170 74

enryi ..4,P .- 3

Table 1
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EQUIPMEN 1 I. IS I Om al sopply)

1 microscope
1 toothpick
1 microscope slide
1 cover Slip
1 medicine dropper

1 tweezers
Iodine (optional)
Onion
Pond water

How Are You
Organized?
This Is a general-Interest excursion 'The first
part can only be done if the equipment and
supplies listed above are available lqcally
The second part may be done in any case.
however.

PURPOSE

To afford an oppOrtyoty In obstuvit anti, of
study about cells and the way they are ar
ranged In the body

Excursion 2-1

Take a look at the creatures drawn in Figure 1. They look
like something from a science-tiction movie, don't they'? You
may be surprised, however, to learn that these beasts are so
small you can only see them with a microscope. Fven though
they are small, the paramecium and the amoeba can do
many of the things that you can do. That's how we know
they are alive.

MAJOR POINTS

1 All living things are made up of one .or
more cells.
2 In many-celled creatures, the size. appear
ance and makeup of the variouS Cells maY
differ because of the diffelent functions they
perform.
3. When cells work together to do the same
job in an organism, they fornOissues
4. Tissues that wt7--td6-e-ther to do a neces-
sary lob form an rgan
5. Organs comtirfne to form organ systems.

Figure 1

But there is an important difference between you and
animals like the paraMecium. The paramecium has only one
cell. But you are made of billions of cells. In this excursion
you will learn what cells are and how the cells in your body
seem to work together. What you do first depends upon
whether you have a microscope available. If you have one,
you should do the activity that follows. If you haven't, skip
over to' page 111 and begin there.

Amoeba

13i

Perhaps just as dmatter of interestthe body
is made up of an estimated 60 trillion
(60,000,000,000,000) cells.
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Cover slide

Air bubble

Watch out for Bubbles!

Magnified microscopic
view

If you have methylene blue solution as Was
used In ISCS Level II or in Environnienial
Science, Level III. it may be used in place of
the iodine for staining. It will probably worli
better.

Any good biology text will serve as reference
material on the interpretation of cells.

108 EXCURSION 2-1
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It) look di
things:

M1111C di\ 110111

MICTOStope
toothpick (hat type)
imcioscope slide
cover slip
medicine dropper
pair of tweezers

iodine (optional)

Ni+iti both,. Non nccd

ACTIVITY 1. With the broad end of a flat toothpick, gently
scrape the inside of your cheek. Spread the material from nur
cheek onto the center of the microscope slide. Add a little
water (or iodine, see below) and put the cover slip on as
shown. Lobk at the slide through the microscope.

Caution If you've never used a microscope before, check with
your texicher before going ahead Microscopes cost a lot of
money and can be ruined if you don't use them correctly.

lf you color cells, you can often see the parts of them
better. You can do this by putting a little iodine on them.
If iodine is available, use a drop of it in place of water. Or,
better still, follow the directions given in Activity 2 to stain
the slide you've already made..

01. Sketch in your Record Book what you see through the
microscope.

Ask your teacher for reference material that will help you
interpret what you've seen.

ACTIVITY 2. Plac a drop of iodine on one edge of the cover
slip, and a small piece of paper towel on the opposit edge.
The towel will draw the iodine across the cells.

t's

For comparison, you may also want to look at some cells
from other living things. The cells of the common onion lire
among the easiest to study.

.34
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ACTIVITY 3. Cut an onion In half as shown. Then, using
tweezers, pull otf a small piece of the thin, transparent mate-
rial from the inside of the outer layer.

Place the onion sample in a drop of water in the center

of the microscope slide. Follow directions in Activities 1 and

2. 2. The onion cells should be much larger.

L12.. Which are larger, the individual cells from the Onion
or from your cheek?

03. In what ways are the cells of your cheek like those from
the onion?

If there is a pond nearby, you may want to collect some
water and search for little creatures like those shown in
Figure 1. All you have to do is put a little dried grass or
leaves in an uncovered jar of pond water, and wait a week
or so. If the water isn't polluted, it will be teeming with tiny

creatures like the ones shown in Figure 2.

2.
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Eveiv living thing v, made of one or more cells. But cells
are obviously not all alike. What the cell looks like and its
size depend upon what the cell does. Because cells do differ-
ent things, they do not look alike or necessarily have the
same parts.

In single-celled creatures, one cell has to do everything.'
In many-celled creatures, like you, a lot of cells often work
together. When this happens, the cells that do the same job
re called tissues. Tissues, then, are similar cells that work

. , . ,
together to do sonic special Jon.

What jobs do tissues do? To answer that question, let's
compare the body of a many-celled creature to a factory that
manufactures a lot of things. Table I makes such a com-
parison.

Table 1
74re'r"r".rrIc"PrikOrfirritrtroffintrinZrvz.ss-vorsemif arorAitcrw.ovewmermrreettlocrrrrrelt rie"."7",`gyrrrt,rm ,

Jobs Done in the Factory
Tissues That Do Similar Jobs

. in the Body

1. Protection. Fence around factory that lets
needed materials in and out but keeps bur-
glars out.

1. Epithelial Tissue. These cells "fence" the body
and line cavities like the lungs and stomach.

2. Supporting Parts. The factory is built strongly
with girders, beams, and trusses.

. ;

2. ConnectMe Tissue. These tissues support and
hold together th4 parts of the body. Included
arc bones, cartilage, ligaments, tendons.

i

3,_(Machines. Machines do,the work of a factory.
Some machines work automatically under
computer control, and others must be run by
people. ,

s

3. Muscle Tissife. Muscles move different parts
of the body.Muscles like the ones in the heart
work automatically. Others, like those in our
arms and legs, iiork only when we want them
to.

4. Management and Control. Executivs manage
factories; they communicate with the workers
through letters, telephones, etc. Management
has-sko communicate with people inside and
outsi4 the factory.

4. Nerve Tissue. The main control center of the
body is the brain. Organs like the eye and the
ear let the twin know what is happening in-
side and outsidc thc body. Messages between
the brain and other parts of thc body are
carried by nerve tissue.

5. Expansion and Continuation: Many factories
keep training new people to take the place of
those who resign or retire.

.5. All tissues except nerve tissue are continuously
being replaced by newer cells.

1 3 4
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Organs

Organs are the next level of body organization above cells
and tissues. When several tissues work together to do a nec-
essary job, the structure they make is called an organ.

Many of the familiar parts of the body are organsthe
stomach, brain, heart, lungs, etc. Some of these organs are
made up mostly of one kind of tissue. For example, the heart
is mainly muscle tissue and the brain is mainly nerve tissue.
But other organs are combinations of a lot of different kinds
of tissues.

D4. Wiiat kinds of tissues make up the eye? the stomach?
the skin? (Check your answers at the end of this excursion.)

[)5. List as many more examples of organs as you can think
of.

Systms

Just as cells combine to form tissues and tissues combine
to form organs, organs combine to form organ systems. Many
sets of organs work together in the body to do important
jobs. Two of the important human organ systems are shown
in Figure 3.

Respiratory System Digestive System .

135

Figure 3
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A standard anatoThy text or any biology text
will provide reference materials on orgarrsys-
terms. The Life Science Library book The Body.
also has good reference material In It. Any of
these can also be used to help answer the
three questions In the problem break.

112 EXCURSION 2-1

I 16. Look at the two ()Iran systems shown in Figure 3. You
aie to list the names of the organs that make up each. (Use
you! Record Book for recording and use any relcience mate-
rial that will help you.)

Together, your organ systems carry out all the functions
of your body. Each system does something special. Yet each
system woiks in cooperation with every other system.

PROBLEM BREAK 1

How do the organ systems cooperate? This problem break
will give you a chance to think through the answer. Use any
reference materials you can find to answer the following
questions. Record the answers in your Record Book.

1. In what ways do the digestive and circulatory systems
work together?

2. In what ways do the muscular system and the skeletal
system-work together?

3. In what kvays does the nervous system work together
with the circulatory and respiratory systems?

You've now seen that your body is organized into sever*
levels. The basic units are the eells. Cells that work together
to do some important job arc' tissues. Tissues working to-
gether often form organs, and several Organs may cooperate
in an organ system.

Answers to question 4:

Tissues in
the Eye

*1, 2, 3, 4

,*Numbers refer to lltble 1.

Tissues, in
the Stomach

1, 2, 3, 4

136

Tissues in
the Skin

1, 2, 3, 4



EQUIPMENT LIS1

None

Ask Me the
Right Question

PUHPOSL

To point out emote techniques in gathering
data by Interview or questionnaire

Excursion 2-2

This excursion is remedial in helping with
interviews, and general interest on data-
gathering

To get a good answer, you have to ask a good question. To
get the best answer, you have to ask the best question. How
do you ask good questions? That's what this excursion will
help you do.

Many scientists gain their data by asking people questions.
They do this in two ways: through an interview or through
a questionnaire. Asking questionc of people face-to-face is
an interview. Asking questions on paper and having the
person write his answers is using a questionnaire. The next
two sections will show you the -advaptages and disadvantages
of the two methods.

Put Interview

Usually, an interviewer talks with one person at a time.
This means that he has to talk to a lot of people to get much
information. l ime is short, the interview may not be the
'better of the two -thods to use.

But there are some real advantmes to interviews..,Some
of the strengths QS an interview are listed below.

Some advantages of interviews:
I. Sometimes people will talk more than they will write.
2. Movements, looks, or tone of voice may give other clues

about what people really think.
3. In an interview, you can ask the person to make a point

clear or to.give more information. Better data can often
be gotten in this way.

. You've often seen the valtie of controlling variables. This
is just as important in conducting interviews as it is in doing
experiments. If the results of several interviews are to be
compared, all interviews must be as much alike as possible.

MAJOR POINTS

1 Many scientists gain their data by flaking
people questions
2 The interview has several advantages over
the questionnaire tor gathering data
3 It is as important to control variables in
interviewing as it is in other experimenting.
4. Questionnaires can quickly reach many
more people than individual interviews
5. There are important ground rules for mak-
ing and using questionnaires.
6. Most questionnaires or interviews ask
questions for both facts and opinions.
7. Interpretation of data is an important step
in using interviews or questionnaires.
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11. What Nter* Could von take to be sine that interviews
with two people ate alike?

i you try to inteiview people, von will have to make a
lot of decisions. One of those is whethet you should read
prepared questions ot memorize the questions and not use
notes.

[12. What are the advantages and disadvantages of reading
and of memorizing?

You will also have to decide whether to take notes during
the interview or to try to remember what went on. Some
people like to know that what they say is important enough
to be written down. Others may become rattled if they see
you taking notes, and they may not answer completely. It
also takes time to make notes, and this could make thc
interview too long.

The questionnaire

The written questionnaire is another way to get data from
people. Questionnaires can quickly reach many more people
than an investigator could visit in person. For this reason,
they are often used to save time. But questionnaires can be
pretty dull. People often refuse to fill out questionnaires, and
pften give only partial answers..

An example of a questionnaire is shown in Figure 1. Study
the questions and the form carefully. Of course, you may
want to ask very different questions and use a different way
for subjects to answer. Note that this questionnaire aims at
gathering facts about smoking. It does not try to find out
how people feel about smoking.

138
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Smoking Experience Questionnalic Date
Name Age .

City

Sex

County State

Please draw a line from the age von started smoking
to your prcscpt age oi to the age you stopped smoking.
Vary the height rif yout liii e accoiding to how many
packs of cigarettes you smoked pet day.

3

2

1

Cigarette smoking

1/4

10 15 20 25
Years of Age

30 35

At wIL age did you beein smoking cigarettes?
How many packages do you now smoke per day? _
How long a cigarette butt do you usually leave?

of cig. ___ A of cig. . A of cig. . of cig.
At what age did you yhit smoking cigarettes (if you
have)?

30
Pipe or cigar smoking (show which by circling one)

40 45 ;

,

.,-

15 20 25 30
Years of Age

ao

At what age did you begin smoking a pipe or cigar? _
How many cigars or pipefuls do you now smoke per day? N-.

How much do you now inhale?
Not at all _ Slightly _ Moderately Deeply

At what age did you quit smoking a pipe or N14gar (if
you have)?
If you have smoked on once in a while, please check

. here

139
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Figure 1

a
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Figur* 2

Ic.tin flow a rel \on leek about \omething, t (Mit-lent
type ot question is needed. Sonic examples aic shown in
Figure 2.

Show how you kel about the following statements.
Check the Nix that tx-st describes your feeling about
each of the five statements.

A. Smoking
costs more
than the).
pleasur7
is worth.

B. When I have
children. I
hope that
they never
smoke.

C. There is
nothing
wrong with
smoking.

D. Smoking
is a dirty
habit.

E. There is
nothing
wrong with
smoking as
long as a
person
doesn't
smoke too
much.

Strongly
agiec

L3

1.3

0
..

0

0

M Id ly
agree

LI

U

0

CI

U

Neither
agree not
disagree

L3

0

El

U

M ildly
disagiee

D

0

0

0

St iongly
disagree

0

0

CI

0
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Sonic rules to keep in mind as vtni make up and use a
questionmuie ale the ftAlowing.

Ground rules for rnaAing arid using questionnaires

1. Make the questionnaire a \bort as vou can but long
enough to get what vou need to know

2. Include a statement tellmg the subject what the study
is trying to find out.

3. Give full and dear duct:bons as to how the questions
are to be answered.

4. Make it possible for the subject to answer quickly by
circling or checking his choice. (Hut you mav also want
t) vake it possible fot him to give a long answer if
he wwits to.)77.

5. Use such simple and clear language that the words or
the ideas cannot be misunderstood.

6. Arrange the questions in a logical order.
7. Never show what kind of answer you would prefer. (If

you do, the person may give you the answer he thinks
you want instead of reportiq his own ide4s.)

8. Make sure that the people Oto till ont the questionnaire
are from the group you want to study. If you want to
study teen-agers, citiO send your questionnaire to busi-
nessmen.

You will also have to decide such tliings as how you are
going to spread and collect the questionnaires and what you
are to do about questionnaires that are not returned.

03. What are some of the possible advantages and disad-
vantavs of not forcing people to put their names on ques-
tionniires?

More than the I acts

'Pt

11(

Most questionnaires or interviews contain both questions
that- ask for 'facts and questions that ask lbr opinions. The
facts might be such things as a person's naine, age, sex, and
occupation. Opinions are beliefs or feelings a person has.

One of the hardest things to avoid in writing good ques-
tions is vague terms like often, much, usually. good. poor,
seldom. Every word in a question should have the same
meaning to you and to the person you are studying. This EXCURSION 2-2 117
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Figure 3
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iiic,tiis that %on 111.1% haw to &hue the (elms %Ott use We
suggest that you use ()pet ational definitions to avoid as much
confusion as possible.

One of the best ways to find out if vow questions are good
is to try them out on somebody before you do your study.
Remember that m an intei view you can make youl meaning
dear, in a questionnaire, you won't be theie to help
straighten out meanings.

On your questionnaire .you will also have to decide how
many choices to give the subject. Some examples of two-,
three-, four-, and five-choice possibilities are shown in Figure
3 below. Another well-designed five-choice example was
given in Figure 2.-

we-1 0.4"0,40V.01^-feniq Piro '*D.Mrot

Two-Choice Answer Ilree-Choice Answer

Yes No Yes Maybc No
0 0 LI . 0 0

True False Always Sometimes Never

0
Male Female .For Depends Against

1

0 0 0 0 0

' Four-Choice Answer

; Arways Usually Do Usually Don't Never
I- 0 0 0
f Serious Moderate . Occasional No
i Problem Problem
't.

Problem Problem

[
,

' Five-Choice Answer

AN.

a

High Above Average Average Below Average Low
0 10 0 0 LI

s 0;

1 2
;IT:

V-



Raw and cooked data

You are not finished when you have completed your in-terviews or added up the replieS to your questionnaire. Atthat point, all you have is raw data. You must still interpretthose data.
How you interpret the data will depend upon why you"asked the questions in the first place. In general, however,you might try to find the answers to such questions as these:"Did males answer the same way as females?"
"Did adults answer the same way as teen-agers?"
"Did men answer the same way as teen-age girls?""Did people who held one belief answer certain questionsthe same way as people who held another belief?"Adding up the total number of different types of answersto a question is important. But to answer questions like thoselabove, you .will have to look at your answers in other ways.That is, for each question, you might also count how malesand females, adults and teen-agers, people in one type ofjob or another, etc., answered the questions differently. Studythe example in Table 1.

.113
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120 EXCURSION 2-2

Males 14

YLS NO

',CCU, are!, arCI%

9

12

8 6

I.Cmalcs 10 4

lotals 43 31

Table 1

The totals indicate the general direction of the replies.
Notice, however, that the numbers in the squares give you
much more information than the totals albne do-.

Good luck On making your questionnaires or conducting
your interviews.
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EOUIPMENF 1I51

, None

PURPOSE

to show the Circulatory !,vitt-tin of the blood
in the body

The Round-and-Round Excursion 2-3
System
This la a general-interest excursion.

Perhaps you have wondered what is happening inside your
kody when you feel your heart heat. rhis excursion is about
that and how the blood pumped by the body gets from place
to place.

Because the heart is so important, you'll begin your study
of circulation there. l'jgure 1 shows the main features of1the
heart as they would appear iii a person lacing you.

Notice that the heart has two kinds of charn-bers --auricles
(two) and ventricles (two). And note that blood flows in and
out of these chambers thr1/4gh several blood vessels.

To all parts of
the body

From head
and arms

Right
auricle

From lungs

Left auricle

Valves between ventricles
and major arteries

Valves between auricles
and ventricles

From all parts
of the body

Right ventricle

Left ventricle

115

MAJOR POINTS

1. There are two uncles and two ventricles
in the human hea t
2. The lett auricl receives blood }ram the
lungs and pump it into the lett ventricle.
which pumps it to e rest of the body through
arteries

-3 The right auricle receives blood from the
body through veins and pumps it into the right
ventricle, which pumps it to the lungs
4. There are valves in the head and in the
veins that allow the blood to flow in only one
direction
5. The tiny capillaries allow cells to exchange
carbon dioxide arid oxygen and connect the
arteries to theyeins.
6. Red blood cells carry the oxygen and
carbon _dioxide In the blood.

Figure 1

lf

Many modern writi s use the term atrium in
place of auricle iór the upper heart chamber.
Perhaps one of the reasons for the chan e
was the possible confusion of the term ayrt1le
with its other usage denoting the external ear.
The plural of atrium is atria.
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I I he wallt, of the yentt eiv!, at e MOIL, MM.
cytIal I hey must pump the blood much far-
ther than the auricles

N

. 1. WhiLh ate moic musiulat, thc walls ot thc amides ot
the walls of the ventricles?

Fikuie 2 hows how the heart seems to work The heart
acts hke two pumps stuck torether (The pump (the right
auricle plus the right ventricle) sends.blood to the lungs. The
other pump (the left auricle nd the left ventricle) pushes
blood to the rest of the

Right ventricle

2 and 3. The left ventricle wall is more mus-
cular than the right. The lett ventricle must
pump the blood throughout the body; the right
ventucle pumps blood only to the lungs. (Re-
member that you are viewing the heart as it
is in a person facing you, so right and left are
reversed in the figures)

122 EXCURSION 2-3

4

Left ventricle

Figure 2

VW' OW
gib

DR. Which is more muscular (thiCktr), the wall of the right
or of the left

D3. Why do y u think one ventricle has a thicker wall than
the other?

As important as the heart is, it is wily part of the circula-
tory system. Most of the system is a set of tubes (blood
vessels) through which, blood flows.

You can easily see some blciod vessels through your skin.
Look at the inside of yir wrist and forearm. Blood vessels
like the ones you Gan see there were studied by William
Harvey more than 300 years ago when he discovered that
the blood circulates. Figure 3 on the next page shows part
of Harvey's notebook and the kind of drawings he made.

=
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Let an arm be tied above the elbow. . In the
course ot the veins, certain large knots oi elevations
03, C, D, L, 1) will be pen eived . . . ; these aie all
formed by valves. If you press the blood ithioughl

a valve, from H to 0 (Fig. 2), you will see in)
influx of blood . . . ; yet will the vessel continue suffi-
ciently distended above that vzilve (0,G). If you now
apply a finger of the other hand upon the distended
part of the vein above the valve 0 (Fig. 3), and press
downwards, you will find that you cannot force the
blood throikgh or beyond the valve. If you press at
one pakt,isrite course of a vein with the point of a
finger (L, Fig. 4), and then with another finger streak
the blood upwards.beyond the next valve (N), you
will perceive that this portion of the vein continues
empty (L,N). That blood in the veins therefore pro-
ceeds . appears most obviously.

Until the time of Harvey. the common belief.
propounded by the early physician Galen in
the 2nd century was that blood ebbed and
flowed like the tide Harvey s discoveries.
after years of research, startled the medical
world of the 17 century However. it is inter-
esting to note that this immortal, of medicine
was unable to explain how the blood got from
the, arteries in the body into the veins to be
returned to the heart It remained tor other
scientists. using microscopes not available to
Harvey. to discover the capillaries

Figure`3
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Figure 4

Hopefully, students will note that the walls qf
the arteries are much heavier than those of
the veins, because of the higher arterial pres-
sure.

tt,

The pipes -

The three main types of blood vessels in your circulatory
system are shown in Figure 4.

Capillaries
of the body

1:34. What is the name of the vessels that carry blood away
from the heart?

05. What are the vessels that carry blood.toward the heart?

124 EXCURSION 2-3 06. Which vessels connect the veins to the arteries?

a
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The blood

Blood is complicated stuff. Fyeiyone knows that blood is
a liquid. Rut almost half ot blood is really made up of thinp
floating ni that liquid. By tar the most important of these
arc blood cells. The most common c'ells in the blood are the
red cells (Figure 5).

The reit blood cells. which transport oxy.
gen from lungs to body cells and return
with carbon dioxide are flat disk shaped.
and 4ithout nuclei Their average diame-
ter is about 7 microns, which is about
3 ten-thousandths of an inch (0 0003 in.).

47

, Figure 5

There are an average of about 25 trillion
(25,000.000000.000) in a person's blood If
you carry out the arithmetiC (it might be a
worthwhile problem for a better student), you
will find that If the red blood cells were put
flat In a straight line like a row of pennies, they
would circle the earth at the equator more
than four times. And even as small as they
art the red corpuscles have to slide through

Vein White blood cells

As rAd blood cells pass through the lungs, they pick up
oxygen. The oxygen comes through the walls of the capil-

*IL laries in the lungs and into the red blood cells. Then these
oxygen-rich blood cells go back to the heart to be pumped
to all parts of the body. In the capillaries of the body, the
red cells release the oxygen to the body cells. They also pick
up carbon dioxide from the eels to be carried back to the
lungs. 1

.Cells of the body

do%

the tiny capillaries sideways. They have a
relatively short life, and the body Is continually
making new ones.

EXCURSION 2-3 125



This tireless muscle, the heart, does an
amount of work in pumping blood each day
sufficient to lift the body a mile straight up

126 EXCURSION .2-3

1$

The circulation of oxygen through the body is !elated to
the body's needs During exercise, when the body needs more
oxygen, the heart heats faster. This sends more oxygen-
loaded red blood cells to the body. 4hen the body is at rest,
it needs less oxygen, so the heatt slows. 1 his is an example
of how the body's negative feedback system works.

The circulatory system works pretty much automatically.
You needn't think about your heart rate to keep it working.
From before you are born until you die, your heart keeps
pumping away.

150
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EQUIPMENT LIST
PURPOSE

None
To explain the difference between illusions.
delusions, and hallucinations

This excursion is both remedial and general
interest in nature.

MAJOR POINTS

1 An illusion is something that seems differ-
ent than it really is.
2. A hallucination is sensing something that
is not really there at all
3. A delusion is a feeling or belief that is not
really true.

Let's try some other questions of this sort. (ln each of the
following three questions, use a ruler to check on your
guesses.)

02. Which ladder in Figure 2 is longer?

03. In Figure 3, is line A or line B the longer?

..12.0r` 7



JAS. Which group of circles in Figme 4 has the huger central
t thc kit gi iiip u thc.30,ht voup?

Figure 4

5 Optical liNsions are difficult to explain, and
this question will b9 baffling to most students.
Actually, there ar44 different reasons for the
four illusions. In the hat in Figure 1, the
greater bulk of the top In comparison with the
brim Makes the top seem greater In height.
Also, when one section intersects another, as
the crown does the brit)). It reduces the brim's

.apparent width. In Figure 2, perspective
makes4lidder B look bigger, because the
straight lines are interpreted by the eye as a
clue to distance and depth. Acute angles tend
to be overestimated, obtuse angles underes-
timated, so In Figure 3, line A looks longer
than line B. In Figures 3 and 4, the eye com-
pares size with adjacent objects, so the inner
circles are compared with the outer circles,
ana lines A- and B are compared with the
horizontal Me between them. ,

128 EXCURSION 5-1 .

3

Your measurements should have shown that the hat is as
wide as ifis tall, that the two ladders and two lines ate the
same length, and that the two central circles are the same
size. What you haVe been looking at arc illusionsthings that
_look different than they really are.

05. Try to explain why each of the figures you looked at
were so tricky. What is there in each 9f the figures that makes
it so hard to judge the distance involved?

Illusions are quite normal and almost everyone sees them.
Not so normal are hallucinations. In an illusion, you misjudge
some real object. On the other hand, a hallucination is seeing
something that is not really there.

- In su9nary, an illusion is a misperceptionyou see
something differently than it is. A hallucination is seeing
'something that is not really there at all--the perception is
completely in yOur mind.

lb
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.Study thc ct 01 Mat k in I s

411,

ati

[16.- Describe what you see in
black squares almost meet.

DT. Was what you saw in the
illusion, or a hallucination?

L]

ist

the white spaces where four

white spaces of Figure 5 an

To most people, illusion means optical illusion like the ones

in Figures 1 through 4. But illusions can involve other senses
than sight. Sometimes taste, hearing, or smell can be in-
volved.

Hallucinations can also involve other senses. A person
sometimes hears, tastes, smells, or feels things that don't exist.
In fact, hallucinogenic drugs, such as LSD,-sometimes bring
about hallucinations that- mix up the senses. LSD users
sometimes say that they "feel colors," or "taste music," or
"see smells.", This experience, which is not well underskood,
is one thing that leads to a "bad trip." It is so far outside
of normal experience that it seriously frightens many drug

8t.
users.

A third term that is often bsed in describing tile effects
of chemical inputs is delusion. Delusions are like halluci-
nations in that they aren't produced bytveal objects. But there

is an important difference between delusions and halluci-
nations. Hallucinations deal mainly with the senses; delusions
involve one's feelings or beliefs. Like hallucinations, delu-
sions arc not common in normal irrdividuals.

Several delusions can be described. One is called persecu-
tion delusion. Reople with this delusion feel that people are
out to get them. A person with this delusion may interpret
normal behavior in others as a plan to harm, injure, or
discredit him.

.
.

,
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Figure 5

tatrigi /,

The extreme contrast between the black
squares arid the separating spaces makes the
white lines look brighter lint at the inter-
sections there is less contrast, so the eye sees
gray spots. It Is interesting to note that if you
fix your gaze on a particular intersection. it

will appear as white only. without a gray dot.

7. This is an Illusion, not a hallucination As
tar as the eye is concerned, there is a gray
spot at the Intersection because of the
change in contrastIn other words, tor a very
real reason.

EXCURSION 5-1 129.,-
66

.o ; 1.i4 '.2- 144
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8 It may be difficult for students to prepare
a report on delusions if there are no reports
in newspapers just at that time You may want
to make use of library references or magazine
articles The Lae Science Library book The
Mind, has some usable material on pages 152
to 158.

130 EXCURSION 5-1

Anoiliel delusion. commonly aMsk)ciated with the hallucino-
genic thugs, can he &ski thed as HI% Illelbdity A pet son with
this delumon mav feel that he cannot be hal med. tie may
walk in front of cats, tly out a window, of cut of shoot
himself.

118. 'Prepare a repoit on the delusions some drug users ex-
perience, based on reports in the newspapers.

-
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EQUIPMENT LIS1

Watch or clock
Paper

The DSST

This excursion is both remedial arid general
Jriterest. Note that students must work in
pairs.

PUF1POSL

To explain and show tim use of a common
psychological test

Excursion 5-2

'You've probably taken a lot of tests in your lifeintelligence
tests, interest tests, aptitude tests, etc. Psychologists spend a
lot of their time trying to 'measure things like thinking and
reasoning. In this excursion you will learn how to use one
common psychol6gical test, the Digit Symbol Substitution
Test (DSST).

A person taking the DSST is given a page of numbers
with blank spaces beneath (see Figure 1). At the top of the
page is a code that shows a symbol for each number. The
person who takes the test tries to put the right symbol under
as many numbers as he can in a certain length of time.

()SST Testicspee

=//me ....11, 0/ =1/

MAJOR POINT

The DSST Is a simple instrument tor measur-
ing human accomplishment in a particular
task.

IMPORTANT NOTE

Guard against the use of the scores as a
measure of intelligence or for comparing one
student with another This test is similar to the
WISC (Wechsler) coding test, but it is being
used under different conditions, withoutipstrict
controls, and the results are therefore not
reliable.

Figure 1

..a
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 A
1111 Iagma

2 7 1 4 9 2 4 5 3 6 2 8 3 7 3 8 1 4 2 7 6 9 4 9 3 8 6 5 2

4 7 3 1 4 1 8 9 6 3 2 7 8 1 6 3 6 2 1 9 5 3 8 4 7 4 6 a 9 4

ala

3 7 6 3 5 7 6 1 8 7 4 3 6 9 1 4 2 9 4 8 3 2 6 1 4 8 7 5 2 7
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At Wally :tome of the !.411110 svinbols Lou ld be
lified Luit thfly should be leantinged Uwe'
students to make their Codes neat and legible

1 he blanks should bo tilled in onto, starting
with the last blank on the upper lett

It:1'11c\ Nhov,

(-y(11111(.111 \kith the l )tiS I
patinci, taking (lino giving and doing the test.

.444,e
ACTIVITY 1. First, make up a simple code. (Use dIfferitnt
symbols from those in the sample but keep them simpie.)
Write your code at the top of the test page. Do nbt let your
partner see the code until the test begins.

ACTIVITY 2. Then write 100 numbers with spaces beneath as
in Figure 1. Place the test page in front of your partner, with
the code covered.

ACTIVITY 3. Uncover the code and give your partner 60 sec-
onds to complete as many squares as possible. He should
be able to see the code at all times. At the end of 60 seconds,
count the number of times your partner wrote the right symbol
next to a number. The squares should be filled in ln order,
without skipping any.



44,

What wa.s your paitnei's score on the DSS.I?

Repeat the activity, switching ioles this time.

02. What was your score on the DSS F?

So what? What good is It to know someone's score on the

DSST? The next section w11 give you several possible an-
swers. But first, try to anstlie next question.

What do you think is being raciksured by the DSST?

The DSST score is simply measurement Of-what a human
can do. By itself. the DSSI score is no more useful than
knowing the height or weight of a persori: However. there
is a difference. Because of your experience you know what
weight or height measurements mean. When you are told
that someone is 6 feet tall, you can picture such a person.
Few people have enough experience with the DSST to know
whether a score of 92 is high, low, or average.

The scores that you and your partner-got may he Far apart.
If you gathered the scores Of all your classmates, you would
probably find that they were quite different too. But when
the test was given to new and regular markivana users in
Chapter 5, the comparison was MaiXOnly with the person's
own score. The test was used to find out how much a person's
score changed from before smoking marijuana to afterwards.

157

1 and 2 Scores may vary widely, arid no
particular significance should he inferred

3 The DSST is otticially a Test of Cognitive
Functioning." I his implies learning, knowing.
or perceiving, and suggests that it measures
the ability of the mind to perceive rela-
tionships But acceptable answers from stu-
dents might be "speed," "reaction," "match-
ing ability

EXCURSION 5-2 133
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PROBLEM BREAK

You may have to suggest possible reasons to
help students out in some cases. la it because
marijuana relaxes a person too much? Or
does it destroy his concentration or his coor-
dination? His ability to follow directions? And
Oat about the increases for the regular
users? Does the relief of tensions contribute
to this?

134 EXCURSION 5-2

PROBLE M BREAK 1

YOU TIOW have had %Mlle' cperirn&c ith the DSST. You
also have studied SOW of the effects of rimrquana. Refer
hack to .1 able 5-6 in Chapter 5. Sec it you can figure out
whN inamuana caused the chanpes in the scoi es. lalk it Over
with your partner if you like. 1 hen write a short description
ot your conclusions in your Record Book.

158
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EQUIPMENT t IST

None

Pot or Booze?

Thls Is a general interest excursion ixcur-
'Jon 5-2 is rekeyed to tins one

PURPOSE

To compare the physical. ilsychologicai, and
emotional effects ot marquana and alcohol on
humans

Excursion 5-3

Alcohol and marijuana are often compared today. Roth drugs
are considered bad by many people. Yet both drugs are also
used by millions of Americans. Just what are the differences
between the use and the effects of.the two drugs? That's what
this excursion is all about.

Let's look at the results of one recent study. Ten young
male volunteers who were regular users of marijuana hut
not of alcohol were stud. Each man was given either
marijuana, a harmless su stan -e he thought was marijuana,
alcohol, of a drink he thot c mtained alcohol but did not.
Marijuana was given in two on Is cigarettes to be smoked
and capsules to. be swallowed.

MAJOR POINT S

1 Marijuana made firm) seem to pass faster,
alcohol made it seen) slower.
2. Both marijuana and alcohol acted as stim-
ulants In Increasing heartbeats
3 Marijuana and alcohol have differing
effects on feelings and senses.
4 Marijuana produces bad aftereffects in
some instances.
9. There seems to be a relation between seri-
ous crimes and drunkenness from alcohol.

The men were given some tests, one of which you already
know aboutthe Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST).
(Turn to Excursion 5-2 if you don't know this test.) They were
also asked to estimate how many seconds passed between
two sounds given 15 seconds apart..

The student may want to review Excursion
5-2, Of do It If it was skipped previously.

159
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10"ip.i.

Fmall\ . the men's heartbeat rate.. weir nicamit ed. The tests
.111,1 me.istueturnts %setc Ina& hlot e alto the !subjects
took the substance given them. Sonic ol the results obtained
arc shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Measurement

Smoked
Marijuana

-

Marijuana
Substitute

Marijuana
Capsule Ale( hol

_

Alcohol
Substitute

Before After Before After Before After Before Aftcr Before After

DSS1 (not
completed) 62 63

i

62 62 -
Time Esti-

matroo (sec) 14.7 15.6 14.7 15.0 14.3 16.7 14.7

_

11.7 15.4 14.7

Heartbeats
(per mm) 72 83

-
-- 65 77 69 75 69 72

1 and 2. Both act like a stimulant.

3. Slightly taster

4. Slower. The actual 15 seconds between
signals seemed like 11.7 seconds, so the men
thought that time passed more slowly than it
did. In general, stimulants like caffeine and
amphetamines make time seem longer; de-
pressants like barbituates make it seem
shorter. In this case, then, marijuana was
acting as a stimulant and alcohol as a de-
pressant, which it really Is.

136 EXCURSION 5-3

la

rii. Take a look at how marijuana affected the men's heart-
beat rates. Dors this suggest that marijuana acts like a stimu-
lant, or a depressant?

[12. In terms of its effect on heartbeat rate, does alcohol
seem to act like a stimulant, or a depressant?

C13. Did marijuana make the men think that time passed
faster, or slower?

[14. Did alcohol make the men think that time passed faster,
or slower?

n5. Suppose you had been doing the experiment. How
would you have set it up differently and, what else would

.you have measured?

Unfortunately, the data on the DSST in Table 1 is incom-
plete. But another test was given to measure the subjects'
feelings. The results were then summed up as shown in Table
2. The higher a 'limber in the chart, the more commonly
the effect was felt by the men.

06. For each of the following four categories, record which
substance produced the greatest effect: Feeling of well-being;
Feeling of dissatisfaction; Thinking; Vision.

160
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K 1 1 NI I N

MaiquAna

07 51'11111'1;
( 1 1 1 1( I

Alcohol
111,..tilute

I1N1t,
Ni'l 1) N. 1411711.1 11a \ Iii uitt ii

11.eeling 01

well- bet nr, II I I I h 3

Feeling 4,1
dissaostak hon IS 27 27 2

Thinking allected 1 1 15 21

V ision, heat
etc., atkcted 12 16 20 2

- -R.. au A A,. . 0 -.luau.. AA

Table 2

(17. Did smoked, or capsule, marijuana produce the gleater
effect?

People often use marijuana instead of alcohol because they
think that marijuana produces no hangover. Is this really
true? Table 3 gives the opinions of 32 adults who have used
marijuana ten or more times.

Table 3

3

AUTERLFULCIS OF MARIJUANA

Condition Num bet

Sometimes have bad
afteretkcts. 12

Do not have had
aftereffects. 20

Marijuana users who complain of bad aftereffects usually
mention being overly tired, irritable, or unable to concen-
trate, and having headaches.

1118. Flow many people out of the 32 studied (Table 3) re-
ported undesirable aftereffects? What percent is this?

1:19. What other information would you need before you
could compare the aftereffects of alcohol and marijuana?

7 Surprisingly, smoked marijuana produced
the greater effect in three (well-being, think-
ing. vision) of the categories The feeling of
well-being and the senses of vision arid hear-
ing showed the greatest difference. It is sig-
nificant that these two categories aro the ones
most indicative of hallucinogenic ettects.

8. 12 out of 32. Ai x 100 is equal to 37.5%.
It might be interesting to note that a "bad"
or "undesirable" attereffect.,js based on the
judgment of the subject. All of the 32 might
have had aftereffects that in certain 'cases
could be classified as bad or undesirable.

EXCURSION 5-3 137



Table 4

There seems to be no question that drunken-
ness is related to crime If we add to these
statistics the fact that alcohol Is involved In
a large percentage of serious and fatal acci-
dents On the road. It becomes a damaging
indictment against drinking. With the evi-
dence at hand (and there is some), marijuana
seems far less likely to lead to violence. The
obvious question that is then asked by young
people is "Why is marijuana worse than alco-
hol?" An answer, but not necessarily the best
one, is that, at least to the presenttime. it can
put you in jail.

4 a 5 44.

138 EXCURSION 5-3

c.

4.

A lot of people think alcohol. marijuana, and other drugs
mist- t i 1111C Is this nue" 1 ul wc N1,111\ criminak and

delinquents use marijuana. alcohol, or both. But it's hard
to say what this means. Does ii mean that drugs cause crime?
Or could it be that crime leads people to use drugs? Or are
drug use and crime both related to a person's personality?
"I here are no gOod answers to these questions now.

There is considerable evidence that serious crimes arc
associated with being drunk from alcohol. Table 4 summa-
rizes one large study of almost 900 people picked up during
or immediately after they committed a major crime. Unfor-
tunately, this kind of information is not available on the
relationship between marijuana use and crirtie.

CRIME-ALCOHOL RELATIONSHIPS
4'

Crime
Drunk to Non-
drunk Persons

Cuttings II to I

Other assaults 10 to I

Carrying anwealed weapons 8 to I

3

[110. What relationship do the data in Table 4 suggest be- ,

tween drunkenness and crimes of violence?

About all that can really be said now is that there seems
to be a difference in the psychological effects of marijuana
and alcohol. Alcohol is often associated with aggressive be-
havior. On the other hand, marijuana seems to have the
opposite association. Marijuana users seem to be less able
to carry out plans and have less interest in doing so. As a,
group, "potheads" tend to be passive and to withdraw from
activities.

011. Overall, how do the effects of marijuana seem to com.:
pare with the effects of alcohol? (Record your conclusions
in your Record Book.) ,"0,

Caution Here again, you should be cautious about over-
generalizing. Always remember not only that humans differi
from person to person but also that the same person doesn't
alwaYs react the same way to the same chemical input.

, = e z.

...
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LOUIPMbN I LISI

None

Drugsin a Capsule

This excursion is for general information and
reference.

Puriposr
lo serve as a\ ference table on various
drugs

Excursion 5-4

This excursion is designed for your refeience and informa-
tion. The information on slang terms and methods or taking
the drugs (see Tables 4-1, 5 -1, and 5-2) is not repeated hew..
The question marks in some boxes indicate a difference of
opinion among scientist% Who have studied the drug.

If_the terms used in the chart are unfamiliar to you, use
reference materials in your classroom or library to learn their
meaning.

MAJOR POINT

The point that has been made throughout the
unit should be re-enrhasized here Because
of cliffeLences in people. personal health.
strength of drugs, and other factOrs, it is diffi ?
cult, and perhaps impossible, to classify the
different dargs in neat rows and categories
Very likely Wm@ student will come up to you
with some comment like -This other book
says" or "We were told in our heialth
class." and point out a classification dis-
crepancy with the table With the complexity
of the subject, this is to be expected.
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Depressants

Drups

,

Oin,in and I-oim

Dependenec

v,, hohirical loleianceph, 31

Heroin ( miles hom moiphine. a white. oll white,
oi brown powder

Yes Yes Yes

Morphine Ihe inam attive subsianke in opium, white
powder, light airy cubes. ot small white
tablets

Yes

-.....e

Yes

..-------

Yes

Codeine
.

Substance in opium, can bcpgotten hom
morphine, less potent than either-opium
01 morphine

.

Yrs

Yes

-

Yes

(es

Yes

- YesAlcohol Made by fel menung papes and grams

i
4

Barbiturates Manufactured chemicals

,
f

.It
.._

Yes Ycs Yes

411-
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Irrance

'Yes

Yes

Ycs

WIthdl JIA'a 1.

Symptom.

-..... _____ _

I >cath by
01.eido,,e

l'oible Phy,n al
t .iiirli( :Won,

r ..-

) Mental
Conirht allows

1.1t01.11,1(

Rid. ot
Atiie

Vonliting. diarrhea,
shaking, aches,
perspn ation

( orna,
lungs tail

Needle , an,cd ode(
bon,. oveido,e, los,
ol coordirqion,
dulled ,1Agy,

,- .
con.hty.loon .

1)iiinkciinc.,. ano,0,1.11
bcha101. lo,, oi ap.
petite, drow,me,,

1, 1111

As above
.

(.onia, et,

hints lad
1.0; cif coordination,

overdose, drilled
senses, constipation

As above High

As above hut less
noticeable

Possible'
hut
unlikely

Constertion ,..

). .

.....____

Drowsinc,,, loss 01
appetite

M inor

.

.

As for heroin, but
with hallucinations
in addition

,

t'./

Coma,
lungs tad

-------v

Irritated liver, pan-
ereas, stomach,
and nerve: ovci-
weight, brain
damage

thunkennc. los, ot
,

;,- coordination, anti
socral beliavnir, brain
damage, cerions meri-
tal illness

t 1 igh

Vdmiting, diarrhea,
shaking, aches, ,
sweating, and
hallucinations

Oil

Coma.
. lungs fad,

shock c

Overdose, loss of co-
ordination, slimed
speech, poor appe
trte, convulsions,
staggering

Di unkenne,,, der es
sion, poor concentra-
non, serious mental
disease, thowsiness

---11.---

I 1 igh

Ltat4.14.....2,.11

.4. :ASA

.0

A
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Stimulants

Drugs

.

Origin and Form

Dependence

loleranccPhysical Psychological

Amphetamines

*,--..

Manufactured chemicals
4

No? Yes Yes "''

Cocaine Leaves of the coca bush (not
cacao). white. colorless. fluffy
powder that looks like snow

No Ycs *lo

--%

Cat leinc In tea, cofke, cocoa, and cola:
odorless. bittei, white powder

No Some Yes

Hallucinogens

LSD
.

Can be manufactured

..

No Yes Ycs
(extremely

.

rapid)
-

Marijuana (Cannabis)
.

r

Dried flowering or fruiting top
of the female hemp plant -

.1.
.

No
. . .

-

Yes? Partial

...,

Mescaline From the peyote cactus No Yes?
c.

Yes

- 642." :,
,f
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MIMS" WNW 1111111111111111 IOW

Ti -711
ilar41 imarft Aar

Withdrawal
Symptonis

Death by
, Overdose

Possible Physical
Complications

Mental
t.'omplik :mons

Pt oba ble
Risk of
Abuse

Depression.
apathy

Convulsions.
coma, brain

- hemori hage

I kiss ot appetite. needle-
caused infection. blood-
vessel disease. shaking

Drunkenness. mental illness.
antisocial behavior. rest-
lessness and irritability.
hallucinations. talkative-
ness. aggressiveness

I ligh

None Convulsions.
lungs fad

I.oss 0P-appente. dam
aged nose Membrane
from sniffing. loss of co-
ordination. convulsions.
Nam damage

Drunkenness. mental illness.
excited state. hallucina-
lions, appetite los. laAJc
of sleep .

,

Higli

None

--At_
None recotded None or minor Lack of sleep or

restlessnos
None

4

None Lethal dose
unknown

llneonsciousness. heart
failure, cluomosome
changes, brain dain-''
age (?)

-Panic. mental illness, hal-
lucinati m. unpredictable
behaihor, antisocial be-
havior, anxiety, and
personality changes

High
.

r

_

None

. .
.

,%.*.

Unknown ,4.:.3.- -4.4 .
.e.J..-

..

.

Bronchitis. eye infections.
and indigestion

.

.

li

Rare panic or menral ill-
um. unpredictable be-.

havior, 4:Mut:mations.
antisocial behavior,
personality changes

Moderate

'None Unknown Unknown .. Similar to LSD and marl-
juana

iligh
A

1 7

1
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.PICTURE CIREDITT -

x Richard Lawrence Stack from Black Star
24 Dan McCoy from Black Star
28 Oscar Auerbach. M D
30 Oscar Auerbach. M D
33 Oscar Auerbach. M D
32 Oscar Auerbach. M D
33 Oscar Auerbach. M D.
48 Jun Wu for Life
56 Don Renner from Photo Trends
68 Ernie Baxter from Black Star
82 Eugene Anthgny from Black Star
94 ISCS
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